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INTRODUCTION'

The funding' of this3study restilted from the desire of the EconOmic Development
.

to receive empirical information which would.provide guidance regarding the allocation
of federal assistance to rural areas. Since ED/Vs programs focus on economic development
through industrialization, a general evaluation of the industrialization process in rurial areas

'was requested. The inclusion of field stddies'in thevsearch design was requested because
an explicit goal of the project was to analyze the mechanism by which industrial development
takes place, and to dbserve the impact of thikprocess upon the-major problems in rural areas.

EDA 's activity in rural and urban areas takp place ,within the' larger framework of a resource
allocation problem-which faces most federal agencies-the choice between urban and rural
investment. Complicating the problem is the that the.pdpulation..needing assistance is.
to some extent a moving.target. Migration from rural to urban areas, afiational phenomeno
has assumed its most extreme form in a south-to-north movement of blacks. So long as this
huge stream of voluntary migrants left low-paying'work in the South for high:paying kvork
in the North no doubts were raised: It wasiassulned that the move was voluntary, axdthere-
fore, the destination ar must have teen preferred fOr what seem to be better work oppor-
tunitift, higher incomes and superior Jiving conditions. Moreover, thobserver of flying
cortilitions in the Sout could qee with_little difficulty tliat the Negro had a strong motive to
Wave. The quality of 'ublic service, of law enforaement, of schooling, of welfare, and of
health service is poorer fr the Negro than for the white in the South, Nevertheless, there is,
dotbt over-the wisdogiof past and future migratiOns from the rural South. The social dis-
ruption caused by.thi concentration of black migrants in Northern ghettos forces one to
inquire whether there is a .*-ter_way to bring the fruits of American prosperity to its black
Citizens: The striking posfwar growth of industry in the rural South suggestS that migration
might eventually disappear.

The success of Southern industrial growth makes it necessary to question the need for con-
tinued outmigration to the North. Why can't Southern industry provide enough jobs to
keep rural niigefints in the South? Can the development of Southern indu-siry provide a focus
and an alternative to the development of the North? Can the federal government, acting
through economic develdpinent programs, devise and carry out a rational program for regjonal
development in the South which would mee\ these goals?

These questions have at times taken the form, then, of alto argument betWeen those advocating
treating the problem in the ghetto and those advocating investmenyin the southern regions
iri order to stem the rural-to-urban flow. If the latter alternative is considered, a further
question is raised: in what cities in southern regions should federal assistance be focuseein
order to have the greatest impact? Since EDA is in no position to adopt a northern-center-
only strategy, it must consider, is second question. Regional economists, in response to
this scarce resource problem, have proposed several variations ,of a "growth center" strategy;
often, minimum city sizes have been suggested, below which, cities are less than optimally
efficient, and therefore represent less-than -optimum investment environments.

EDA, an agency which has provided public works grants and loans, technical assistance
grants, and business loans to cities fanging in size from very large to very small, is vitally
involved in this dialogue because it wants to make cost-elteetiye allocations of limited funds.

e.
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This investigation of the impact of industrialization in yural areas, then, represents a look'
.

into one phasegf the over-ail problem. Thii's udy coacntrates only on the !weds and
experiences of the smaller southern towns; other two pieces of the tuzz1J.- the regional
SMSA and the major northern city-do n toltiill within the scope of the study, but should
be examined in the,near future, in order Ito ascertain h94, the conditions shown by this

1..,

*\4,-..,_study vary in larger northern and southern cities.

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

The three major findings of this study aye:

1, A small town (with population of 5000 to 20,000) having certain cheracteristies
may act as the employment center of a sizable labor market. Thefunctioning 6f guclia
town .as a labor market cenier is the prime mechanism for economic-growth in some regions,
and allows the town to achieve a near - autonomous growth,

2. Although industry has enabled many small towns, to grow in terms of population
size arid total income, disadvantaged groups. hich are predominantly black have not shared
in the benefits of this growth Ito a satisfactory extent. .

3. A "market for industry" exiits,in which alew towns with inadequate information
about industry tend to offer, too high a price to attract industry; industry is not significantly
motivated-to-locate.by-subsidies which are-normally-offer4d, and-cannotobtain-adequate
information onlabor marketpoteqtial, the possession of which can be a prime inducement to
locate. F

N '
. < Majoi policy recommendations based ()Ili these findings are:

. .
1. EDA should include, in its "growth center" divelopment scheme, selected small

_. towns which are found to act as large labor market cenlers, Top priority should then be
. o given to identifying and developing labor,force potential, and to developing employment for.it.- el ,

2. If EDA programs are intended to have an effect on the southern Negro, better
comprehensive prowa and more program 'coordinatiqn is-needed in towns receiving EDA
assistance.

3. Present industrial subsidization schemes are inefficierft, and should be replaced by
labor (wage) subsidies administered at higher than local level.

4. Leader ship and pla ning capability most be improved within such centers, and
funds should be devoted t this within Developmentpistrict programs.

The findjngs of this report are principally contained in Sections V and VI. Section V pre-
sents a critical view of`several "growth center" strategies, including the District Center device
used by EDA. Section VI,presents program and policy Kecommendations. The analytical
Tindings which lead to these conclusions and recommendations are found at the end of each

11
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.' Seckon. The reader who does not wish' to read the entire report, but only the review of con-
.

etUsions. may proceed after this introductiokto read these summary pages 36, 52. 72, 0.
123. and 128, folloWed by Sections V an'd KI. A guide to the organization of the report.
with references to conclusions reached. follows: .

.
Section I examines the basic premises of the growth center concept as advanced by the lit-
,erature on the `subje.ct. Since4 town shciuld function as something of a growth center in i
order to upgrade the welfare of its population apd the population in a surroupdtrig Alva,-
EDA should know whether small towns can in any way be viewed as sucji centers. Find-
ings from applying these criteria to the two small towns and district cerfitry studied are that
some small towns act.as important centers for surrounding areas, much as.the EDA District
Centers do. Of most significance is the ability of certain small towns to act as centers for
rural labor markets. Of possible significance is the flact that the small towns werelnot sig-
nificantly dependent on either the corresponding district csenters nofon the c)9sest SMSA
in the region. Contrary tooth. theoretical view of growth "trickling down" from centers to
sthaller cities in a region,*en,,thetowns Studied hid developed quite autonomously by I

tgselling a prime resource labor and by ressive salesmanship. Of great importanceto this
process were foundtto be a progressive (own leadership, a political base conducjve to indus-,
trializatioln, and an information system which will adequately inform industry about the

__labbr market. _ _ _ _ 4 ___ _ .......,
It.

...

Section II examines the primary problem in rural areas inEDA's 4erms:. unemployment
and underemployment. Section I shoWs that relatively advancid industry will locate in rural
areas; this section analyzes the extent to which industrializatioithas solved the unemployment
problem. The findings are that industry generally employs those workers with the highest'
skill levels, which entails attracting laborers from surrounding counties (both commuting and
in-migrating), from already-located industry, and from households, in addition to the Unem-
ployed. This demand far skills is made more difficult for blacks by racialidiscrimination
which exists a4 well, both in the firms and in local institutions which provide employment
services. In addition to skill requirementN which are often set artificially high, and -racial
discrimination, both ofowhich block the spreading of.growth benefits to a disadvantaged

-population, the process of growth itself is threatened 6y an information stem which re-
cords and publicizes unemployment rates which'are artificially low. It is liown that a Much
greater labor force potential exists than loc4 institutions and firms realize.

Givgn the promise and problems set forth in Section I and II, Section III examines public
services and assistance programs as solutions. It is shown that small towns are not admin-
istratively equipped to.adequately transform the additional incotne brought by industry into
public funds usable for services. Furthermore: industrialization tends to skew a town's
spending in the direction.of public works spending, using resources which might otherwise
be spent on human development. In addition, tax holidays granted to lOcating firms deprive
the town or county of this potential revenue increase for five to ten years." Facing obsolescent
revenue-collection procedures and the strain which both industrialization and growth place
on public services, the town turns to federal assistance. Traditional in which this assist-
ance is delivered do not lead to an equitable distribution of resources, further handicapping
the disadvantaged, predominantly black, population.

0 010
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etion IV surtElys the past methods used by local, county, and state governrhent of encouraging
th growth of towns, and analyzes the.framework within which the industry-solicitation
pr cess takes place. It is found that resources have been wasted on competition between towns
fo dustry, and that a location incentive which has been largely unused to date in rural
areas--the wage subsidywould be the most effective encouragement to industrialization; growth,
4,nd to the hard-core.uneniploYment problem.'

The picture presented by the first four sections, then, is that of a small t9wn whichihas the
capacity to market a sizable labor force and thereby attract industry caAble of significantly
augmenting area income. The town, while growing, cannot solve the, problem of a large dis-
advantaged, predominantly black, population segment. Local institutions are not structured
so that the employability of this segment is upgraded. Meanwhile, blacks migrtkto northern
cities. A policy which awaits the eventuat total outmigration of disadvantaged blacks from
southern cities is not acceptable because: assimilation in northern citieeis slow, and this adds
to the national urban crisis; a large number of poor blScks do not show a wopensity to.
migrate:and unless given jobs promise to remain a blight op the southern randscape; a ten-

,. dency for blacks to return to the south exacerbates this; industrial firms are increasingly
sensitive to the poor image which a town with a large slum area displays; the increAsing unrest
of remaining blacks could result in violent social crises in many small towns and dities through-

"out the South.

Having come to these conclusions in Section V, we have presented in Section VI program and
policy recommendations for EDA. These include:

EDA should make a more explicit statement of its goals, to include a cOmmitment
.

to the hard-cote unemployed, particularly blacks. P

Research: EDA should conduct economic research in the areas of labor market information,
job accessibility, and black south-north migration.

(Resource Allocatioh to Program Types: Generally, more techniAl assistance grants are needed,
which will probably involve the shift g of funds from public works activities. Business ans
are needed in small towns, but mor local giound-wOrk is required tp stimulate opportuni s./

Technical Assistance programs shotild be instituted which train leaders in towns and cities
in economic and social development; it is also suggested tha.te towns and cities Which are
selected; as centers receive funds which will partially or wholly support a full-time planner.

District Organization: The District Director needs a larger stafkaond more research fund's, in
order to conduct the type of local research and planning that is n t now done.

District Activity:

Cooperation with State Age cies: Insofar as possible, EDA and state agencies lit. the*
Industrial Development Boar and Employment. Service should plan and present common
strategy toward industry solicitation. This should entail the use of wage subsidy programs
and the, elimination of tax incentives on the state level.
Cooperation with local Agencies and Government: EDA should establish a planning frame-
work with local government and important political bodies, within which would be regularly
discussed with industry the town's emplofment prob ms. The industrial firm and town

iv
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should continually attempt to find joint solutions to-the employment-problem, with the
assistance of EDA and federal and state labor institutions. -

Cooperation with other Federal Agencies: ,,Since the success of EDA programs often de-
pends do the activities of other federal programs, it is essential that a regular-coordination
and joint planning occur. - . .
District Centers: It is recommended that the Development District Center concept be ex-
panded to include the designation of ofher:'target centers" in the distriCtrwhich would be
selected small towns which have shown success in becoming centers. of laborinarken. These
centers shopld receive most EDA funds allocated to the District. ---

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The research decision which was the major determiriant of the form which this reporthas
taken was the decision to incorporate field studies into the research design. EDA requested
that a-number of field studies be Combined with a review of relevant literature. I i felt that
the findings from the many other studies reviewed hay! served -to strongly support t find-
ings from our own field work.

The research team chose to concentrate the field work in one region, southeastkrn United
States, so that regional difference would not be a factor in analyzing similarities and diff-
erences among the few field studies. EDA and the contractor jointly agreed to interpret
"rural areas" as a small town (between 5 and 20 thousand population) surrounded by an
agrictiltural-hinterland; at-least-50-miles-from-an-SMS-A-7-which-had- undergonerapicruidus-
trialization in the last decade. EDA specified the Southeast Coastal Plains region, which
had already had a Regional Commission forked under,Depairtment of Commerce auspices,
and the Mississippi Delta region, for which such a Commissiqn was envisaged. The contractor
originally agreed to study three small towns, but.later modified this, with EDA's agreement,
to a study of two small towns, onein each regiont, and the corresponding growth center in
each region.

The towns arid cities chosen are disguised under the names S.C. City, S.C. Town, Miss. City,-
and Miss. Town. Much of the inierview material would be sensitive if it could be ascribed to
specific individuals; the uniqueness within the town of those individuals whp were interviewed

'would make anonymity irnpa4sible. Furthermore, the value of any lessons learned from these
interviews does not depend on jdentifying the interviewees specifically. For all tJiese reasons,
it was thought best not to real the names of the towns studied. 4The To ns" will
refer to the two small towns; "the Cities" to the two larger cities.

The major field study technique usedshe open-ended interview. Questionnaires were de-
signed, but continually modified and seldom used in the same way twice. Interviewees were
encouraged to contribute information and Viewpoints which may not have been actively solicited.
Interviewees fell into six major groups:

I. Local offici mayors, city Managers, others in city government.
2. Representativ of formal local institutions: SchooiOrincipals, Chamber of Commerce

heads, etc.
3. Knowledgeable individuals not representing an official institutional viewpoint: Clergy-

Orren, Doctors, Newspaper editors, etc.
4. Plant managers and personnel managers.

00.12
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5. Employed and unemployed industrial workers %unemployed adtlits having no indus
trial experience.

6. Repiesentatives of state-and dfederai agencies active in the area.

Small towns were chosen by
1. Visiting EDA field representatives in North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and

Mississippi, to discuss the speed and extent of industrialization in towns within those states.
State givelopment, Boards were also contacted, as well as other research organizations.
(East Carolina College, Georgii`Tech., Mississippi Research and Development Ceiter.)

2. Screening high growth towns for:
a: non-proximity to Inge urban centers
b. diversitof industry
e. predicted-reception by local citizens
d. absence of:major-growth stimulus other than industry(military base, etc.)
e. predominantly agricultural periphery . .

The South Carolina small town was visited first, and used to gain a first-hand knowledge of the
small town and industrialization and to shape ttudynaethodology. Working together in the

'field-during the year's project were one social psychologist and four economists. Team com-
position was varied from trifp to trip, to encourage the interaction of different viewpbints.
Basically, the field trips took place in three stages. The first visit to each community was made
to gain an understanding of major community institutions and problems, the major popu-
lation sub-groups and their living conditions, and to gain an initial impression of the 'nature
of the area's industrialization process. The second visit want into more depth in analyzin4 the
ftictioning of local government, formal and informal institutions, and the provision.of public

rvices'aild industries. The third visit concentrated on the employmentsituation, from the
points of Acw of both.management and the work force.

o 44'The research design utilized hat both strengths and weaknesses. Among the strengths are:
the ability to focus on the Mechinism of development, and to analyze how critical decisions
in the development process are made; the ability to generate new questioni and hypotheses'
.during the course of the study, rather than merely try to validate a limited number of hy-
pcitheses adopted in the beginning; and therefore the ability to free the research from pre-
conceived notions and begin fresh with an examination of a system cOutaining: four major
actorqypes: industry, local government, and federal agencies, with a disadvantaged population
responding to actions taken by the others.

Weaknesses are: the inability to state with certainty cause pnd effect relationships; the poten-
tial for the four cities being unique s.rather than representative; the inability-to gather
in-depth data on all topics, becauseofd expenditureof research funds on field studies and
a broad range of questions.

. .

We feel that the advantages of the approach used outweigh the disadvantages, in Terms of the
goal of this study, which is tq evaluate the effectiveness of EDA programs in solving small- .
town prbblems. The inability of this,research to produce detailed and current migration
information is a short-cominehowever, a major achievement is the very complete 3$alysis, based
on interviews with industry management, of how employment decisions are made, particularly
vis-a-vis unOcilled And semi-skilled blacks. t''
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SECTION I

GROWTH CENTER CHARACTERISTICS POSSESSED BY SMALL TOWNS
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I. INTRODUCTION

Growth centers, as described in the literature and by EDA, are cities with certain economic
characteristics by which they are enabled to provide services to a surrounding area. This
section will examine the two towns and two district centers studied in the light of these
characteristics. If small towns can be looked upon as growth centers in any meaningful sense
(and they have not been to date), this would indicate that the provision of federal funds to
them should be considered favorably. .

Geographic Location of the Town in the Region

The "central place" theorist& have depicted an "order of central place" and a hierarchy
of cities in which the "size and shape of trade areas are influenced by location relative
to metropolitan centers."1 Two aspects of this analytical approach are interesting with
regard to the two small towns studied: one, the predominant economic function of the
center, discussed below; the other, the significance of relative vs. absolute population size,
and the distance existing between cities and towns.

Viewing the "deep South" from the Mississippi River to the Atlantic Ocean as a single region
(ignoring for the moment the Regional Commission distinction between Southeast Coastal
Plain and the rest of that area) the territory can be seen to possess a crescent of large urban
centers which "contains" most of the region and serves to delineate the deep South frail
the Ozarks and Appalachia.

These large Cities live traditionally acted as transportation terminals through which goods
have passed between "ncgthem centers" and the smaller cities within the South, and which have
acted as comniel, political, and cultural centers for the region. Thus,Memphis was tradi-
tionally the finaal and transportation center for the cotton economy in the Mississippi Delta
to the south, and Atlanta served as a trading and transportation center of major importance.

The two.districts studied fit into the regional geography roughly like this:

0 Memphis 0 Charlotte

MISS. TOWN

MISS. CITY

S.C. TOWN

S.C. CITY

1Berry, Brian J., and Pred, Allen, CENTRAL PLACE STUDIES: A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THEORY AND
APPLICATIONS, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: Regional Science Research Institute, 1961.
See also Berry, Brian J. and Barnum, H. Gardiner, "Aggregate Relations and Elemental Components of
Central Place Theory," JOURNAL OF REGIONAL SCIENCE, IV (1962), Berry, Brian J., MARKET
CENTERS AND RETAIL DISTRIBUTION, Prentiss-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1968; Berry,
Brian J., Barnum, H. Gardiner, and Tennant, Robyrt J., "Retail Location and Consumer Behavior,"
PAPERS AND PROCEEDINGS OF REGIONAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION, IX (1962; Berry, Brian J.,
"Cities as Systems within Systems of Cities," in Friedmann, John and Alonso, William, REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING, Cambridge: M.I.T. Press, 1964.
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1 Atlanta
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o Greenboro
Winston Salem

Durham

Raleigh

Columbi
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Thus, in terms of a hierarchy of cities, Memphis and Charlotte would probably be viewed
as second order centers with respect to the first order centers of New York, Detroit,
Chicago, and St. Louis. 'Mississippi and South Carolina Cities would be bo more than
third or fourth order centers, and Mississippi and South Carolina Towns would probably
not even be mentioned in a typology of this kind..

If Memphis and Charlotte, separately, are considered centers which have served ' {o "connect"
the North with the. South, the distinguishing characteristic possessed by.both Mississippi
and South Carolina Towns is that both lie on major transportation routes between the
regional center and points south - between the "core" and "periphery". Neitliter small town
is endowed with major natural resources; S uth Carolina Tbwn's river-based *ater supply
is significant, however, and distinguishes it om the immediately surrounding aremore so
than does the rich farmland of Mississippi wn from the equally rich farmland surrounding

it. . *
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The availability and, form of transportation network has been unquestionably a prime
factor in the cities' development, and in the formation of rela

ry
ionships with the hinterlan

riverside e location, based on a cotton
farming economy which has since dwindled in importance. After the riverased to be
of importance for shipping a primary product, it regained importance forts water supply
aspects. In the meantime, an excellent highway network developed which has played a

i major role in the attraction of highway-oriented industry. In addition to these resources
rail connections are excellent.

In Mississippi, the river that played an important role in Mississippi City's deuelopme as ;"

a means of shipping its primary product, continues to be anNegonomical means of tra
. Br port for many of the City's industrial producers. Highways are not as well develope as

in South Carolina. Mississippi Town is not on the river, and thus is handicapped by n
absence of that m.,de, combined with mid and rail networks which are weakened long
delays at regional transshipment centers.

s4
River and rail transpoitationhave played a much less important role in attract' in-
dustries since 1960 than before. Almost all of the industrial firms which have located in
the last decades are primarily users of truck transportation. The technological changes
which have radically altered freight movement patterns over the last two decades between
Amerjda' s large cities have had just as much impact on freight movement in smaller towns
and rural areas. At the same time, firms which primarktprocessed raw materials usually
lumber or food stuffs cdtltinned to use rail and water transportation, where available.

Memphis and other large centers at an early date acguireld an institutional and *physical
infrastructure which served a resource-based hinterland, Delta cotton was financed by,
and shipped through, Memphis. This infrastructure still exists; and is one of the reasons
why a goal of economic efficiency would indicate the wisdom of investment in large
cities Where scale economies can be achieved. With the above described improvements
in transportation, however, most industries are less dependent upon the big city rail
networks; financial institutions still dominate the hinterland because little local insti-
tutional development has occurreil in small town finance.' There are no real
impedfirients to local infrastructure of this type developing. Much of the dominationiof
big city over small in this region is historic and now tecimologically irrelevant. Further-
more, the transportation network winch is still used is outmoded; one of the most often
cited impediments to the development of diversified economic activity in the Mississippi
Delta is the time required to clear goods through Memphis. In addition, East-West trans-
portation is extremely inadequate, so that shipments to an East coast market are slow and
costly.

This would indicate that the alleged supetior efficiency-of large urban centers in this
region is actually less than stated, that the supposed inefficiency of the smaller towns
could be lessened easily,,and therefore that the loss in efficiency suffered by placing
funds in small rather than much larger cities is not as great as is claimed. As will
become clear, we are not saying that larger cities are not more efficient. Investment
in 'smaller towns will be justified on equity and social welfare grounds.' The argument
against investing in small towns, however, has been shown to be not as strong as it
has been assumed to be.

1See discussion of "The Trading Center," page 25.
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THE MANUFACTURING CENTER: ECONOMIC BASE AND LOCATION OF INDUSTRY

Returning to the growth center literature, the activity of growth center definition has re-

volved around concepts of manufacturing center and trading center. Traditionally, growth

centers have been thought of as manufacturing centers. Small towns and rural areas have

been discounted as grow.th centers, because they were thought to be attracting agricultural,

agricultural processing, and resource - extracting economic activities. At best, they might

be expected to gain a low-wage textile plant. The four towns studied here are striking, be-

cause they violate this generality. The economic growth of each has been caused priinarily

by the attraction and expansion of non-agricultural, manufacturing activities. Moreover,

the manufacturing industries are not resource-orienteCI. The small towns possesstelectronics

assembly firms, the branch plants of major chemical and pharmaceutical corporaeons, and

N. firms specializing in the assembly of metal anipsteel products, as well as4the traditional textile

plant. Since this study was specifically directed toward the impact of industrialization, a

large part of the field research was concerned with an investigation of the manufacturing base.

A Ittngthk discussion of this follows, accompanied bye supporting material in the appendices.

In a separate discussion below, thedrading center aspect will, be briefly consi ered.

The Types of Industry in the Study Areas
)

,A town's industrial growth can come about in a number of ways. Firms already in the town

-can grow in line with the general growth of the national economy, a not insigdificant source

of new jobs and income given the rapid expaRsion of the national` economy in thtal 960's.

Second, the town could gain a greater share of the national employment within an industry,

whether through the location of new firms or through the superior competitiveness of exist-

ing firms. Last of all, the town could enjoy, the presence of firms in an industry that is it-

self growing faster than the ntional economy. What growth in, Southern small towns has

occurred over the last two trades has essentially been of the first and second category - in

'keeping with the experierr of the South as a whole.

number of industrial characteristics are relevant in determitifing the town's growth potential:

a) Export vs. "Residen
b) Capital vs. Labor Inten
v) Growth Trendi
d) Wage Level Predominant
e) High ys. Non-High Techhology

These particular characteristics are listed because they are suspected of being determinants

of future city growth, as well as explanations of past growth. Briefly, the reasoning is:

1. An industry exporting h-om the area is responsive to a large nat. nal market, and is thus

not dependent on local purchases. It can thus grow much faster tha the local econ is

or population base. At the same time, the industry is irulrkerable to c lical move ents of

the national or regional economy. The commitment of the Federal G ernment in the 1960's

to use Keynesian fiscal/monetary polio to dampen cyclical movements as been a major aid

to the growth of depressed a as.
2 It is generally felt that t more capital-in'tensive the firm, the higher ill tend to be

the wages due,to a higher ave age product per worker. On the other hand; the more labor

intensive, the greater the co ribution to employment in the araa, with more jobs per dollar

invested than in other, less labor intensive firms.

4
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3. Any kind of job is preferrable to no job, but it is desirable as well for a city to attract
firms in industries which will grow in market demand for the product. Thus, to the extent
that the firms export from the area, the area will grow somewhat proportionately to the de-
mand for the "growth, industry" products.

The higher the wages paid by the firm, the more the income (and presumably the
re) of the area is increased, both directly. and through the multiplier.

A "high-technology" industry is assumed to involve both high;Nage levels (dis-
d separately below), and implicit upgrading of localiskitis, and a provision:for upward

m Hay for the workers who can acquire the educau*nal requirements (as oRposed to "dead-
end" occupations). At the samek.time, given the low education levels in'deprefssed areas, a
high technology firm might well have to import much of its labokfrom outside the area.

When a firm brankkes into southern rural areas, it brings with it the capital -labor ratio, type
of machinery, operating procedures, labor mix and managerial policies that it had used at
its previous.location.

The capital-labor mix of the firm will vary greatly depending on the product of the firm and.
the current market prices of the factors the firm requires for production. The nature of the
capital -labor ratio in turn affects the firm's impact upon the local economy. First, th'e higher
the capital-labor ratio within an industry, the greater tends to be the productivity of a worker.
In theory, such productivity in a perfectly competitive market would be reflected in lower
product prices. In fact, however, }ugh- capital -labor ratios are often associated with firms
with partially oligopolistic positions within their markets and thus some command over the
prices of their product. Such firms can be forced, if labor is organized, to diiert the higher
productivity gains from profits to whges. Second, industries with high capital-labor 'ratios also
tend to be employers of relatively higher skills than other industries. The-recipients of spch
jobs are likely to be the better educated and skilled members of the labor force. Third, in
the current U.S. economy, the growth industries and the more successfully competitive firms
in all industries have tended to be industries with relatively high capital-labor ratios. Thus,
the higher the ratio, the More likely that the firm or its industry will tie a source of growth
over time for the local economy. Fourth, as a result of the previous pattern of growth and/
or successful competition, the firms with e means to secure the best management personnel
nave tended to be firms with relatively high apital - labor ratios. Since the profitability of,.,
a company and thus its ability to pay higher wages and provide stable and increasing employ-
ment is as much dependeht on the acumen or management as upon the productivity of work-
ers, good management in a firm is as'important an asset to the local economy as the number
of jobs the firm initially provides. Good anagement can keep abreast of technologicafin-
novation, implemint sophisticated administrative tathniques, and make the right sales and

v;
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advertising decisions so that prOductivity and profits will be increased. ,Fifth, firms with
high capital labor ratios,especially if the capital component-is fixed stock, tend to be more
location - tied. The town doesn't have the anxiety that the firm is likely to pick up and leave
during the night if a better locationappears.

Industry Characteristicof Firms Interviewed

The industry characteristics of the firms in, the towns sur4ed are summarized in Tables
1 - 4. Generally, the firms interviewed had higher investments per workers and higher aver-
age wage rates than the set of all industries within the towns. Thefirms interviewed were
representative of either the chief industries within the towns,'or the kinds of industries,
which had been coming into the towns in recent years.

The analysis that follows is based on nalional data and refers t industry types, on a 4 digit
SIC code ,basis,,. It does not then provide information on individUal firms, but rather presents
informatiV on practises existing in their national industries, in .1962: (with the exception of
the comments on exporting from the region).

Export vs. Residentiar Firms,

Overwhelmingly. the firms intervievAid were selling the majority of their products outside
the area and outside the region. Only two firms were producing for a regional market; the
rest were producing for a, national market. Thus, when a national corporation establishes
a plant in these regions - contrary to the common belief - it.is not necessarily decentralizing
production for a particular market to save transport costsikt-The branch firms which located
in our four towns specialized in pa"rticular lines of production for their national corporations,
but did so fOr all markets served by the corporation. The location was motivated by labor
costs, not market size.

Capital vs. Lab6r Inteqsive

It is apparent from Table 1 that the major ty of plants, and of employment in plants, falls
within the "medium" category. Consider) g that this "medium.' category ay be llgs mean-
ingful than the extremes, it may be signifiCant to note th all cases but S uth Caolina
Town, the "high" percentages are greater than the "lo , ing a relative y high capital
intensity. (S.C. Town has a high proportion of firms in the tiIindustry.)

Labor Intensity

In examining labor intensity, there is a less clear pattern. Referring to the totgl number of
plants interviewed, the labor intensity varies substantially from city to city. The only gen-
eralization possible seems to be that the firms examined were not consistently highly labor-
intensive, as southern industry was not too long ago thought of being.

Growth Trends

It is seen from e 3 Xat there are high-growth industries locating in smaller towns. The
higher figures re ct the presence of industry-types not, in fact, generally expected to locate
in smaller citi and rural areas: in S.C. City, cheTicals; in Miss. Town, pharmaceuticals.
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. st,) Table I-1

Percent of Firms and of Employment in Firms, in Areas Studied, (1968) in High.
Medium, and Low Investment Pei Worker Industrial Categories, )

Percent Dis-
tribution Total
it M I
15 53 32 100

3 47 50 100

10 50 40 100 . it

12 76 12 100

11 65 24; 100
3Q. 58 22 100

12, 61 27 100

12 74 14 100

20 68 12 100

26 63 11 100

37 63 0 100

17 13 70 100

53 52 15 1'00

'20 43 37 100

21 - 53. 26 100

20 44 36 100

. Total
Number
of yirms

Percent Ms-
tribution Total
H NC L

Total
Employmept

S.C. Town '18 17 50 33 00 2389

Rest of County 24 17 42 41 100 1666

Total County., - 42 17 45 38 100 4055

Neighbpring County 31 29 52 19 100 5245

Total Labor Market.Area 73 22 48 - 30 100 9300

4 S.C. City 52 27 54 19 100 6402 .
. Rest of County 29 17 59 24 100 4616 ,

Total County

Neighboring C.ounty

81

37 .

23
.

30

56

43

a
21 100

27 100

11018

7597
,

1

Total Labor Market Area 118 26 56 18 100 18615

Miss. Town

Rest of County

17

5

29 ,

40

71

20

0 100.

40 100

1376

385

Total County 22 32 59 9 100 1761

Miss. City ' 411 51 37 43
#-

20 100 4273
44

Rest of County - 10 30 50j 20 'br-100 44
Total County 61 8, 37 44 19 100 4717

H= Investment over $7500/Employee; M = $3500 - $7500: L = Less than $3500

A sin!ilar tabulation for firms interviewed can be found in Appendix I. Generally, the set of
interviewed 1 s is more capital-intengive in each town using emplRyment as a base, than is
the set of all f s.

Source: Area R evelopment Administration industrial characteristics applied to all firms
located n areas studied. Area Redevelopment Administration; US.. Department of

\ Com rce, GROWTH AND LABOR FORCE CHARACTERISTICS OF MANUFACTUR-
'NO DUSTRIES, Washington: GPO; 1964 4
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Table 1-2

Perccnt of Firmts and of Employment in Firms, in Areas Sitidied, (1968)
in High, Medium, and Low Labor Intensity Industrial Categories

Total No.
of Firms

Percent Distribution
H M L Total

Total
Employ nt

Percent Distribution
H M t Total

S.C. Town

Rest of County

18

24

12

22

'63 25

56 "22

100

.100

2389

1666

11 78

12 78

11

10

19o,

100

Total County 42 17 59 24 100 4055 9 72 19 100

Neighboring County 31 13 .52 35 100 5245 7 69 24 100

Total Labor Market Area 'U. , 15 56 29 100 9300 9 66 25 100
. S.C. City 52 19 60 21 100 6402 39 37 24 100

Rest of County 29 14 55 31 100 4616 I 9 71 20 100

Total County 81 17 58 25 100 11018 27 51 22 100 .

*Neighboring County 37 30 43i 27 100 7597 20 68 12 100

Total Labor Market Area
%

118 22 53 25 100 18615 24 58 18 100

/Miss. Town 17 52 24 24 100 1376 26 39 35 100

Rest of Tounty 5 40 20 40 f 00 385 28 55 17 100

4., . Total County 22 50 22 28 100 1761 27
*

43 30 100

Miss.City* 51 37 33 30 100 4273 20 58 22 100

Rest of County 10 . 50 20 30 , 100 444 62 5 33 100

Total County 61 39 31 30 100 4717 23 53 24 100

H = Labor costs are over 30% of total costs; M - 20-30%; L = Under 20%

similar tabulation for firms interviewed can be f6und in Appendix 1. No clear pattern emerges
as to differences between the sets of all firms and interviewed firms using employment as a base.
The set of interviewed firms ars more labor intensive in S.C. , less labor intensive in both'
Miss. towns, and about the same in S.C. Town as thb set of all ms.

1
Source: Area Redevelopment Administration industrial characteristics applied to all firms 0

located in areas studied. Area Redevelopment Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce, GROWTH AND LABOR FORCE CHARACTERISTICS OF MANU-
FACTURING INDUSTRIES, Washingtott GPO, 1964
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Table 1-3

Percent of Firms and of Employment in Firms, in Areas Studied, (1968)
in High, Medium, and Low Growth 1F,xperience Industrial Categories

Total No.
of Firms

S.C. Town 18

Rest of County . 24
...

Total County i 42
..

Neighboring County 31

Total Labor Market Area 73

S.C. City 52

\ Rest of County 29

Total County %., 81

Neighboring County 37

Total Labor Market Ikrea 118

Miss. Town
\

174 .
Rest of County 5

Total County 22

Miss. City ', 51

Rest of County 10

Totar County 61,

Percent Distribution
H M+ S D

20 47 27 6

26 21 37 16

24 32 32 12

14 41 36 9

20 36 44 10

31 20 36 13

1-2 17 42 29

24 19' 384 19

28 19 28 25

25 19 35 21

43 7 50 0

25 25 0 50

39 11 39 11

31 12' 44 13

25 0 63 12

30 10 47 13

Total
Total Employment

100 2389

100 1666

100 4055
----...-"

100 5245

100 *9j00

100 6402

100 4616 ,.

100 11018

100 7597

100 18615

100 1376

100 385

100 1761 .

100 4273

100 444

104 4717

Perent Distribution
H M S I) Total

26 25 45 ) 4 100

67 3 48 12 100

42 16 34 8 100

5 34 5,2 2 ,100
31 22 41. , 6 100

L-..

39 15 40 6 160
,

10 1 5A 34 100

23 7 1948 22 100

56 j 25 12 100

37 7 38 18 100

52 1 47 0 109

16 63 0 21 100

45 13 37 5 100

30 12 53 5 100

9 0 89 2- 100

28 11 .56 5 100

H = 1962/1947 ratio for value added by industry exceeds by over 110% the ratio for all
manufacturing; M = ratio ='85-110%; S = ratio = 51-85%; D = ratio = less than 5

A similar tabulation for firms interviewed can be found in Appendix I. No clear pattern
emerges as to differences between the sets of all firms and interviewed firms, using employ-
ment as a base. The set of interviewed firms has a poorer growth record in S.C. Town and Miss.
City and a better growth recigd in S.C. City and Miss. Town than the set of all firms.

Source: Area Redevelopment Administration industrial Sitaracteristics applied to all firms
located in areas studied. Area Redevelopment Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce, GROWTH AND LABOR FORCE CHARACTERISTICS OF MANU-
FACTURING INDUSTRIES, Washington: GPO, 1964
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Table 1-4

Percent of Finns and of En'iloyment in Firms, in Areas Studied, (1968)
. in Hit, Medium, and Low Average Wage Rate Industrial Citegorie

4
Total No.
of Firms

Percent Distribution
H M Total

S.C. 'Town 18 s11 39 50 100

Rest of County 24 8 25 67 100

Total County 42 9 31 60 100

Neighboring County 31 13 42 45 100

Total Labor Market Area 73 11 36 53 100

S.C. City 52 8 50 42 100

Rest of County 29 7 21 72 100

Total County 81 7 40 53 100
,

Neighboring County 37 16 41 43 100

Total Labor Market Area 118 410 40 50 100

Miss. Town 17 35 47 18 100

Rest of County 5 20 60 20 100

Total County n 32 50 18 100

Miss. City D 51 2' 47 31 100

Rest of County 10 .10 50 40 100

Total County 61 19' 47 34 f00

H = Over $2.75/hour; M = $2.00 2.75/ hour; L = $2.00/hour
J

Total Percent Distribution
Employment

2389,

1646

4055

5245

9300

6402

4616

11018
.

7597

18615

076
1 385

1761

4273

444

4717

H M L Total

5 19 76 100

2 4 94 100

3 13 84 100

4 47 49 100

4 32 64 100

28 19 53 It
0 9 91 100

16 25. 59 100

8 49 43 100

13 29' 58 100

7 90 3 100

14 31 55 100

9 77 14 100

11 49 40 100

1 39 60\ 100

11 49. ,40 100

A similar tabulation for firms interviewed can be found in Appendix I. Generally, the set of
interviewed firms had higher average wage rates than the set of all firms.

Source: Area Redevelopmen't Administration industrial characteristics applied to, all firm
located in areas studied. Area Redevelopment Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce, GROWTH AND LABOWORCE CHARACTERISTICS OF MANU-
FACTURING INDUSTRIES, Washington: GPO, 1964
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There are se_ veral reasons why the existence of industries with lower historical growth rates
should not necessarily mean that the town has little chance of growing. The first and most
obvious reasdft is that the past growth trend does not necessarily determine the future trend
(the textile industry is undergoing rapid technological change.) Second, the area may have a
comparative advantage in resources which the firm needs, and therefore, regardless of growth
rate in markets, an increasing share of production for the market may be generated by the
town. Third this predominant industry may cause higher growth firms to enter, through the
labor force which it has prepared, or through input or output linkages. Thet textile industry
in S.C. Town is a good example. It is by far the town's largest employer-type, with 4 firms
at the time of the study (another has entered since). Large amounts of water and labor have
been the prime attractions. A second generation of smaller firms have been stimulated which
are in turn providing employment and income in the community. These i4iclude an ?n-plant
food supply firm, and a number of manufacturers of items like draperies, which purchase
from the textile mills.

Wage Rate

Table 4, like the rest, draws from national data on the type of industry surveyed.. It shows
that the types of industry predominant in the four cities studied were neither extremely low-
wage nor high-wage industries, with the exception of S.C. Town, where the impact of tex-
tiles again appears. Since this statement, however, is made about these industries on the basis
of their national record, this is not to say that many of these industries which pay medium
to high wages nationally may not be paying lower wages at their southern plants.

Interviews with the firms produced some data on their wage practices, although complete in-
formation on wage structures could not be obtained. From the information obtainable, the
following points can be made: In the two 'I owns, production workers had little to hope for
in terms of income gain? even if their skills were upgraded. In the largest firms in each of the
two Towns, the top wage rate to which the work force, 70% of whom had high school de-
grees in both cases, could aspire was $2.46 and $2.20 an hour, respectively: Those firms
were regarded by the general laboring population as presenting the best employment oppor-
tunities in the town. In Miss. Town, the other two large employers in the town had top wage
rates of $2.20 and $2.00 an hour respectively, the latter firm being in a metals-working in-
dustry. Firms in S.C. City were offering $2.80 as the top rate for the same skills. The average
wage rate at the biggest employer in SC. Town was $1.95. Top rates at other firms in the
town ran from $1.80 (cut and sew) to $2.25 (textile) to $2.40 (textile). In keeping with the
significant trend recently documented by Victor Fuchs' for all city sizes, S.C. City and Miss.
City as larger cities had far higher rates on the average than their respective Towns. The
starting rate at firms in the Towns was inevitably the minimum wage, $1.60/hr. In both cit-
ies, many of the larger employers had starting rates of $P80/hr. Top rates in city firms ran
usually from $2.80 to $3.20 (rpost of the major S.C. City firms) to $3.60 (metal working
firms in Miss.). In.Miss. City, dicdisparity between top rates among firms was great. Tim-
ber product firms had top rates of $2.20 and $2.60/hr. Metal-w4king firms ranged from
$2.40 to $3.60/hr. in their top rates. On the other hand, cut-and-sew and other labor-inten-
sive firms hiring primarily women offered no higher rates in tliestities than in the Towns.

'Fuchs, Victor R.,"Differential in Hourly Earnings by Region and City Size, 1959" National Bureau of
Economic Research, Occasional Paper No. 101, 1967
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The wage for 50 - 70% of their work forces was the $1.60 minimum wage, and top rates I
were about $1.80/hr.

..,
.

Even if a worker could potentially earn a high wage - and.. most firms did not offer that po-
tentialtential - his chances of actua ly earning that wage were contingent to some extent on the
job structure of the firm's e lo3rment, ke. how Many top-paying jobs were available in the
plant. To measure this to some extent, the percenlage of all productibn jobs which were
classified as for foremen and craftsmen was estimOed for each plant that gave raw break-
downs of its job structure. The percentages for all firms in each of the cities, excluding cut-.
and-sew firms, was as follows: -...,

S.C. Town 48, 11, 9, 8, 6, would notsay
,S.C. City 45, 19, 12, 2, would not say
Miss. Town. 18, 11, 9, 6. 4

Miss. City 84, 33, 32, 29, 29, 21, 19, 16

As another measure of upgrading opportunities, the ratio of the total of inanagerial;technical,
production foremen, and craftsman jobs..to operative - 'unskilled production jobs was estimated.
Since in some firms, foremen on the assembly line were at tunes upgraded into lower- and
middle - level white collar managers, this ratio measures the maximum upgrading potential
of the firm. It alsoimeasures the quality of jobs in the firm's employment structun as they
would appear to a recent high school graduate.

TOwn: 19, 12, 7, 3, 3, 1, would not say (1)
S.C. City: 20, 13, 3, 1, 1, would not say (1) ...
Miss. Town:. 3, 3, 1, 0, 0
Miss. City: 12, 10, 10, 6, 6, 2, 2, 1, 0

High vs. Low Technology

here is a noticeable and universally - recognized shortage of highly traieed labor and tech-
nicians in the areas surveyed. It is no surpiises therefbre, that there are relatively few high-
technology,- process firms in the areas, with some interesting exceptions.

Interestingly, few managers interviewed perceived great flexibility in substituting capital for
labor in response to changes in costs. This perception was quit6 contrary to their
firm's recent experience, however. This experience of substitution is important, since the
minimum wage hgs been frequently and significantly increased over thelast decade, and since
some commentators have claimed that automation and the cybernetic revolution have been
d,rastically increasing the skill levels required fOr modern industrial employment, thereby
adding to the difficulty of employing the rural poor. Of the 28 firms interviewed, some 12
or 43% of the firms (representing about 62% of the total employment of the interviewed
firms) reported an upgrading of skill needs during the last eight years. Thieefirins reported
labor - displacing automation over the past three years. Two of the firms estimated that 75
and 30 jobs respectively were automated out of ex istente. In both cases, the cause for the
switch was cited ashe increase in the minimum wage. Three firms reported plans for future

wlabor - displacling automation affecting between 75 and 100 jobs. Three of a total of five
firms reporti4pasLor future job - displacing automation were in timber - related industries,
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Aharacterized by a relatively unskilled labor. force. Nine other firms undergoing change were
replacing existing machinery with better machinery rather than substitutin machinery for
labor. In c>acli of those fir*Ins, current production workers were upgraded run the new
machinery., no difficulties in retraining were reported.'

-
Comparisims Among Locations

-Aside from this analysis of what prospects may exist for all four cities in general, it is in-
structive to note what differences exist between states, between each town and its rural
hinterland, and between the bigger and smaller towns (i.e. the Cities and the Towns.)

Tables I - 4 have hOwn the industry characteristics of the firms to the towns, their county
hinterlands, and ih the case of South Carolina - where major emploillment opportunities
exist nearby, but in another county - neighboring counties. The inortance of the industry N,

characteristics for the employment opportunities confronting the-vork force is this: The
higher the past growth rate and the higher the labor - intensity, the more likely that the firm
(in fact the industry) will provide a larger number of jobs. The higher is past growth, the
higher are average wages; the higher investment per worker, the more likely that the jobs
provided by the firm will.be "goodfobs", i.e. jobs with higher and/or increasing pay. As
can be seen in Tables 1 to 4, industries represented by firms in Mississippi seem to have bet-
tett-long term growth records, higher investment per worker, higher labor - intensity, ana
higher wages than firms in South Carolina. In terms of industry characteristics alone, the
firms which have come to Mississippi are more suited to filling EDA's objectives in the area
than are the firms which have come to South C rolina. (This does not consider firm be-
havior within industries.)

In terms of the urban - rural split, the firms in all foiir places have better growth, higher in-
10. vestment, and higher wages than those in their rural hinterlands. Such findings illustrate why.

laborers in rural areas might well view the four towns as "growth centers" or centers of the
best employment opportunities in their areas even though the four towns vary widely in size.
Interestingly, there is a difference between the two states in the urban versus rural pattern
concerning labor - intensity. In Mississippi, the hinterlands have the more labor - intensive
industry, while in South Carolina, the cities do. Ceterus paribuk, the South Carolina cities

1 Indeed, one of the larger metals working firnis reported that die impact of technology in his industry had
been essentially toraise the skill requirements of what had been the higher skilled workers, while lowering
even further tie skill needs of the average machine operative.

Interestingly, two very large employers with a working force of more than 600 each reported an extensive
upgrading of production worker skill requirements, due to the institution of sophisticated quality and man-,,
agemedt control systems. Prior to the system, the production workers merely performed manual oper-
ations amidst the machines'. After the system, workers had to count and record on paper every few hours
their production sates, the reasons why machines broke or slowed down, etc. Educational standards were
being raised in the firm's hiring policies not because of the use of sophisticated machinery, but because of
the need for the wcirker to keep up the paperwork demanded by modern management systems. This im-
pact of technology has received little attention to date from those interested in unemployment and labor.
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thus can funCtion as growth centers in their areas with a slight advantage relative to the Miss.
cities, where the number of jobs may be slightly low given the industrial base, even though
the jobs which are available would be, industry wide, of higher quality.

When the smaller Towns are compared with the larger Cities as to capability of functioning
as growth centers, state differences again emerge. Both Towns demonstrate better long run
past growth in the industries of their firms. In South Camlina, the City's firms are in indus-
tries with higher wages, investment per worker, and labor - intensity than are the Town's
firms - in keeping with the belief that the Cities are sources of better jobs than the Towns. In
Mississippi, howeyer, the opposite is the case. The Town's firms have higher wages, higher
investment, and higher labor - intensities, as industry characteristics, than do the City's
firms. Thus, the Town in Mississippi is more efficient as a growth center in comparison with
its neighboring City, than is the Town in South Carolina as compared to its City.
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Changing Trends in Location

There are a series of national trends in the locational pattern of industry which affect the
smaller kwthern towns and theirrural hinterlands. First of all, there is a sixty-year old
trend toward regional decentralization out of the Northeast, where almost two-thirds of the
nation's njanufacturing labor force was still located as of 1960, to the South and West.1
Second, there is a thirty year trend toward local decentralization out of the large cen-
tral cities.' Originally, manufacturing plants locatgd in large cities in order to enjoy the
large labor force, local access to materials and services, and efficient inter-city transport-
ation facilities available there.3 Autos and truck-Piave made decentralized location feasible
in recent years, while traffic congestion and premium central city land costs may be making
decentralization desirable. Most decentralizing firms have moved to the suburbs or periphery
of their original urban location. Some, however, have favored smaller industrialized areas
and even fural towns. Coupled with the increased dispersion within industrialized areas,
the overall trend favored increased concentration of industry in the major industrialized
areas, whether Northeast or South, as compared to secondary industrial areas. A third trend
focused on the structure of industry rather than shifts in location. This trend consists of
increasing market - orientation in the location decisions of the firms. The trend results partly
from the greater growth of market - oriented industries (manufacturing and especially con-
sumer goods - producing firms) in the national economy relative to resource oriented in-

s dustries. When regional markets surpass the thieshhold of size permitting economical oper-
ations, parent companies erect branch plants for that market. Once one company in an in-
dustry branches, competitors are often fprced to follow, lest the regional market be lost.
The trend also partly results from the decreasing importance of raw materials in the product-
ion processes of most plants. Tliit decline in importance stems from technological and taste
changes which produced a relative increase in processing costs and the decline in-transpor-
tation long-haul costs generally.

The impact of these trends upon the smaller towns and their rural hinterlands has been mixed. ,

The decentralization of industry has pushed industry in the regional direction of the towns.
The local decentralization or dispersion of industry has worked to the advantage of those
towns near large industrial cities. The increasing market orientation of industry has pushed
industry in the regional direction of the towns, but has worked against the towns by giving
incentive's to industry to locate in the larger cities of the towns' regions and sub-regions.

Small towns in rural areas have essentially two assets which their large neighboring cities may
lack: raw materials (whether food products, timber, chemicals, etc.) and labor surplus. Only

1Perloff, Harvey S., Dunn, Edgar S., Lampard, E.E., and Muth, R.F., REGIONS, RESOURCES AND ECONOMIC
GROWTH, Resources for the Future, Johns Hopkins Press, 1960

2Creamer, Daniel, CHANGING LOCATION OF MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT, New York:
National Industrial Conference Board, 1963

3There recently has been debate as to whether the case of inter-or intra-city transportation was the key
factor in central city location. Firms iould locate in suburbia and still be on inter-city rail lines in the 19th
century. Sucb a dispersed location wobid have isolated them however fromeacauto-less labor force since
public transport would have been financially unfeasible for low volume moving to and from the plant site.
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the latter asset has much effectiveness in attracting industry to the town and away
from larger cities in the same state or region. Good transport connections, plentiful
water, and cheap electricity are necessary facilitating agsets,"but are not sufficient to
recommend the towns over their larger rivals to industries. The obvious exception to
this statement lies in an extractive industry such as wood products.

(

Fac\ors in Location Decisions Interview Results

The great majority of significantly large industrial firms located in the towns studied
were branches of firms with headquarters elsewhere. Of the twenty-five firms which
commented at some length on the chief factor in their decision to locate in the general
region, five were resource-oriented (timber in every case), 15 stressed the-labor factor
as dominant, and five were firms started by native inhabitants of the areas. Questions
were also phrased in terms of why the firm decided to locate in the town of their
present location as opposed to some other town in the same state or general area. For
17 of the 20 non-native firms, the existence of good transportation was considered an
important facilitating, but not determining factor. Eight of the twenty non-native firms
said that they had located solely on the basis of labor supply.

%

Many firms admitted they could have gone to a number o places at the time of their
decision, even gives their needs for labor, water, power, e . Five firmsall located
either in S.C. Town or in Mississippi Citystressed that the'salemanship of the town or
county was the dominant factor influencing their decision. In S.C. Town, the firms
acknowledging the decisiveness of local salesmanship accounted for more than 85% of
the current employment of firms interviewed and 75% of the current total induitiial
employ znentin the areasome 2900 jobs.'

Only one firm mentioned financial induc ments offered by the tocv? as a factor in their
location de4sion. For that firm, which h made the regional choice (South) because
of cheap labor,' the financial inducements ffered by the town were the dominant con-
sideration in dhooshig to locate in the town. (As-an employer of 250, that firm was
neither insignificant in terms of the local economy, nor was it critical.) One other firm
noted that it was impressed by the low tax rates in the ,state and local areas but that
labor was the dominant factor. Only three of the non-native firms were branches pro-
ducing for a regional market. The other 16 non-nativenfirms were producing for a
national market, whether as an independent or as a branch of a national firm.

One must be wary of conclusions from such scattered interviews, but some observations
can be made. First; local salesmanship is a critical element in the location process.
Towns can have labor, water, power, good transportation, and other attractions, and yet
fail to elicit the attention and then the interest of outside firms for want of a concerted

1 There were a few location reasons given which broke with the general pattern: One cut and sew
firm located in the town because the son of the chief owner and manager of the parent company had
worked in the town for several years for a plant in a different industry and had recommended the
town-strongly to his father at the time the decision was being made between several equally viable
labor-abundant locations. Another firm, manufacturing tile, located in Miss.Town as the second
largest employer at the time because leading town citizens banded together to purchase a major por-
tion of the firm's stock with the express intention of bringing the firm into the town. The firm ini-
tially had planned a location at the other side of the state, but had been relatively indifferent between
locations. After changing its location plans, the firm consistently failed to turn a profit or issue a
dividend. The citizen stockholders were left disappointed, having nothing.to show for their invest-
ment except philanthropic pride at having helped their town and fellow citizenry.
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sales effort. A town committed to industrialization and with dynamic leadership-0kb as
S.C. Towncan achieve great growth through intensive salesmanship. Second, most of the
firms which have come to the towns since 1950 and especially since 1960, have come primarily
because of the availability of cheap labor. The timber and local firms. -with one exception
located tong before 1950 and were the core of industrial employment up to 1950. Third,
water and transportationthough facilitating and not determining factorswere important in
location decisions. Without such assets, the towns even with their labor surplus would not have
grown nearly as fast. Most of the non - cut - and -set plants could not have come without such
attractions. Fourth. financial inducements to the firm from the town did not appear to be
major factors in the location decisions of most of the even though firms were questioned
as to their choice between particular towns in the same general area. fifth, market proximity
was seldom a dominant factor in the particular town locatiOn of the firms' within the region.
Sixth, when firms came in search of labor, they looked for labor available at low wage Fates,
rather than for specified skills.

An observation can be made concerni g the preoccupation with "footloose" industries that
has existed among economists during the last decade) Of the twenty-eight firms interviewed,
only one could in fact be termed footloose, or capable of moving almost overnight at minimal
cost to a new location.2 Several firms were footloose in a different sense at the time of their
initial location, i.e. since they had decided to absorb a certain 'cost in Moving, and since they were
not tied tg any resource or market, they were capable of moving to almost any location. These
firms, once located, however, had such extensive fixed capital investments that they could not
have relocated without prohibitive expense. Interestingly, the one footloose firm that was dis-
covered was showing signs of preparing to move out of the country in response to the .rising
minimum wage. Expansion had been stopped at the current plant and a new plant had been
opened in Jamaica. There were indications that the firm was no atte g to replace employ-
ees who left via normal turnover. Complaints about the present ite flowed. readily from the
plant manager. The loss of the plant would be a severe blow to the town's employment market,
since the firm had once employed some 1500 unskilled women. The firm was by far the largest
employer in the town as well as in that critical sector (unskilled female) of the labor Hetet.

JP.

What appears to take place then, is a decision to locate in the region because of labor availa-
bility and lower wages paid. At the Same timethe less frequent emphasis on labor as a prime
motivation when the choice of town is questioned, the 'sizable response on transportation being
facilitating, and the lack of focus on any one thing as being determining, would indicate that
a rather wide range of location motivations comes into play on town choice. Recent location
surveys would support thispa.,

'Walter Isard in LOCATION AND SPACE ECONOMY defines "footloose" as "...industry that hastrio, in-
clination to locate at any particular site." (MIT Press, Cambridge, 1956), p. 8. Edgar M. Hoover in-
LOCATION OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY terms "footloose" those "industries for which neither procure-

ment nor distribution cost is an over-ruling locational factor." (McGraw Hill, New York, 1948), p. 36N.

2Interestingly, although the firm by its own admission and by. the appraisal of informed observers was
"footloose," its industry characteristics as described in the ARA document, GROWTH AND LABOR
CHARACTERISTICS OF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES, featured a medium investment per em-
ployee and low blue collar component of the labor force. In short, the footloose quality of the firm
would not have been inferred from its industry characteristics.
U.S. Department of Commerce, Area Redevelopment Administration, GROWTH AND LABOR FORCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES, U.S. Government Printing Office, Wash.
ington, D.C., 1964.

3Mace, Ruth, INDUSTRY AND CITY GOVERNMENT, Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1963.
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Figure I-1

Summary of Responses to Question on Motivation for Locating in Areas Studied
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Summary - Manufacturing Base and Industrial Location Trends
1,

A few reMarks are sufficient to draw these points °lithe industrial base together. First,
with a steady increase in the quality of transportation facilities, particularly due to the
interstate highway program, the emphasis on ptoximity to market has declined substan-
tially. This has led to many firms locating in small towns from which they ship their
product long distances. These "export" firms show no marked propensity toward either
capital or labor intensity; there is considerably more capital and less labor int sity than
indicated by those who have cited the dominance of "footloose," low - investor nt-per-
worker firms in the rural'South. The export firms which have located in these a eas are
representatite of both high and not-so-high growth firma' this would tend to contradict
the conventional wisdom that firms locating in southern rural areas are those in trouble.
Wages are not universally low in these firms, and some are in high technology industry;
however, branch-plants in.these industries in southern loc tions are probably paying lower
wages than are their northern counterparts which employ nion labor.

The try reason firms located in the areas studied appea to be the availability and
low p 'co of labor; the narrowing of a decision to a specific town is based on labor plus
a broad range of other factors, with adequacy of transportation as a constraint. Firms
tend to choose towns which are "sold" aggressively.

As for providing the manufacturing base for growth centers, then, this industrial compo-
sition.can be evaluated in this way:

-Most pf the employment provided in these areas is provided by firms which export their
producti from-the region.

-These firms are therefore dependent for their dowth on the national demand for their goos;
a sizable number of these firms in high - growth industries; the growth prospects of the
industries as a whole are fair ed.

-Although skills are li dpn these areas, a number of relatively high-technology'firms have
ocated. The capital in stmeiit per worker is perhaps higher than was expected. Wages are not

,... niversally low in th industries, nation-wide, althOugh these industrie are offering lower
ages at their southern than at their northern locations. What the nitidnal wage analysis does
11 us is that those firms are in industries which are not "sick" or footloose. On the con-
ry, what may be indicated is that companies with reasonable growth potential, in re-

sponse to growing markets, are branching into areas with good transportation facilities and
ample labor, and are delighted to.be able to .pay the labor less than at their other locations.

JOURNEY-TO-WORK AND THE SIZE OF THE AVAILABLE LABOR FORCE

In addition to receiving services from the cent r, the suburban and ex-urban residents
of that county and of surrounding counties rely on the centec for employment oppor-
tunities. In this way, the area over which the growth center lias predominant influence
is roughly measured by die bounds of its labor force. Other than for this definitional
usage, this concept is useful in indicating the growth potential of the center. The city's
employment can obviously grow only as fastas its labor)upply. The labor force grows

"k.
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At- k
in five ways: non-residents of, he, area migrate in; the bound of the "area" are ex-
tended, perhaps trough a better information system or a trap ortation improvement;
the participation rate rises, for instance through the entrance in o the work force of
housewives or ottrr non-registered residents; through natural population increase
(excess of births over deaths); or out-miiation declines.

An additional option is open to better paying employers: Underemployment in rural
i areas is pervIsive. For an industrial employer, the underemployed represents perhaps

the lirgest gegmeni of the labor force he will be able to exploit without raising the price
of labor for given skill positions. 00

The second of these events, which concerns the geographic bgadth of the labor market,
is of paramount importance in the,growth center literature, andtegarding this, our field
studies have yielded some valuable insights into grdivth center strategy.

Some instructive and useful work has been done recently in recording and analyzing
commuting patterns as indicators of patterns of regional economic activity. The
Office of Business Economics at the U.S. Department of Coinmerce has produced
state maps showing county-to-counts} commuting patterns as they existed in 1960
(from census journey-to-work data). Brian Berry, within a project at the Center for
Urban Studies at the University of Chicago, has produced maps which define the comm-

, uting fields of major metropolitan centers. From this information, he has analyzed
\"the degree of participation in metropolitan labor markets, with an hypothesis that

this is the key variable in what we will term the 'regional welfare syndrome', indexing
he gradient of urban influence on surrounding areas." 1 The analysis shows a high

correlation between this key variable, which decreases with distance from urban centers,
and various welfare measurements, including: average value of farm land and buildings,
median family income, median school years completed, rate of population increase,
percent gain in the population through migration, and unemployment rate. The coil-
elusions drawn from this analysis are criticized in Section V. The analysis is very useful,
however, and it is interesting to examine the counties in the areas studied, regarding
1960 etommuting patterns.

The following table summarizes 1960 commuting, by number of workers, into and otV
of the counties containing the four cities and two growth centers. It is immediately
evident that Memphis and Charlotte are important employment centers. OnCe this is
said, some interesting patterns remain. The ratio of in-commuters to out-commuters
for the county containing S.C. ity is positive, though with a value approaching 2, as
opposed to Charlotte's 6. On to other hand, Miss City (County) did not have a

I Berry, Brian J., SPATIAL ORGANIZATION AND LEVELS OF WELFARE: DEGREE OF
METROPOLITAN LABOR MARKET PARTICIPATION AS A VARIABLE IN ECONOMIC DEVELOP-
MENT, Paper prepared Tot the WA Research Conference, Washington, D.C., February,19611.
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positive ratio. This, combined,,, with the very small numbers moving between counties in
Mississippi generally indicates a very short distance commuting pattern, a phenomenon
supported by the field studies. 4

`Commuting in 1960, by Counties containing:

Memphis Miss. City Miss. Town Charlotte S.C. City S.C. Town

Into 4789 264 351 . 12,80) 1416 503

Out from 2738 315 383. 2,369 832 1064

. Referring to the abstract map earlier in this section, one would expect to see a commuting
dependency of the small town in each region on either the large urban center or onthe dis-
trict ceiter. The 1960 pattern was:

S.C. Town to Charlotte
S.C. Towh to S.C. City A

By County
No. Commuting Distance between cities

0 70 miles
0 40 miles

Miss. Town to.Memphis 0 75 miles
Miss. Town to Miss. City 4 141 40 miles

The lack okommuting between small towns and large urban centers is largely determined
by the deliberate choice of field study towns which are well separated from SMSAs. Never-
theless, the absence of very little commuting between either small town and any other town
of significant size is striking. In contrast, there was mcftre movement, overall, in the opposite
direction!

No. Commuting

S.C. City to S.C. Town

Miss. City to Miss. Town

31

139

The 'extreme picture painted by this analysis is somewhat misleading because: data is by
county, so that the effect of cities is implied rather than explicit; and we have shown only
the counties containing the towns studied. In the case of South Carolina, if the next most
industrial county contiguous to that containing S.C. City is included, the picture changes
somewhat:

No. Commuting

S.C. Town to S.C. City (2 counties) 388

2 counties around S.C. City to S.C. Town 121
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Overall, however, in 1960 there was not much' commuting dependency of fl small
towns on significantlylarger towns. Commuting, instead, was to numerous other
small towns. Since 1960, the towns have increased their power as emplement centers,
and we would therefore expect to find even less dependency on the larger centers.

Unfortunately, the latest data available for such adanalySis is from the 1960 Census:
Since much of the industrial growth in the towns studied has occurred in the last eight
years, comparative current data would be very useful. In the absence of such data,
interviews conducted with the firms reveal the present characteristics of the breadth
of Ithe labor market in and around each town.

The labor market has geographic boundtries, and these boundaries are measurable in
two ways. First, wick size area do firm managers believe tfiey are ca,pqble of drawing
rabor from? Second, what size area is a firm presently drawing its labor from, in terms
of commuting patterns? Both definitions have important implications. The first defini-
tion is indicative of the area in which a firm will actually try to recruit. It also indicates
the area which will identified to industry prospects who are contemplating relocation,
as their prospective labor market. The larger the perceived area, the larger the geographic
area on which firms are likely to have an impact in the labor market and the greater
the economic assets with which the town his to bargain in the market for new industry.
The second definition isindiCative of the labor supply which could be even better develop-
ed as in attraction to new industry and is also a major indicator of the town's "welfare
radius". Both definitions have obvious relevance for the adoption of any growth center
strategy. When used jointly for a town, they suggest the gap between the potential and
actual geographic labor market being utilized in that town. When either is used to compare
the towns, it can suggest differences in the economic attractiveness of the towns to an
outside industry, as well as differences in the extent of exploitation by t communitieshe
of the economic resources at their command. Such differences mite e to variations
in iransportation quality, in getIgrapfiic proximity to other competing kenters of employ-
ment, in the quality of community leadership and/or recruitment institutions, or in .

the quality and/or behavior of workers distributed over the geographic area around the
town.

0.

Interviews with firms led to a consistent set of conclusions. Employers in the larger
city of the pair in both states perceived a larger labor market and reported commuting
that was more frequent and longer in distance than employers reported in the smaller
towns. These findings suggest that the larger town already serves more intensively as
an'employment center for a given expanse of hinterlands than do smaller towns, and
that the larger town can serve as an employment center for a larger geographic area than
do smaller towns. This difference probably results from the better existing transportation
network which services the larger towns, the higher wage rates which are paid in larger
towns 1 (which can compensate for greater expenditures by the worker on transportation),
and the better organized and administered recruitment institutions in larger towns

!This phenonmenon has been most recently doKmented by Victor R. Fuchs, DIFFERENTIALS IN
HOURLY. EARNINGS BY REGION AND CITY SIZE, op. cit. Fuchs controlled for race, sex. education.
and age of the labor force and still found a sizable differential in wages avribable to city size.
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(the Employment Security Offices, the Chamber of Commerce, and the communica-
tions Media.) A behavioral quirk'Of the suppliers of labor may also be a factor. It may
well be that a worker looking for a job considers primarily the t al number' of jobs
available at a town, believing that the larger this number, the ater the probability
that he will find a job to match his skills. The worker may overlookbebause of ignor-
ance or because the costs z)f obtaining the information are too highthe numbers of
workers competing for these jobs.'

The differences between city and town in South Carolina were marginal, while the
differences between city and town in Mississippi were large. The strength of S.C. Town
in exploiting its hinterland suggests that it may be acting as a growth center for its
geographic region on a level comparable to S.C. City. Except for the transportation
factor discussed below, however, there would appear to be no major difference in the
natural attributes of S.C. and Miss. Town. The differenCes that do in fact exist may very
well be due to the quality of leadership in S.C. Town and its relative openness to utilizing
the Negro labor in the hinterland.

Another finding that emerged from the data is that firms in both the City and Town in
South Carolina perceive geographically larger labor markets and and report commuting
of greater frequency and for longer distances than do firms in Mississippi.2 Indeed, a
firm in S.C. Town appears to be able to recruit effectively in as large or larger an area
asdoes the average firm in Miss. City. This state difference suggests that given present
conditions and practices, towns in Mississippi will not function nearly as effectively as
growth centers for their region as will towns in South Carolina. The chief reason for
this appears to be the greater resistance of community leadership in Mississippi to changes
which would define a broader labor force, including many rural Negroes, and the lower
quality of the transportation network around the cities studied in Mississippi. In a state
in \vhich the allocation of road funds has highly political overtones, the towns studied
in Mississippi have fairly consistently voted for losing Candidates for statewide office.
The lower incomes of rural residents in Mississippi as compared to South Carolina
restricts the relative private transportation resources (autos, money for fares) at t
command of Mississippi residents.

Workers hired by firms in Mississippi may have tended to move their residence to the
town of their employment, while workers in South Carolina tended to commute indef-
initely from their residence at the time hired. The trend of the Mississippi region
towards large land units, tenant ownership, and non-land owning rural laborin con-
trast to the South Carolina pattern of small farms individually ownedwould have
facilitated such a pattern. Reports by plant managers*also tend to support the thesis
of more extensive intra-state migration in Mississippi than in South Carolina. The

1 This behavioral quirk was suggested by our interviews with Southern workers, and by the empirical
findings of various survey and economic studies of migration; further investigation would be interesting.

2 In both S.C. Town and City, more than 70% of the firms-10 of a total of 13 firms responding
perceived a labor market area greater than 25 miles in size. Four firms, all in S. C. City, cited areas above
35 miles and as large as 50 miles. In Mississippi, on the other hand, only 3 of the 13 firms responding
reported a labor market area of greater than 25 miles. Indeed, none of the firms in Miss. Town saw much
chance in finding laborers beyond 20 miles or so. The city firms in both states reported a larger area than
those in their respective towns. S.C. Town, however, generally perceived a larger potential market than even
Miss City. (Two firms in Miss. City did perceive themselves, however, as competing for higher ;killed
workers with several major cities more than 60 miles away.) The commuting patterns of current employees
gave similar results. Generally, workers tended to commute further in South Carolina than in Mississippi,
and City employers were typically able to draw workers further than firms in the Towns.
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managers of many firms in Mississippi reported sizable changes in residence by their
employees after being hired. Firm managers in S.C. City did not have such a perception,
while managers in S.C. Town did.

Summary - Journey-To-Work

Generally, the small towns studied do not seem to depend significantly on job oppor-
tunities existing in larger towns. It appears that a growth center can functickn in three
different ways: as a stimulus to short distance migrations (Kiss. City, Miss. Town),
as a focus for widdcale commuting (S.C. City), or as a stimulus to both migration and
commuting (S.C. Town). Relatively small towns can command broad labor markets if
they are located far enough from much larger cities. It should be noted that each of these
patterns has very different implications for the impact industry has op the public
service sector and the population, and for the design of accompanying federal programs.
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THE TRADING CENTER

The ability of a city to act as a "center" implies that a range of services is supplied by the
center to residents in the area surrounding the center. Public service provision, unique in
several ways from the supply of other services (and deserving of special attention since
E.D.A. has a vested interest in water and sewer projects) is covered below a separate sec-
tion. The commercial functions ("tertiary" or "non-basic" economic activities) are com-
mented briefly on here.

The retail sector of Miss. Town, with probably one-third more people than S.C. Town, is several
times the size of the latter.. This would indicate at either there is greater purchasing power
inside the town, or that more people outside the town are utilizing it. One additional factor
which explains some part of this is the college in Miss. Town, which provides an infusion of
outside income not enjoyed by S.C. Town. The wholesale sector is similarly better - developed,
in Miss. Town than in SC. Town, since the former has become an agricultural machinery center
of considerable magnitude.

Although both Towns are similarly distant from the Cities studied, and although both Towns'
employers share to some,extent their labor markets with the Cities, the Towns differ in their
linkage to the Cities as trading centers. S.C. Town is somewhat subordinate, a consumer of
S.C. City's )nigher trading functions. Miss. Town, on the other hand, is not as strongly
dependent on Miss. City's functions.

Both Miss. City and S.C. City are the major retail centers for residents within 50-100 miles.
Their competition is perceived to be the largest cities in adjacent states, rather than other
towns in their region. Residents of S.C. Town reportedly travel to S.C. City several times a
year to bug suits, cars, appliances, etc. Residents of Miss. Town on the other hand travel
several times a year to Memphis and to a town of equal size but with a well developed retail
sector, some 40 miles away.

One must be wary of accepting too readily the current trading activities of towns and cities
as their natural economic lot. Much current activity may be constrained by capital market
imperfections, rather than by market size. Neither the towns nor even the cities offer entre-
preneurs the higher order service of finance capital. Capital generated in the area is primarily
invested by the local banks in the National money market, where rates of return are higher
and more importantly where risk can be minimized. Where local entrepreneurs wish to build
new service shops or expand old ones, where small home-grown industry wants to expand, or
when a local developer wants to,build several new housing units, money often must be borr-
owetl from out-of-town or out-of-state. (There were exceptions seen, but these generalizations
hold, in the main, for the areas studied.) The failure of local banking institutions to provide
the needed finance capital for development of the secondary, tertiary, and housing sectors has
been a major factor in limiting the diversity and quality of retail, wholesale, and service op-
portunities which the towns and cities can offer the region.
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The explanation for the banks' behavior is readily available from monetary theory and em-
pirical research.' Because even the potential market for a retail merchant is obviously more
limited in smaller cities than in larger cities, a loan to such a merchant entails higher risk.
Regional banks with branches in smaller cities have strong incentives to invest as much cap-
ital as possible in the national money market where less risky opportunities are available.
The lack of competition among banking institutions in smaller cities as reflected by their
number - removes the incentive to cater to clients' credit needs. The relatively small vol-
ume of assets means that risk aversion is high. The size of the portfolio is also not large
enough to justify significant volumes of local (higher risk, lower return) investments. In
addition, the ability of bankers in smaller cities is also probably more limited than bankers
in larger cities. In any event, there is much testimony that they are "very conservative," i.e.
their risk aversion is higher than that of bankers in larger cities. The combinatiOn of these
two factors higher risk aversion and higher risk - probably increases even more, in the towns
and cities surveyed, the discrimination against lending to small business, which has been doc-
umented nationally. Two other behaviors are also hypothesized to exist. First, a city 'size
interest rate differential probably exists, to complement the regional interest rate different-
ials which have been documented in research on the national money market. In other words,
the larger the city, the lower the interest rate for an investment of given rate of return. Sec-
ond, the customary behavior of banking institutions in rural areas and small cities is probably
to allocate finance capital relatively more by credit rationing than by interest rate. This prac-
tice would reduce the city size interest rate differential, although the differential probably
continues to exist. These banking behaviors in smaller cities or rural areas have never been
researched in a rigorous fashion, although-the need for such research is great.

The malfunctioning of these banking institutions has important implications for growth center
strategies. Two point, must be stressed.

First, the behavior of these institutions is not optimal in terms of resource allocation. That
is, the risks entailed by investments in the retail, wholesale, and housing sectors are not so
great as to warrant the conservatism of local banking institutions. This is clearly shown by
the willingness of banks in larger cities to finance the better local projects, after local banks
have refused. Most of the major retail and wholesale expansions are financed by non-local

1See in support of the above observations: Paul A. Meyer, "Price Discrimination, Regional Loan Rates,
and the Structure of the Banking Industry," JOURNAL OF FINANCE, 19 (Dec., 1964); Franklin/Ed-
wards, "Concentration in Banking and Its Effect on Business Loan Rates," REVIEW OF ECONOMICS
AND STATISTICS, 46 (Aug. 1964), 294-300; and FINANCING SMALL BUSINESS, Report by the
Federal Reserve System to the Commillee on Banking-and Currency an¢ the Select Committees on Small
Business, 85th Congress, 2nd Session, 1958. Interviews in the Towns and Cities with bankers, businessmen,
merchants, etc.t yielded a consensus as to the "facts" (e.g. local husiness borrows out of state, local banks
invest their capital in national money market and carry on marginal local credit operations; banks have high
risk aversion by own admission; banks appear conservative to borrowers or observers having experience in
larger cities).
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banking institutions. After local efforts had failed for a decade, outside interests came into
S.C. City and built the lafge shopping center with capital borrowed outside the area. The
center became the chief retail center of the city. Its rivalry forced the complacent down-
town merchants, whose receipts were reduced 50%, to undertake rehabilitation of the down-
town retail section, which had remained unchanged for three decades. The plight of its
chief depositors forced loCal banks to become more generous in lending for local improvement.
Similarly, in Miss. Town, the complacent merchants in the downtown retail sector were hit
hard by the arrival of a large discdunt store/shopping center, developed by outsiders with
outside money. The retail opportunities in both towns were there.in abundant quality;
local banks (and older merchants) had grossly exaggerated the risks and home grown entre-
preneurship had been stifled. Similarly, most new housing construction in all four towns
is done with money borrowlkin the state capitol or out-of-state. Local independent developers
seldom construct more than 3 or 4 units a year, thus, the major housing developers in S.C.
City are agents of out-of-state interests. One of the chief causes has been the conservatism of
local banks.

Second, the problem is not that insufficient capital is available in smaller cities for secondary,
tertiary , and quatenary sector development, but rather that capital which is available is not
used for such development and is invested outside the area. If the problem were one of non-
available capital, one could simply conclude for policy purposes that one has found another
reason why only larger cities are feasible as growth centers. The actual situation - available
but nonused capital - suggests that policy, with relafFiefy marginal effort, might be able to
significantly alter current behavior and greatly increase the effectiveness of the Towns and
Cities surveyed as growth centers.

Why might a change in local banking institutions significantly enhance the capability of the
Towns and especially the Citie's as growth centers? First of all, capability as a trading center
wbuld probably be greatly expanded. The current absence of many (and /or better) retail
and service activities is due primarily to the absence of finance capital, rather than the
absence of a large enough customer market. The theory of central place hierarchies has
ignored the capital market and assumed that market size was the dominant factor in deter-
mining whether or pot a place offered various services. Capital market imperfections may be
just as Central a factor, however. The minimum threshholds of adequate market size to
support various activities may well be far lower than central place analysts have hitherto in-
ferred.

Second, the housing sector would be greatly strengthened. The low rates of new house
construction are a majorleterrent to migration, new industrial locations, and expansions.
Most firm_raanagers in S.C, Town and City and Miss City complained vigorously about the
lack of "good" middle and upper income housing for managers and professionals. Com-
plaints were strongest in the branch firms of national corporations which had expanded, and
thus had had to house new managers, professionals, and technicians sent South by their
national offices. Managers also admitted that the representatives of industry prospects, who
in recent years were increasingly turning the towns down, frequently phoned them for eval-
uations of the housing market. Some managers who complained of labor market tightness
agreed, on questioning, that the housing shortage made it difficult for the firm to hire work-
ers from farther away; skilled workers would find it difficult to find housing worthy of the
rent they were capable of paying. Similarly, it is clear that the laggard housing sector has
been a major constraint upon population growth in the towns, and upon the capability of
the towns to function as growth centers in terms of migration. This important role of
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local banking institutions in constraining the housing supply and thus the migration to, pop-
ulation growth in, and industrial development of smaller size cities is critical to the problems
of rural development.
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MIGRATION

Of critical importance to both the questions asked and the arguments made in this report
is the movement of people within regions and between regions. To some exttint migration
trends on be takerr for granted, and used as a backdrop fop action; in other words, we can
assume that there is an inexorable flow from rural to urban areas,' and must shape our
programs to be consistent with this inevitable flow. A variation of this assumption is that
migrants flow progressively through a series of cities of increasing size; for instance, a
medium-sized_city of 100,000 is an intermediate stop where former rural residents will
stop for a few years, making a rural to urban transition.2 On the other hand, the policy-
maker can accept the goal of shaping this flow (and in the extreme case, reversing it) with
public programs. Particularly regarding public assistance to small towns, public investment
can influence population movement, and/or the impact of the investment may be altered
by population movement.

The growth center, or the town with growth ceder potential, would be expected to have
shown that it can attract population flow from surrounding counties and/or that it can
reduce a previous flow of migration from a multi-county area (residents may remain in
nearby counties, but commute to the townsee the options under journey-to-work, above).

We will first discuss the pattern of migration in the South as a whole, and then conster
the spedial cases of Mississippi and S uth Carolina. For the South as a whole, we will
review the findings of other studies. These studies rely in part on census data, and in
part on survey data. When we disc s migration in South Carolina and Mississippi, how-
ever, census data must be relied up n exclusively.

Migration In The South

The basic pattern of net migration in the South has existed unchanged for many years.
It is a movement of population out of the rural areas, and into the urban areas of tee
South and of the North. Sinde the 1920's the South has lost at least one millionAf its
population through net migration every decade.3 At the same time, the rural popula-
tion as a proportion of the total population has been steadily declining, despite itS.
very high rate of natural increase. More ftcently, however, the process has accelerated,
and the rural farm population has sulffered substantial declines in absolute terms. The
increased "push" on the farm population, originating from tke mechanization of agri-
culture, is complemented by the "pull" of employment opportunities in the cities.

Not everyone responds to these forces; migration is a highly selective process. It is
useful to consider the special characteristics of migrants. The most easily measured
characteristic is the age distribtition. The migrants include a disproportionately large
number in the prime working ages.4 The population left behind will have a higher

'Calvin Beale, for instance, feels that the sociological reasons for (particularly) young peopte desiring more
urban amenities have often been overlooked, and that we can expect this flow to continue despite invest-
ment efforts in the rural areas. See Beale's remarks in THE RURAL TO URBAN POPULATION SHIFT,
National Manpower Conference, Oklahoma State University, May 17-18, 1968. .

2Chapin, F. Stuart, and Weiss, Shirley F., URBAN GROWTH DYNAMICS IN A REGIONAL CLUSTER OF
CITIESiNew York: John Wiley, 1966.

3Kain, John'F. and Persky, Joseph J., THE NORTH'S STAKE IN SOUTHERN POVERTY, Program on
Regional and Urban Economics, Discussion Paper No. 18, Harvard University, May, 1967.

4U.S. Department of Commerce, Area Redevelopment Administration, Economic Development Research.
MIGRATION INTO AND OUT OF DEPRESSED AREAS. Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office,
1964, p. 19.
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dependency ratio than otherwise; there will be many old people and children, but few
workers. It will also have a lower birth rate, because the migrants include a dispropor-
tionate number in the prime reproductive ages (20 to 30).

The migr are generally better et ucated than those who remain behind. They are
also more lialy to be prof ssional people, business managers, or officials.1 Thus the
areas of net out-migration se the most productive elements of the' populations. If
the process of emigration c tinues for several years at a high rate hose who remain
will be those with a low propensity to migrate. Increased incenti es would be necessary
to maintain the outward flow of migrants.

Because of data limitations, net migration figures are sed for most alyses. However,
there are some data on gross migration available from national su y. These show that
the rates of gross emigration from depressed areas are ac ally lower an for other areas.
The depressed areas have higher fates of net emigration, however, becau there is almost
no gross in-migration.2 The same survey also provides information on r urn migration.
Since 1950, about 20% gall migration has been back to a place of prey us residence.
Of this, half has been batk to the place of birth.3

So far, these characteristics of migration hold for both blacks and whites. Patterns of
migration in the South vary widely by race, however, and it is useful to note differences
in the migration behavior of whites and blacks. The most Striking difference is in the
destination of migration. The blacks migrate out of rural areas in the South, and almost
exclusively into the large metropolitan areas of the.North. They may move to a southern
city as the first stage to their migration to the North, but their net movement has been
out of the southern cities. The whites migrate from the rural areas of the South, both
to more urban areas in, the South, and to the North, particularly to medium-sized Cities.4
Ninety per-cent of the blacks leaving the South have gone to metropolitan areas of, population
at least 250,000, compared to only 60% of the whites.5 In selected Mississippi counties
between 1950 and 19(0 blacks were about 10f more likely than the whites to migrate
out, or 4ess likely to migrate in. Only the most urban counties show a net gain for non-
whites.

Many of the counties with rapidly growing employment in manufacturing are experiencing
net immigration of whites at the same time as net emigration of blacks. The growth of
urbanization and manufacturing in the South seems to offer little attraction to the black
Man, and much to the white.6 The massive net out-migration of blacks from the South
is due to circumstance, not inclination. For various reasons, the blacks have a lower pro-
pensity to move than the whites. Some of this is due to their lower educational and occu-
pational level and some to the additional risks of moving associated with discrimination.

1U.S. Department of Commerce, op. cit., p. 20.
2Ibid.,-p. 10.
3U.S. Department of Commerce, Area RedevelopMent Administration, NEGRO-WHITE DIFFERENCES IN

GEOGRAPHIC MOBILITY, Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office, 1964.
41Cain, John F., and Persky, Joseph J., op. cit.
5Kain, John F.. and Persivy, Joseph J., 'bid, p. 20.
6Ibid, p. 31.
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Blacks who have experienced steady unemployment are as likely to move as whites in
the same situation. But blacks who have been steadily employed hardly fiver move, in
contrast to whites with steady employment who move just as readily as unemployed whites:
When blacks do move, they are more likely than whites to`Move to a city where they have
relatives.-

Migration In Mississippi and South Carolina

Analysis of census data for South Carolina and Mississippi from 1950-1960 and for
Mississippi since 1960 shows that the pattern of migration at the state level adhered
closely o the pattern for the South as a region. The mechanization of agriculture
prompted a major decline in the rural farm population. In Mississippi, the rural farm
population fell by 46% between 1950 and 1960, while in South Carolina, the cor-
responding drop was 50%. The population decline was.accompanied by migration
from rural to urban areas, and a large net out-of-state migration. Out-migration was
heaviest in both states within the working age population, and among non-whites as com-
pared to whites. Indeed, in South Carolina, more than 95% of net out-migrants were
non-whites, while in MississOpi, the percentage of non-whites ranged from 68 to 82% of
total net out-migration. This difference is due largely to differing non-white proportions
by age groups between the tvokstates. Switching the emphasis to internal migration, one
observes that in both states, most of the migration of whites is within the state, while
almost all of the,migration of non-whites is out of the state. Rural counties lost both
whites and non-whites, while urban counties gained whites and lost non-whites. The ten-
dency is for "families" to move within the states, while single persons move out of state.
It must be noted, again, that the statistics are for net migration. Hidden within the net
figure might very well be the pattern of major internal migration of non-whites from rural
areas to urban areas, accompanied by emigration from urban areas within the state to
urban areas in the North. There is simply no way to test the hypotheses that blacks. as
a rule do, or do not, migrate directly from rural areas to northern cities, from Census net
statistics.

The counties containing the four towns studied also followed closely the state and regional
patterns. However, the level of magnitude of net out-migration was much lower between
1950 and 1960 for the counties containing the cities than for their adjacent counties or
the counties containing the towns. This fact probably indicates that new jobs in the cities
are holding back out-migration and are attracting migrants from other areas of the state;
in short, the cities are functioning as growth centers in terms of the migrationdefinition.
No-such major difference in the magnitude of net out-migration is apparent for the towns,
as compared to adjacent counties. Yet, since the population within town boundaries grew
rapidly during the decade controlling for boundary changes, the towns obviously were func-
tioning as migration magnets. Their attraction was not sufficient,however, to stem the
heavy out-migration from the rural sections of their counties. In the 1960's, the period
in which much of the towns' industrialization has occurred, the pattern appears to be
different. Data for the county containing Miss. Town for 1960 to 1966 indicates net out-
migration far below that 9f neighboring counties and of the county containing Miss City.
The 1970 Census may then reveal that the towns func/ionedas growth centers (in terms of
migration) in the 1960's similar to the ways the cities functioned in the 1950's.

lIbid., p. 20-21.

2See URBAN GROWTH DYNAMICS, op. cit.
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PUBLIC SERVICE PROVISION

A characteristic of growth centers assumed by the literature is that the city acts as a
public service center for a hinterland of some size. In order to examine the relevance
of this to the cities studied, the broad range of public services can be categorized in this way:

1. Fixed Service. Population must live iri or very near the city providing certain
services in order to enjoy it. This service-type includes water supply, sewers, and housing.

2. Service-mobile, limited. Within a limited range, certain services can be provided
to pOpulation outside the city limits: sanitation, ambulance, and plol lice/fire services
are among these.

3. Service-mobile. The welfare service, usually provided from a county office, in-
cludes case-workers who drive considerable distances to dispenselhe service.

4. Population-mobile, frequent. Children and adults can theoretically travel con-
siderable distances on a regular basis to partake of certain publicly provided services:
schools and training programs are most relevant here

5. Population-mobile, infrequ t . Doctor and hospital visits are not made on a regular
basis as visits to school; the popu tion can therefore conceivably be located further
from the service to which it mus ravel.

Three questions are of interes Do rural residents become urban resiants because of the
attraction of urban services? Do higher quality services in the center benefit those outside?
What is the most efficient way to provide social services?

Logically, a person living in a rural area with very low public service quality will want to
locate nearer to better services, if he has reason to perceive a need for those services,
and if the cost of obtaining there does not exceed the benefits expected. It is not readily
apparent, however, that a long-time rural resident, full-time employed in farming, will be
drawn a considerable distance to relocate in a city providing the services above, with the
exception of education and training. Farmers h e long since provided their own wells
and septic tanks and have become accustomed to living without nearby p ice and fire
protection. Poorer rural residents, black tenant farmers for inStance, seem of to have
been responsive to any demonstration effect, and they reacted finally not t poor services
but to disappearance of income.

When rural residents began to take part-time jobs in cities, however, this independent
outlook may change. Without detailed research on this question, it is virtually impossible
to hypothesize which service might be most motivating. From random discussions, how-
ever, with residents'in the four towns, it is strongly suggested that proximity to place of
work is a more important relocation motivation than proximity to a service.

On the second question, as to whether services in the center substantially benefit those
living outside, we will have to exclude service type 1 above. Of the rest, all have been
seen to have a limited effect, and the effect seems to be least in the smaller towns. First,
on limited-mobility, city-run services, there appears to be little "spread" effect on sur-
rounding rural residents! Sanitation, police and fire department services are available to
city taxpayers and to other units which may contract with the city-for the services.
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Certain volunteer groups existfor instance, a "rescue squad" in S.C. Townthat will
answer distress calls of various sorts on a county-wide basis, but these are exceptions.
Services to which population must travel regularly, such as education, can yield a benefit
to attending surrolAnding area residents. Instruction in the larger city school will be
superior because of the larger tax base in the urban school district, the greater pressures
for quality education which come from a more highly educated parent population, and
the presence on the teaching staff of wives of industry executives.1

The impact of'hospital serviceion those in the hinterland seems to be of sufficient impor-
tance to merit separate attention. There has seemed to be an historical reluctance on
the part of both small towns to assume a responsibility for health care in the surrounding
county. The evidence for this assertion is the record of discussions surrounding the
financing of the county hospital now located in S.C. Town, and the existence of very
serious health conditions a very few miles from Miss. Town. The situation is decidedly
not merely a lack of concern for neighbors. Rather, a major factor is also the lack of
resources for such altruism` in towns which are themselves poor. Yet when political le ers
are asked to list priorities, health facilities were not high on the list. (The political i li-

cations of growth center strategy go into more detail on this problem, below.) Healt and
hospital facilities were considerably better developed in Miss. and S.C. City, and there
was evidence of S.C. Town residents utilizing facilities in S.C. City.

Alhird question is that of efficiency in provision. There is little doubt that many of the
services mentioned above can be more efficiently provided on a scale larger than what is
possible in towns of 10,000 and below. The universal movement in rural areas to con-
solidate schools into more efficient units would indicate that there is little controversy
on that subject. Empirical.studies of primary and secondary education have generally
indicated a horizontal average cost curve for school operations,2 but a U-shaped cost
curve for school administration with optimuth size at about 44,000 pupils.3 Studies of
police protection indicate horizontal average cost curves;4 studies of fire protection

'These wives are captive imported workers, whose educations are generally far higher than the teachers
which the rural area could`generally afford with its meager salaries. In several towns surveyed, the School
Board acknowledged that the wives of managers and technicians brought into the area by the new indus-
trial firms were becoming the mainstay of the teaching corps. They generally taught the "enriched
courses" and were used also to troubleshooeas the teachers of newly integrated classes.

2Kiesling, Herbert .1., "Measuring a Local Government Service: A Study of School Districts in New York
State," REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS, Vol. 49, p. 356-367, August 1967,, and Hirsch,
Werner Z., "Expenditure Implications of Metropolitan Growth and Consolidation," REVIEW OF EOCNOMICS
AND STATISTICS, Vol. 41, August, 1959. Theie is an exception to the finding of a horizontal average cost
curve, however. John Riew, for secondary education, derived a U-shaped function with optimum size of
about 1675 pupils: "Economies of Scale in High School Operation," REVIEW OF ECONOMICS AND
STATISTICS, Vol. 48, August, 1966. Another study by Nels Hanson, purported to discover some economies
of scale although not sizable ones, in school expenditures. Hanson failed to adjust for service quality,
however, and thus his unit cost calculations are lacking: Nels W. Hanson, "Economy of Scale as a Cost
Pactor in Financing Public Schools," NATIONAL TAX JOURNAL, Vol. XVII, No. 1, March, 1964.

3Hirsch, Werner Z., op. cit.
4Schmandt, Henry, and Stephens, G. Ross, "Measuring Municipal Output," NATIONAL TAX JOURNAL,

Vol. XIII, No. 4, December, 1960.
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suggest U-shaped cost funttions with optimum size varying from 100,000 to 300000.1
The only study of refuse collection_produced a horizontal average cost function.z Less
ambiguously, studies of electricity,3 sewerage,4 and gas,5 have indicated continuously
declining unit cost curves. The numerous macro studies6 of the determinants of munici-
pal expenditures should be generally ignored, because of their failure to separate the demand
from the cost elements of their independent variables. Nevertheless, in such studies, popu-
lation size consistently did not emerge as a nificant variable explaining much of the
variance. Reviewing the anaksis to date of t e hypothesized economies of scale in public
services, a chief scholar on the subject, Werne Hirsch, has concluded that,

units to service recipients; this prevents the establishment of huge primary Schools,
"Most government services require relatively close geographic proximity of service

fire houses, police stations or libraries. Urban government services are also labor intensive,'
with wages and salaries often accounting for more than two thirds of the current costs.
The resulting concentration of manpower can increase the barjaining power of labor

111and this, in turn, increases costs. While there are some economies resulting from bulk
purchases of supplies and equipment, such savings can be outweighed by inefficiencies
resulting from top-heavy administration and the ills of political patronage in very large
governments. Therefore,-in terms of economies of scalcgovernments serving from
50,000 to 100,000 urbanities might be most efficient."/

Thus, given the efficiency of service provisionand in sharp contrast to the assertions Of
many growth center advocatestowns the size of S.C. City and Miss. City may be close
to most efficient size for use as growth centers.

In addition to the conventional services, a broad range of newer services available to
communities, largely funded by new federal programs, accentuates interest in the most
efficient and effective way to disperse them. The 0E0 Community Action Program

111and DOL Concentrated Employment Programs usually focus their attention on a "target
neighborhood" within a large city. In a more rural envirdnment, however, they broaden the
target population to include several towns and their hinterlands withiR a depressed rural
area. The concept of "package's or "one-stop" service provision begun with these programs
has been picked up and developed further by a pilot federal program in larger cities of
Neighborhood Service Centers.

'Hirsch, Werner Z., "Expenditure Implications.. " op. cit.; Will, Robert E., "Scalar Economies and Urban
Service Requirements," YALE ECONOMIC ESSAYS, Spring, 1965.

2Hirsch, Werner Z., "Cost Functions of an Urban Government Service: Refuse Collection," REVIEW
OF ECONOMICS AND STATISTICS, 47, February, 1965.

3Nerlove, Marc, RETURNS TO SCALE IN ELECTRICITY SUPPLY, Institute for Mathematical Studies
in the Social Sciences, Stanford University, 1961; Johnston, J., STATISTICAL COST ANALYSIS, New
York: McGraw Hill, 1960.

4Iserd, Walter, And Coughlin, Robert E., MUNICIPAL COSTS AND REVENUES RESULTING FROM
COMMUNITY GROWTH, Wellesley: Chandler-Davis, 1957 Published under the auspices of the Boston
Federal Reserve Bank and the American Institute of Plannels.

5Lomax, K.S., "Cost Curves for s Supply," Bulletin of Oxford Institute for Statistics, 13, 1951.

6e.g., Brazer, Harveyk E., CITY E PENDITURES IN THE UNITED STATES, National Bureau of Economic
Research Occasional Paper 66, 959; Scott, Stanley, and Feder, Edward L., FACTORS ASSOCIATED WION
VARIATIONS IN MUNICIPAL XPENDITURE LEVELS, Berkeley: Untvasity of California, 1957; Wood,
Robert C., J400 GOVERNMEN S, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1961

1117Hirsch, Werner Z., "The Supply of Urban Public Servicei," ISSUES IN URBAN ECONOMICS, Perloff, Harvey S.,
and Wingo, Lloyd, (eds.) Resources for the Future, Baltimore, 1968, p. 509.
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For the sake of effective intake and service delivery, a major drive in NSP, CAP, and CEP
had been to decentralize operations. Indeed, for the sake of social and political values, many
have agreed that neighborhoods should run their own programs even at a cost in efficiency.
Others argue that the efficiency loss is illusory. In the absenceof "community involvement,"
effective intake and service delivery can not happen. Those to be served efficiently simply

,won't come forward to be served. :Thug, while programs do function efficiently for those
they, serve, they serve so few as to be inefficient in terMs of overall objectiyes. These kinds
of arguments have been completely ignored in the discussion of growth centers. If decent-
ralized neighborhood control is so vital for the political and social health of the larger cities,
it is not clear that massive migrations from small towns (10,00Q-75,000)' to middle size cities,
(250,000) will bea desirable achievement. According to the Moynihan Report,' the Crime
Commission,2 and the Kerner Commission,3 rootlessness and the breakdown of family and

- community social controls in the ghetto are major factors in Negro unemployment, Crime,
illegitimacy, the rising sense of disorder, etc. It might well be that the sound economic
deleloptnent policy, especially for the black, is a policy which stresses preserving social
roots, family structure, and community controls while providing training, services, and ern-
ployment opportunities.

A point is made re, and expanded in following sections, which is most important for
federal agencies to ecognize. For both reasons of pure economic efficiency and of
equity, an expends ure of federal funds on any one service or facility cannot be viewed
as if the service w e the only service being offered. Social seryices. must be coordinated
in order to provide "referral" from any given intake point to many action agencies. The
causef poverty are many and inter-related. They require comprehensive programs. The
joint product of the coordinated services is greater than the sum of their products when
services'are provided independently of each other. Given this situation, the construction
of new physical facilities - rogds, schools, water works, industrial parks - should be coordinated
with the other kinds of service provision. A discussion of this point takes place at the end of
Section III.

'Moynihan, Daniel P., THE NEGRO FAMILY, THE CASE FOR NATIONAL ACTION, Washington, D.C.,
Government Printing Office, 1965.

2The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice. TASK FORCE RE-
PORT: CRIME AND ITS IMPACT -AN ASSESSMENT, Washington: GPO, 1967.

3PRESIDENT'S NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON CIVIL DISORDERS, New York: 1968.
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PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS - GROWTH CENTER CHARACTERISTICS AND
SMALL 'fOWNS

The major conclusions from the preceding pages have bben that:

1. Manufacturing firms which are tied to the dynamic elements in the national
economy have located in fair numbers in some small towns.

2. Although a prime location reason is the availability of low-wage labor, many
of the firms are in industries which are not notably low-wagevaying on a national level.

3. Some small towns Which have gained industry do offer retail, service, and even
wholesale opportunities to their hinterlands. The diversity and quality of opportunities
is generally less than in larger towns and cities, however. Town size alone, however, does
not permit prediction of the positiorfof a town in its regional central place hierarchy. To
a great extent, the failure of industrializing towns to improve their retail and service sectors
may be due to capital market prices, rather than simply to the failure of demand to exceed
the necessary threshold for risk-satisfactory profitable operation, or the failure of the
income multiplier.

4. Some small towns are able to -attract labor from considerable distances indicating
that they can serve as employment centeil despite relatively low official population.
Some small towns are not dependent on much larger towns for job Provision.

5. Out-Migration from counties containing industrializing towns has declined.
In Mississippi, since 1960, the smaller town has shown a more dramatic out-migration
decline than has its larger neighbor city, indicating_that investment in small towns can
pay off if a goal is to stem regional out-migration. There seems to be a continued expdus
of blacks, however, and this is assumed to come from a failure of industrial employnient
opportunities open to blacks to keep pace with the throw-off from agricultural mechani-

ik zation.

6. Until a certain size is reached (50,000 to 100,000, most likely there are
efficiencies to be gained in service provision in larger towns; thus, centers providing
hospitals, schools, and water supply plants can offer their services at a lower cost per
capita in a town of 20,000 than in a town of 10,000. Efficiency arguments are not clear,
however, regarding a new, broader range of services and programs which administer these
on a "target population" basis.
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Growth Requirements Noted in the Field Studies

In addition to the more conventionally regarded characteristics explored above, the research
yielded other conditions which apply to growth center development, which have important
policy implications. These'are discussed below under the following subject titles:

Information Structure
Political Base for Development
Leadership

AREA INFORMATION STRUCTURE

In order for an area to grow in population size or to act as an employment base for an
increasingly wide aiea, it must obviously attract new sources of employment, and/or en-
courage present sources to expand. In addition to convincing new firms that certain nec-
essary physical resources can be obtained in the area at acceptable cost, the area must also
make the mInbers in its labor force known; as pointed out above, available labor is high on
the firm's checklist for location.

With regard to thi?'need, the field research observed the enigmatic phenomenon that, in
areas where an observer present could see evidence of unemployment in excess of 10% of
the labor force, both industrial and political representatives claimed that the labor market
was "tight", citing the official unemployment rate of approximately 4-6%, issued by the
State Employment Security Service.

The perception of a tight labor market has severe implications for the growth of the town.
If the perception is true, the town's advantages for outside industry are dwindling. Even
if the perception is not true, the town's ability to attract outside industry will be reduced
because of discouraging answers to inquiry from prospective firms.

Several explanations for the incongruity can be given. First, there is a semantical problem:
firms may be reporting a true experience but are using misleading terms for outsiders. Based
on the firm's past experiences, the firm is being forced to. hire lower quality workers than
in earlier years when it wahetting the cream of the, labor force to work in jobs far below
their potential. The cream of the labor surplus is gone; the labor market is therefore "tight -
enin." Yet, to say that "the market is tight" implies to most outsiders that workers can't
be found even if the firm is willing fo absorb greater training and supervision costs, etc.

Second, there is the fact that an official agency is supporting this qualitative impression
through flaws in its counting methods. The State Employment Service (ES) understates unemploy-
mentl(and the potential labor force2) in several ways: only those who 'register as unem-
plord and seeking work are recorded; agricultural workers are not included; area bound-
aries are too restricted, etc. Furthermore, many underemplu rkers, in addition to a

1Househo surveys reported in the MISSISSIPPI BUSINESS REVIEW in 1967 found unemployment in.
countie as high as 40%, although official ES statistics measured unemployment for those counties as 5
to 8%. MISSISSIPPI BUSINESS REVIEW, University of Mississippi, March, 1967

21n tion II, national age/sex labor participation rates are applied to the base population in the counties
cont Ming the surveyed cities and towns. The resulting estimates give a "potential labor force" figure. If
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group which would be willing to enter the labor force if the opportunity was presented, such
as housewives, is not considered by the ES. Third, it is to the existing firm's advantage to
understate the available labor force, in order to protect its labor pool from new industry..

The semantical confusion points up the lack of unaerstanding by participants of the dy-
namics of industrializing an area. The first firms which entered the town were able to ex-
ploit a labor force which, despite heavy migration, was largely immobile. As monopsonists;
they purchased labor at the legally required minimum wage regardle,sof how much greater
than that wage labor's value productivity may have been. Since there was a huge labor sur-
plus having the skills needed for the work firms offered, management adopted education and'
testing scores as a screening device to separate out the "better workers." Since whites have
far superior educational backgrounds than blacks in the South, due to historical discrimin-
ation, the whites tended to get most of the jobs that industry provided,,, As existing firms
expanded, new firms located, and out-migration continued, the surplusoorkers was re-
duced. Jobs opened up which could be filled only by workers having the7gckground or
learning potential of the high school graduate. Firms then began to compete for the most
educated workers, offering higher-wages tnupgrading opportunities. Firms which could not
compete in terms of higher wages or which did not really. require a high school graduate for
their kind of work dropped their hiring standards. The tightness reports of older firmsc-
fleet that the labor these firms are currently able to hire is of lower quality (productivity)
than the labor they had hired several years before when industrialization was in its infancy.

Managers do not perceive their historical experience in the labor market in the context
of the total area economy. They also fail to distinguish the reduction in labor' s profita-
bility caused by hikes in the minimum wage (which they would nave to pay regardless
of new industry) from the decline in profitability which has resulted from the movement
up the labor supply curve as employer demand shifts outward. Last of all, managers do
not recognize, much less manipulate, economic trade-offs which are iffiplict in their choice-,
of recruiting, hiring, training, and wage policies. The tightness reports of newer firms re- 4
fleet their experience that the profitability of the labor they are hiring is not as great as
they had been red to hope when they made their relocation.decision. But the mahafgers
both of old and newer firmswho report tightness to their to n's industry prospects(
fail to mention the decisive fact: while labor now being hire at the,msrgin is less profi-
table than was eximted or than'was labor hired four years ag the labor being hired now
still is profitable and is more profitable than labor at locations outside the region. Relative
profitability after all is the critical factor in location shifts.

2continued from preceeding page .

persistent unemployment, low wages, limited upgrading opporeu ies, transportation inaccessibility, etc:, -
the factors causing workers to drop out of the active labor force ere corrected, the current labor force
would grow to the size of the potential labor force. Thecurrent ahor force in ES official statistics,
however, understates the "potential labor force" by 1500 to 4500 workers, some 5 to 16% of the current labor
force!! Thus, the realistic potential labor force participants (currently drop-outs) are as important a re-
source for development as the unemployed and as theiunderemployed.
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The second explanation for the phenomenon is the functioning of the Employment -

Service. To soften critical remarks about these sate agencies, it must be pointed out that
they are extremely short on resources, given the goals outlined for them. Assuming that
new resources and technical methodology permitting better surveys can be made available,
other questions renfain which have significapt implications.

The major one is definitional: What is the major goal of ES and what boundaries to
its activities should the office observe? There - exists an all-Negro community about 15
miles from Mississippi-Town. There is no indication, however, that the Mississippi Tor
office of ES has made a concerted effort to quantify and "market" this potential labor
force in an effort to develop the county. If this community is not fp be considered within
the labor force of Mississippi Town, the public agency committing funds to this area should
insist on knowing why. If claims of labor market tightness have the effect of turning

I new employers away from the area, and if a town 15 miles away is filled with unemployed'
and underemployed blacks, it would seem that those who manage the information system
are not attempting to maximize the same welfare function as is the-federal government.

At the same time, the outlook for Negroes ie promising, despite the attitudes of some ES
field offices. As explained above, increasing industrialization has resulted in the skiltrning
off of the cream of the labor force and a tightening of the labor force. As the surplus
labor supply dwindled, and educational standards fell, Negroes forth first time began to
get some of the industrial jobs. This pattern was observed in all four townssurveyed. The

ft 1 import for the future is clear. To the extent that Negroes are disproportionately repre-
sented in the less-educated segment of the work force and to the extent that the less
educated segment of the work force will increalingly provide the new workers to the
employed labor force as more industrializatioifbccurs, Negroes will benefit dispropor-

111

tionatelyifrom future increases in industrialization.

THE POLITICAL BASE FOR DEVELOPMENT

or merely re pond to inquiries. 'The decisions madeindustry
The industrial decision td locate is strongly influx ced by the activities of town "repre-
sentatives" who solicit mit
by these representatives,-4o can be Members of government or semi-official agencies
(Chamber of CommeXce, for example), can therefore affect both the growth of the
community and the efficiencydf any large public expenditure. The following remarks
are theoretical, but they,.are extremely important for policy. This, the held studies
indicate,.is the stuff that small town growth is made of.

Tba arrival of an industry in a rural community is inevitably the culmination of a long
series of decisions taken by both representatives of the community and the management
of the locating industry. It would clearly be an oversimplification to view this process
as strictly an exercise in rational decision making where well-defined interests are care-

, fully weighed on both sides, offers and counter-offers exchanged and an agreement finally

every; as a special case which shared no cpmmon experiences or displayed
reached. At the other extreme, it would be equally wrong to treat every industry and

ry
no similar patterns in the industrializing experience.' The results of our research show

1
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that in spite of many unique circumstances, there are indeed some general conclusions
which can be drawn from the two small towns surveyed about the natureof the commu-
nity industrializatio rocess.

The at of industry into any community-the functioning of the industry market
and the sequent relation of the community with industry-is best understood in the .
framework of a social process. Efforts to attract (or resist) industry by a town derive
ultimately from the attitudes and convictions of a community's residents who act indi-
vidually or collectively in harmony with some image of their self-interest. An undeistanding
of how ultimate Talues of individuals are transformed into specific actions requires a
theory of social action and/social change that exceeds the scope of this research, but the
results of this field research have shed light on some important aspects of that theory,
especially in the areas of attitude formation and the nature of collective action. In par-
ticular, we conclude that attitudes cannot be inferred from self-interest because-of a
number of difficulties inherent in the notion Of self-interest and because of a nurnber*of
other factors which may be equally important in shaping attitudes. We also conclude
that, even in the rare case where the attitudes of residents are all uniformly strong and
uniformly pro-industry, voluntary collective action may be incapable of securing the
common goal.

The Formation of Attitudes

Attitudes are clearly a fundamental variable in any explanation of community receptivity
to industrialization. Attitudes toward industry will naturally vary among individuals
and even with the same individual over time. Individual attitudes taken collectively form
"community attitude," which is often cited in the literature on location of industry as
an important factor in the final choice of-industrialists.' Perhaps, more important,
individual attitudes are transformed through political leadership into a community's
public policy towards industry, which defines the types and levels of support7the
packagea town is prepared to extend in r'rder to attract and maintain industry.

Attitudes, about industry or about anything else, are the product of psychological, social,
economic and historical factors. As a general explanantion of attitudes, one of the most

. tempting courses to follow is to assert that attitudes emerge ineluctably from an indi-
vidual's concept of his own self interest. Bauer, Pool, and Eiextei! have, however, care-
fully demonstrated in their study, American Business and*PubliC olicy, the short-
comings of the concept of self-interest when applied to the formation of- attitudes and-
their role in shaping public policy. In their analysis of the politics of foreign trade,

'Wallace, L.T. and Ruttan, V.W., "The Role of the Community .s a Factor in Industrial Location,"
REGIONAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION, PAPERS AND PROCEEDINGS, Vol. 7, 1961, p. 133-42.

2Bauer,'R.A., Pool, I. and Dexter, L.A., AMERICAN BUSINESS AND PUBLIC POLICY, New York:
Atherton Press, 1963.
Similarly in studies of voter behavior, the linkage of attitudes to self-interest is increasinglybeing ques-
tioned. Much provocative research and theorizing has come in the aftermath of a seminal article by
Edward C. Banfield and James Q. Wilson, which presented empirical evidence that large segments of
urban populations consistently show a propensity toward "public-regardingness," i.e., putting what they
perceive to be the public interest first, at the clear cost of their private self-interest. The propensity
of public-regardingness has been hypothesized to vary with income, education, and ethnicity, cf.,
Banfield and Wilson, "Public-Regardingness as a Value Premise in Voting Behavior," AMERICAN
POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW, Vol. 58, December, 1961.
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they turned tip a number of cases where businessmen expressed attitudes and even took
actions which were inconsistent with what, from an objective point of view, seemed to
be their "apparent" self-interest. The authors note three reasons why this could be ex-
pected." First, it is unclear who the "sell' in self-interest really is. Does the president
of the domestic branch of a multinational firm view the branch or parent company as
the object whose interests are being looked after? 2 A similar situation might occur in
the case of a small rural community where an executive's self-interest (a better expression
might be his family's s.:If-interest) might differ substantially from the interest of his firm.

Secondly. it is not clear whit kinds of values are maximized. Industry brings not only
economic well-being but social disruption and realignments in the local power structure
causing political uncertainty alai how these often offsetting values are weighed_ in each
individual's calculus of "interest' is not easily determined. For example, the mayor of
Mississippi Town acknowledged the large economic benefits in terms of jobs and income that
a new firm would contribute to his electorate, but also fretted that new industry would also
change the racial composition of his electorate. Such a change, by his own frank admission,
was a particularly unsettling factor to him. By careful screening of industrial prospects,
the uncertainty could be reduced but it was unlikely ever to disappear.

The third and perhaps major factor is information. Individuals may in fact express atti-
tudes that are based on their perception of self-interest which may be at variance with
their apparent self-interest. The gap between real and perceived interest can often be
traced to inadequate and misleading information. Because there are financial costs and
other constraints that restrict the collection and interpretation gf information, it is under;
standable why citizens of rural communities do not make the effort to acquire sufficient
information to appreciate their real interests (subject to the limitations rioted above).
But it is `similarly undeistaxidable why attitudes based on their notion of self-interest do
not always reflect true self-interest.

One of the best solvents for mistaken attitudes is personal experience, which introduces
another dimension to the formation of attitudes. Industry was already a major factor in
the economy of all four towns, and attitudes towards industry can be traced in some part
to their experience with existing industry. There are indications, hoWever, that prior to
industrialization, attitudes towards industry were substantially different. In Mississippi
Town, South Carolina Town, and South Carolina City, the first firm to locate there was
not the first to try. Earlier interested firms had been turned away because the residents
and local leaders were convinced that industry was not necessary for the prosperity of
their town which at that time was almost entirely dependent on agriculture for its primary
exports. The success in Mississippi City of the first firm, in South Carolina Town and South
Carolina City of the first firms in neighboring countiesthe firms in each case had expanded
several timeswas at least partially responsible for the transformation of attitudes in this
town. One possible explanation of this turnabout of attitudes is that the performance of

'Bauer, R.A.,Pool. I. and Dexter, op. cit., p. 474-479 (See also Chapter 9 for a description of
criteria of apparent self-interest.)

Barnard, Chester, THE FUNCTIONS OF AN EXECUTIVE, Cambridge' Harvard University Press,
1938
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the firm and its impact on the town caused the residents to revise their image of self-interest
so that it was more in line with their true self-interest. But there is another explanation which
suggests that tile presence of industry might even change certain features of their true self-
interest. The theory of cognitive dissonance states that an enforced or imposed behavior often
leads to a revision of an individual's values. The feature of this theory that has been applied to
economics and seems especially relevant for a study of the industrialization of rural communities
is the notion Olt attitudes of individuals prior to the arrival.of industry can be a misleading
indication of how those same individuals would view industry after a period of successful indust-
rialization. I

The Nature of Collective Action

In addition to individual attitudes there is another equally important factor that contributes
to a community's posture vis-a-vis industry and this factor is group action. Attitudes may in
fact be the source for much individual action but in many cases the ultimate goal of this action
requires some form of joint effort with those sharing his views. The idea that men organize to
pursue common goals is hardly new, but until recently more attention was devoted to describing
the subject of group interests while the actual organizational structure of the group was left
largely unexplored.2 Only recently have the works of Mancur Olson, James Buchanan and
others3 shown that much of the success (or lack of success) of groups can be explained by
factors other than intensity of interests, the qllality of leadership and other social and psycho-
locical factors. Mancur Olson has pointed out that "the achievement of any common goal or
the satisfaction of any common interest means that a pub'ic or collective good has been
provided for that group" and then argues that "rational, self interested, individuals will not act
to achieve their common or group interests."

In the rural communities in our survey, the problems of collective action come into sharpest
focus in the various efforts of groups to promote and resist new industry. Despite the ambiguity
in the use of the concept of interests and despite the presence of unique circumstancesmost
typically in the form of strong highly personalized leadershipmuch of the texture which the
interplay of the various interest groups has given to the pattern of industrialization in the two
rural communities can be explained via the "logic of collective action."

I See Hirschman, A.. "Obstacles to Development: A Classification and a Quasi-Vanishing Act," ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT AND CULTURAL CHANGE, Vol. 13. July, 1965. p. 385-393, and White, Gilbert F..
"Formation and Role of Public Attitudes," in ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, Johns Hopkinsyress, 1966.

Research has shown that attitudes in the South toward racial integration have undergone a similar trans-
formation once integration is experienced. The experience is found not to be as unbearable as had been
thought earlier. Resistence drops and even values change. cf. Sheatsley, Paul B., "White Attitudes Toward
the Negro." DAEDALUS (Winter. 1966), p. 217-238. Employers interviewed in the surveyed towns reported,
the same phenomenon with regard to introducing integrated work shifts.

2It goes back at least as far as Aristotle who said, "men journey together with a view to particular advantages,
and by way of providing some particular thing needed for Cie purposes of life, and similarly the political
association sserns to have come together originally, and to continue in existence, for the sake of the general
advantages it brings." Quoted in Olson, (see footnote 3) page 15.

301sen, Mancur. Jr.. THE LOGIC OF COLLECTIVE ACTION, Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press,
1965. Buchanan, James. and Tullock. Gordon. THE CALCULUS OF CONSENT. Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press. 1962. Downs. Anthony. AN ECONOMIC THEORY OF DEMOCRACY. New York.
Harper. 1957. March, James G.. "The Business Firm as a Political Coalition." JOURNAL OF POLITICS.
Vol 24, (October. 196 2 ).
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Olson's basic premise is that optimal amounts of public goods, whether they be economic
goods or common goals, will not be provided through voluntary action unless the member-
ship of the group is extremely small. When individuals cannot be excluded from the bene-
fits of a public good, they will not act voluntarily to pursue what is logically and rationally
in their own self interest. An exception arises in the case of small groups where it is pos-
sible that the interest of a single member is so great that he provide for himself, and conse-
quently for everyone else, the optimal amount of the public good.' As the size of the
group increases, the probability that any member or any small group of members will
have a sufficiently large benefit to justify the acquisition of the collective good diminishes.

An important corollary o( the basic premise is the argument that groups which can exert
coercion on their members or which provide some separate service which allows them
to divert resources towards the attainment of their collective interest will be more success-
ful at reaching the common objectives of their members than the strictly voluntary organi-
zations. In this sense, a government is more efficient than, say, a union because it can
enforce participation of all individuals who are likely to receive the benefits and a union
is more effective than a club because it can exact payments for dues in order to "purchase"
public goods like wage agreements, etc.

By no stretch of the imakation can all the relative strength of interest groups in rural
communities be explained through the theory of collective action but there are important
lessons to be learned by analyzing each of the groups with this analytical framework in mind.

'There are obviously a nAberof other reasons why small groups operate more effectively than large
groups, reasons which center on the dynamics of inter-personal behavior in small groups.
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Local Government in Both Towns

In many respects, the local government is the most logical group to engage in "industry
hunting" to enter the "industw market" for the community. First, the local govern-
ment fufills the fundamental requirement for the acquisition of a public good by a grOup
the power of taxation. In theory, the taxes raised to finance the attraction of industry
(either as subsidies or expenditures on amenities) could be distributed among residents in

. some proportion to the benefits received. In practice, of course, actual identification of
'beneficiaries and a host of other legal and institutional constraints inhibit the application of
the benefit principf of taxation.

Secondly, and again in theory, the democratic processes of local government should arrive
at a satisfactory weighting of the economic gains and social costs that industrialization may
entail, and allow the community to reach a maximum point on the community welfare
function.I

In the two small towns surveyed, local government did not historically play a continuously
dominant roleiin attracting new industry. It was, however, an important indirect factor
through the various subsidy schemes and services to industry. This generalization is less
true in the case of South Carolina Town because in recent years, a dynamic Mayor has em-
erged and become practically the sole force behind the continued industrialization of his
town. His efforts however derive more from his own self interest -- both altruistic and econ-
omic than from any mandate from his constituency. During the term of office of the
previous mayor, very little active pursuit of industry was initiated by the town government.
Industrialization or "new industry" was not a major campaign issue during any election.
The lack of interest by the previous mayor was reported to be the result of a special relation
which he had with the dominant and almost sole employer in the area. The dominant im-
portance of the succeeding Mayor's personal (Nye in oxplaining his industrial solicitation
emphasis underscores the point that new industry was not treated as a major part of town
poliV on which the town voters deliberated and expressed their opinions through their vote.

The relative inactivity of local government in the industry market is even more pronounced
the case of Miss. Tovvii where negotiations with industry are thuoresponsibility of the De-

velopment Fund, a quasi-independent branch of the local Chamber of Commerce. The mayor
who has been in office for the)aast 17 years is open to industry but does not come in con-
tact with industrial prospects untthe Industrial Development Committee has reached sub-
stantial agreement on the "package" which the town is prepared to offer.

The important point to be made is that the active attraction of industry, i.e., salesmanship,
is not universally treated as a major function of local government.

1For an interesting discussion of the trade-off between social and economic goals in the context of national
policy, see: Olson, Mancur, Jr., "Economics, Sociology, and the Best of All Possible Worlds," THE PUBLIC
INTEREST, Number 12, Summer, 1968
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Theilack of initiative by local government in Mississippi Town ai to some extent in South
Carolina Town can be explained by the activities of two important interest groups which
have generally opposed new industry agriculture and existing industry and have made
their influence felt in the policy of local government. These two groups have been most
active and effective in Miss. Town. The following discussion will describe how these and
other groups affect the industry market in that location, and will then show what differ-
ences were noted in the other three locations.

Interest Groups in Miss. Town

Most rural towns can look back on a glorious agrarian past and the two towns surveyed are
no exceptions. One of the notorious legacies of this tradition has been the rural domination
of the political system at both the county and, until recently, the state levels. The rate at /
which "urban" interests have increased their influence in these bodies has varied according,/toa number of factors, two of the more important being the provision of state laws for re--
districting, and the general economic health*of the area's agriculture. The differences be-
tween S.C. and Miss. Towns in the historical rate of decline of rural power in county govern-
ment is substantial. Agriculture ceased to be an imp6rtant export item in S.C. Town's
economy decades ago, while Miss. Town is situated in some of America's most fertile land.
Even with substantial out-migration of farm labor and a drastic reduction in the number of
farmers, rural districts in Miss. Town send four of the five representatives to the county
board of supervisors even though the town can claim slightly more than half the county's
population. The "over-representation" of the rural areas is not just an irrelevant historical
quirk but a zealously gumied privilege which serves the interests of a declining minority.
William H. Nicholls has noted that:

"Consideri9g the desperation with whic*ost county seat towns in the South appear
to be competing for industrial plants, one tight at first strongly doubt that any an-
tagonism to industrialization remains even in the most rural areas. Nonetheless, in
every such community there are important socio-political leaders who see in both in-
dustrialization and out-migration a threat to their traditionally high social status and
their economic self-interest. Particularly where the plantation organizationof agri-
culture still prevails, the relatively few but politically pOwerful large planters see in
either out-migration or local industrialization the destruction of the plentiful but
cheap farm labor supply which for a century has been the very foundation of their
economic existence."'

As the chemical and mechanical resolution continues to reduce the demand for unskilled
labor, the competition Nicholls alludes to has shifted to the scarce factor skilled labor.
The Chairman of the County Board of Supervisors in Miss. Town, a leading farmer in the
area, argues that what the county needs is a prosperous agriculture balanced by the "right"
kind and the "right" amount of industry. He admits that tractor drivers and mechanics
are hard to come by and that industry not only in his county but throughout the region has
made serious inroads on the supply of trained labor and that the wage level and conditions
of employment, in agriculture i.e., monthly salaries and some form of year-round employ-
ment are largely due to the demonstration effect of surrounding manufactiring firms.

'Nicholls, W.H., SOUTHERN TRADITION Al .D REGIONAL PROGRESS, Chapel Hill University of
North Carolina Press, 1960, p. 125
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Although the county makes a contribution to Miss. Town's development fund, the primary
objective of county government is to assist the development of agriculture. If the E.D.A.
Over-All Economic Development Plan (OEDP) is a good statement of county goals, as
determined by the rurally controlled county government, agriculture clearly receives the
first priority:

"The major problem in regard to industrial development in the county has been and still is
the problem of maintaining a proper balance between agriculture and industry. Since this
is primarily an agricultural area, it is imperative that this balance be maintained."

One of the obvious propoied solutions to the growintconflict of interests between the town
and the farmers has beena type of industry that would serve both interests. The OEDP
limits its discussion of long term industrial plans to a variety of agricultuial processing in-
dustries which would raise both the incomes of farmers and the employment opportunities
of community residents. As late as 1967, the OEDP notes that "caution as to further indus-
trial development at this time has been voiced by some who fear industrialization is moving
too rapidly". And later concludes that, "A closer working relationship between farm repre-
sentatives and businessmen in an effort to maintain a desirable balance between agriculture
and industry is needed. This can be done by carefully analyzing the situation from year to
year and planning accordingly." The key question and one to which the OEDP provides few
answers, is what constitutes a "desirable balance". The framers of the plan for Miss. TovVn
suggest strongly that whatever the absolute size of industry, its composition should be
weighted heavily towards agriculture.

In summary, the agricultural bloc that is largely responsible for what one might call the eco-
nomic policy of the county is-tot rigidly opposed to industry but has simply leaned heavily
agahlit the winds of change. Their traditional way of life is challenged by the competition
that industry prom t only for the scarce resource but also for the social and political
status which they inherite from the past. There have been few schisms within the agri-
cultural bloc with regard o industry and their solidarity has been a major factor in the power
which they still exercise n local policy matters.

The farmers of Miss. Tov have found themselves in a curious alliance in their efforts to
promote an "orderly and balanced" growth of industry. The industries whicit have located
in Miss. Town have tended to reihforce the farm bloc's resistance to industry, although in the
case of industry, the political and social factors are not nearly as important as the economic.
As described in earlier-ohitpters, plant managers,typically regard their labor markets as having
fixed supply from which firms would draw tlitir labor force. Thus, there is a fear that new
industry would either drive up wages or so reduce supply that special efforts would have to
be launched e.g., advertising, special training in order to replenish normal plant turnover
and provide a base for expansion. There are at least two other important reasons why the
plant managers in Miss. Town do not welcome new industry.

First, the absence of unions was, and still is one of the primary attractions of the Mir. Town
area and any increase in the number of firms increases, from the managers' point of iew,
the probability that a nearby plant would be unionized. Proximity to a unionized plant is
apparently a cause for concern by plant managers of non-union plants as they must redouble
their efforts to screen prospective employees and monitor employee morale.
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Second, an increase in the number of TirrAs in the community dilutes the bargaining power
of the older firms with local governMent. Where the farmers tended to influence local govern-
ment

cf`k

policies through control of the county political machinery, local industry prefers to
remain outside local-politics and-malse-these preferences known through-informal-contact
with the town. The primary industry in Miss. Town can back up its expressed preference
on new industry with threats of eventual relocation, expansion in one of other plants
scattered about the South, or open hostility to the new industry. Because of the tacit
agreements "no raiding pacts" .which are prevalent among industrialists in small com-
munities, such a threat is both credible and effective.

iIn Miss. Town, the non-participati on in local government by industry management stems
from a number of factors. First, managers' advancement in the firm istied to performance
on specific matters relating to the operation of the plant such as protiiction targets and
costs and only indirectly on such matters as public relations. Good performance by man-
agement will be rewarded by promotion which will most likely move the executive out of
the community. As the director of one of the local community action programs put it,
"They (management of local firms) don't want to make any waves" and therefore discourage
participation in local politics, or even in the quasi-political groups, such as his own board of
trustees.

In summary, the firms of Miss: Town and in particular the dominant employer do not see
that their self interests are served by more firms in the community. The grounds fdr oppo-
sition are similar to agriculture but the means of exerting their influence is different. Con-
siderable use is made of their special relation with the town. This special relation was tests
only once and the result was a significant strengthening of industry's position. The town
brought new industry into the community without prior notification of existing industry.
Unfortunately, the new firm shortly went bankrupt, leaving the cityowned building without
a tenant and the city with no income to retire the bonds. With the town in such a precarious
position, all efforts to attract industry were carefully checked with the dominant employer
and eventually a tenant was found that met with both the town's and the dominant industry's
approval, Not surprisingly, the new tenant's labor force is made up almost entirely of men,
while the primary industry's labor fprce relies heavily on female labor. Indeed, shortly after
location, the new tenant was obliged to undertake an unexpected major expansion from 150
to more than 400 employees. ven though severe labor problems were experienced and very
high job vacancy rates persist , the new industry never once turned to the obvious abun-
dant labor 4ource - women, though the plant manager admitted that 50% of his jobs could
be filled by women. Thou nformal, the "no raiding pacts"-are honored even at great cost
to the new industry.'

Interest Groups in S.C. Town

The major difference between S.C. Town and Miss. Town lies not in the types of interest
groups but in the degree to which their behavior influences local policies. The established

'Interestingly also, the Employment Security office also honored the pact by abstaining from forwarg
women or even to advocating their hire.
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fir us in S.C. Town are similarly disposed to resist further industry but they have no effective
ans of registering their opposition. Several factors account for the differences.

first,, the system of-locatand county politic ides the mayor of the town with a much
111igher degree of autonomy and freedom from control by the county's rural areas than in

Miss. Town.

'second,4 there is no longer a dominant employer in the area. Once there had been, and then Ie situation was very much like Miss. Town's, As discussed iarlier, the previous mayor was
known as a "company man" beholding to the dominant employer at that time. During his
tenure, no new industry was established in S.C. Town. The election which brought the
current pro-industry mayor into office did not pit the pro-industry forces against anti-industry
forces but rather covered a number of issues. In this sense, the outcome of the election was a
stroke of luck instead of a successful campaign for those who stand to benefit most from in-
dustry. This points up the importance of the role of leadership in smallcommunities, where
mayors can transform sleepy towns with industrial potential into graW-ing, viable commun-
ities. In the case of S.C. Town, the mayor has an abiding interest in industrial growth white,
has its-roots not in an expressed mandate from his constituency industry wall not a Cam-
paign issue but rather from his own convictions. These connections are based on a con-
scious act of altruism, but they also serve the Mayor's economio self-interest.

In summary, the current prospects for industrialization in S.C. Town are neither constrained
nor reinforced by the activities of readily identifiable interest groups. Current "resistance"
to further industrial growth has consisted for the most part of grumbling by established in-
dustry and refusals to make contributions to major special projects which the mayor initiated.
The absence of major resistence by the firms, which noCtf number more than six, seems to
verify Olson's conclusions that when a public good in this case the exclusion of industry
is being provided through voluntary action, the larger the size of thelgroup, the less likely
the prospects for success.

Miss. City and S.C. City

The two adjoining growth centersahave experienced lave incre l ses in industry with little sub-
stantial opposition from the two groups which were actively r sisting the industrial growth
of Miss. Town and S.C. Town. While a wide variety of factors can be advanced to explain
why groups opposing industrial growth did not occur, or at least did.not succeed, several
circumstances surrounding the growth of industry in Miss. City and S.C. City shed some
light on the problems of industrial growth in the two rural towns and especially the relative
disadvantage that they face with respect to the power of interest groups.

First, both cities have long had a diverse economic base in which the trade and commerce
sectors were well represented.. Conversely, agriculture never played, in relative terms, as
large a role as it did in tl3t surrounding towns. In both cases, the reasons for development
have unique explariatWis which do not provide a basis for generalization. In general the
established industries enter into community life rather than remain on the outside as eco-
nomic enclaves. Several large industrialists in both cities are active supporters of new indus-
try because it will serve their town. They recognize but accept that new competition will
draw down the supply of low wage labor in their effective labor market area.
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The commitment of the cities to industrialization has not always been so open, however. In
the 1940's S.C. City, then' dominated by agricultural interests, rejected the approach of at
least one major industry which was contemplating location as the first major firm. The dom-
inant families in the county feared a, disruption of the status quo and of their authority.
Since those families also were heavily involved in the commercial activity of the city, they
were able to prevent the commercial sector from acting as a countervailing interest group
committed to industrialization. In Miss. City, the dominant partician family also fought
efforts to bring in industry lest the "way-of-life" be destroyed.. But the banking and com-
mercial interests of Miss. City were composed of people independent of the traditional land-
owning families and able to acts on their own'to bring in industry. Since Miss. City was a
Mississippi Riverboat town, built after the Civil War, i had a cosmopolitan spirit open to
cliange. As a result of the devastation of the Civil War, Miss.-City had only a few wealthy
fatnilies who could appeal to tradition as the source of legitimacy for their influence. Such
families were never able to control the development of the town as had the land-holding
families of Miss. Town and S.C. City and Town. The population grew rapidly but was appa
ently characterized by a large turnover and many non-Mississippi natives. Boat construction
shipping, banking, and commerce were the major economic activities of the City from its
founding in contrast to S.C. City. Representatives of this group dominated city politics
through an entrenched political machine. They recognized their self-interest in industrial-
ization and had the power to promote that self-interest. Two large timber-related industries
located in the city at the turn of the century. They gave the city a touch of industrialization
which no doubt shaped attitudes long before the city rnade4s conscious decision to seek
industry in the 1940's. The leadership of neither firm made an effort to oppose further in-
dustrialization even though one firm had managers in positions of political influence. In
short, a number of factors coalesced in Miss. City to provide a political inNisrructure amen-
'able to industrialization.

iWhat changed the political climate eventually in S.C. City was very similar in some respects
to the pattern in S.C. Town; the changeover in S.C. City merely occured earlier. This sug-
gests that the commitme4of an area to industrialization may in part be a pheno-
menon of historical evolution. First, the younger members of the families in the ruling pow-
er structure who returned to the towns after their educations had attitudes very favorable to
industrialization. Higher edUcation functioned to socialize these young people to norms
closer to those of their national community than those of their parents. Second, a neighbor-
ing county with fewer natural economic assets was a e through pure aggressive salesmanship
to bring in an industry, which served as a demonstra n in industrialization to to resisting
town. The gains in income, tax revenues, and status f the neighboring county evoked de-
mands to get the home county some inclustry of its own. Third, with the passage of time,
the ruling elders hostile to industry died off or were forced by age to retire from their de-
cision-making roles. Their successors were their better educated children, if they had not
left the town, or more frequently the representatives of the commercial or banking com-
munity.
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LEtDERSHIP

A few remark's which are highly related to the previous topic should be made, pointing to
the importance of public leadership. EDA field represthtatives often cite cases of towns
which could obtain federal funds and new industry if they had leaders witirthe energy and
skill necessary to analyze the town's needs and to "sell" its needs and virtues to industry and
to government. As the section above on industry location points out, a town such as SC
Town can rapidly expand itsindustrial base, even in the absence of glaring comparative ad-
vantages vis-a-vis neighboring areas, if leaders emerge who can become activist "salesmen."
Yet, the salesmen also needs at his disposal someone who can write plans and programs.
The need for a full-time planner in any town hoping to receive federal funds is evidenced by
the difficulty often.encountered in merely completing federal applications. This, in the
opinion of the research team, is a most important determinant df whether a town will be
able to significantly supplement its own scarce resources.

More expertise is also needed in the community if the problems of unemployment, education,
health, housing, and pollution are to be correctly diagnosed, and effective programs devel-
oped. Such expertise can come through supplying full-or part-time planners, or by training
current leadership in the community. Many private; orpnizations-banks, newspapers, law
firms, rural electric cooperatives, municipargovernments-could be interested in sponsoring
members for such training. As areas begin to industrialize, these groups recognize their in-
ability to cope with some of the problems, but they don't know' where to turn for assistance.
Another source of expertise that remains unutilized, even where available, is the educational
institution. The college in Miss. Town has vent little contact with the Town government and
its faculty plays little role in civic affairs. Yet the potential is great. It is highly desirable to
find some way of creating interest on the part of such Colleges and portions of their faculties
in industrialization and community development.
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Conclusions - Interest Groups

Following OLson's analysis, towns are the logical unit to attempt to influence the decision to
locate. This is hardly a new 't onclusion, since much of the literature on tax subsidies has
been based on this assumption. However, the failure of towns to grant substantial subsidies
has been attributed to restrictive laws that limit the levels and types of subsidies and the
means by which they can be financed. Moes, argues,' for instance, that the subsidy to indus-
try should be borne in large part by the unemployed immobile resource i.e., labor who
will benefit from the new employment offered by new industry. 'bevies on wages for this
type of subsidy would require numerous revisions in state law. ,

Ousurvey and analysis of four towns emphasizes another set of factors which can account
for the rather patch-work array of deyices that are used to attract industry. First, there may . I
be traditional interest groups e.g., agriculture who stand to lose from increased competi-
tion at the political, social, and economic level, and who yield considerable political influence
in local government. Second, in some cases the decision by the local governMent to attract
industry is seldom made ind endently of the wishes of established industry. While in theory
the immobility of capital w uld seem to limit these industries' bargaining pOwers, in practice
their influence can be considerable and is often derived even without participating in the
local politic.al process. .

II

,..)41

11J,Tkese generalizations do not apply' uniformly, to all sm rural communities but we feel that
the two towns studied in depth are representative of two types of small towns which differ
significantly in the power which interest groups wield in shaping the course of industrial
growth. S.C. Town has a relatively large, number of small employers and the county "farm
bloc" was broken years ago due to rapid decline of that sector in the cpunty's economy.
Miss. Town has a small number of large employers and a strong rural influence. New Indus-
trial prospects for Miss. Town are screened informally bytOth these groups, a phenomenon
that does not operate in S.C. Town. Both interest groups in Miffs. Town realize that they
cannot stop but only slow down growth of industry.

4 . /
The framework for a study of interest groups provided above could npt be "tested" in any
statistical sense, but the data available is consistent with its.major premises. Attitudes toward
industry which exist in small towns cal) be traced back to *a number of factors the notion of
self-interest is a useful tool, subject to the limitations outlined above. The groups which did
attempt to attract or resist industry were thwarted by the fact that industry is a public good
and collective action without a*ty form of coercion is likely to, end in suboptimal amounts of
the public good.

. A ,
experience of the two towns, especially when compared with that of the two cities, sug-

ge 'that the analytical framework which has emerged in the studies of comparative national
pol ical development and modernization might have useful extensions to the study and plan-
nin of regional and local development, Athong the factors that could come to bear are: the
rde of education in socializing elites, generational and interest group conflict, the demon-
s ion effect of economically advanced political-geographic units, etc. .

1Milps, John E., LOCAL SUBSIDIES FOR INDUSTRY, Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Preis, 1962.
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,GROWTH CENTER CONCLUSIONS

A

The foregoing test of whether growth center criteria apply` to the small to ns and develop-
ment renters studied has reached several conclusions which are used in Sec 'on.V to eval-
uate E.D.A. strategy towards development centers and small towns.

1. No town or city studied possessed all the growth center chara ristics tested
for. Several.patterns emerged, regarding "mixes" of characteristics General y, the two
smaller towns have showed ability to attract industry of reasdnablyiimpreSsive growth and .
wage potential. Industrial growth has not caused a pdiportionate development of a commer-
cial sector, although forces independent of industry hate achieved it in one town. The towns
are not particulprly dependent on significantly larger towns from a commuting standpoint,
but rely to some extent on a superiority in the larger cities of certain public services such as
hospitals and medical specialists. One of the small towns, on the other hand, attracts a
significant amount of commuting, and commands a sizable labor market. Both towns have
contributed to a decline of Out-migration frop their districts.

2. In terms of "autonomy", or "self-sustaining" growth, it would appear that the
small towns are "self-sustaining" in terms of controlling a labor market, and less so in commer-
cial (retail) activities. (Industrial inputs are largely imported and processed, and the outputs
exported. In this sense, the towns are certainly not autonomous, but it could be argued that
this criterion would.allow few cities anywhere to be called autonomous.) Public service pro-
vision is a fuzzier area, and two major pieces of "non-autonomous" evidence emerge: first,
although all basic services are provided by the town, residents travel to larger cities to see
specialists and to obtain "cultural" types of services; second, as will be detailed in the next
section (II), residents do not share equally in services, and therefore it can be argued that
outside assistance is required.

Although a historic advantage in quantity and quality of ptVic and commercial
service provision is possessed by the larger cities, there is no evidence that an efficiency advan-
tage exists of a size to warrant allocating all resources to larger cities. Many of the impediments
to the development of capital markets and commercial sectoys are largely institutional rather
than ebonomic.

4. The interest group structure in a small town is capable of foVering or impeding
growth. Since each group has a different vested interest in th7benefits;of industrialization,
the larger the number of powerful groups in a community, the more difficult it is to reach a
concensus on a "progressive" town policy. Larger cities do not face as serious a problem in
this respect because the power of interest groups seems somehow to be diluted by size of
city. This dilution can occur, however, in much smaller towns, as seen in S.C. Town.

5. A multi- function center, as described in this section, is likely to develop only
if strong leadership emerges in the center. In addition to this requirement, the growth wip
be fostered by a labor-information structure that is sufficiently efficient to make industry
aware of labor market potential. The same system is capable of keeping local government
informed on the demographic profile ofitS poor.
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INTRODUC'HON

The preceding sectiou has concluded that some small towns possess certain growth center
characteristics while not possessing others, and that such towns can act as multi-function
centers. Several weaknesses present in small _towns are identified, and suggestions for en-
couraging growth are given, with reference fo remedying tl*se weaknesses. t
In evaluating a growth center strategy. it is next necessary to analyze EDA's foals and
policy instruments in light of growth center development. This will be done throughout
S.!ctions II through-V: this section will begin by examining the. distributioh of the benefits I.

of growth in the towns studied, highlighting problems -ncountered: EDA's goals are an
acceptable unemployment rate and per capita income level in presently below-standard areas.
If the assumption is made that a relative concentration of effort on a center will result in the
growth of that center, it still remains to determine what the effect of the growth will be on
the employment and low income problems. This section will concentrate on the problems
remaining in relatiVely high growth towns.

UNRECORDED WORK FORCE POTENTIAL IN FAST-GROWING SMALL CITIES

Despite the rapid growth and industrialization of the towns, and cities studied, there appears
to exist a segment of the population which is not now employed, portiong of which would
be available for work under different local conditions. The indicator of employment con-
ditions most heavily relied upon by both federal and state agencies, which is the estimate of
unemployment made by local offices of the State Employment Services (ES). does not
reflect the full extent of an area's unexploited work force potential. This potential can be
summarized in four categories: Underemployment, unemployment according to the local
office estimate, non-participants, and those not counted. Underemployment, unemployment,
and non-counting are very briefly mentioned below, with some examples mentioned. Non -
particijtion is discussed in more detail, because of the importance of work force participation
to an area's potential for industrial growth. (Section I has already discussed the contribution
9f labor force to growth.) We wish to stress here that the following observations on work
force potential and on procedures fortrecording it art based entirely on observations in the
areas studied. These areas are suspected of being reasonably representative of the better
southern rural areas, i.e. those with the least severe employment problems; this analysis. how-
ever, does not claim to prove this, but merely to pirouide examples of the problems of record'ng
and publicizing a labor force.
1. Underemployed - Two common examples of underemployment are.

a. Part-time work - Many working days are lost due to the seasonality of rural jobs.
Though many would like to work in the off-season, they are considered employed.
Also, many take part-time jobs all year, as full time jobs are unavailable.

b. Work at Lower Skill Level - Many workers who are employed cannot find jobs at skill
levels at which they have successfully performed in the past, and so work at lower-.-
skill jobs.

2. Unemployed by traditional definition-The local office of ES currently asks a sample
"Are you employed?" and "Are you actually seeking work?" ibis procedure. as observed
in the study areas. probably understates the potential work force for reasons other than
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non-consideration of underemployment, nonparticipation, and noncountin These reasons
include survey techniques limited by size of sample and size of geographic ar surveyed:
survey, effectiveness declines with respect tope ulation residing outside the ci limits, and
this rural population is a particularjy-ituortan c onent of work force pot tial,

3. Non-participants - Non-participants are those:. t e are not seeking w , who might
seek work under better conditions. People in this category include, but are of limited to:
a. the worker who has been unemployed so lbrig that he stops looking an important

factor in Southern rural areas.
b. the housewife who is not looking for work, because she knows no jobs for women are

available at wage rates worth the sacrifice of her domesticity.

4. Uncounted - An additional problem in rural areas in that a number of the hard-core
unemployed are not counted, particularly blacks. Rudolf A. White, in the Mississippi
Business Review,' estimates that 10% of rural negro males are uncounted.

The importance of the size of an area's labor force to the area's growth potential has been
discussed. Since the areas under study have only recently transitioned from a largely agri-
cultural to a primarily industrial base, it may be reasonable to expect labor force participation
in these areas to fall short of the national norm. To test this assumption, it is possible to apply
national participation rates by age and sex (derived from the national population and labor
force distributions) to the local population. The result is an estimate by sex, for various age
groups, of how much greater or less than the national average is local labor force participation.
Where local participation is below the national average, this is a rough indication of an unex-
ploited potential work force. This calculation has been made in Tables All -1 tfirough All -7
in Appendix II; the resulting "estimated labor force" (full potential) is compared in these
tables to the local ES office work force estimates from 1960 for three of the towns and all
of the counties. This rough n.ethod of estimation should be viewed with respect to the
following qualifications:
1. The southern rural areas studied are being compared with a nationaryverage. This is done

with full realization that labor force participation is a concern in maay areas of the country
other than the South, so that the "norm" by no means represents the ideal.

2. The data used is from 1960. (The only relevant data available since 1P60 for these areas
consists of estimates of total population, without regard for sex, age, or race.) Although
it is realized that subsequent migration trends and changes in employment conditions may
have altered the 1960 picture, these estimateq are given in order to illustrate work force
conditions which have,prevailed for at least a portion of the last decade of industrialization;
only a rough indication is given, then, of the potential inadequacy of the locally estimated
unemployment rate as an indicator of work force potential.

f,

'White, Rudolf A., "The Current Proc,e4tres to Substantially Underestitate Unemployment to
Agricultural States - The Mississippi Picture." MISSISSIPPI BUSINESS REVIEW, April, 1967, Vol 29,
No. 10, p. 9.
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Tables All-1 through All -7 in Appendix II indicate characteristics f4. the overall population
by age and sex, without respect to race. The following comments summarize some character -
istics appearing in those tables which could be misleading if the racial composition of the
areas studied were not kept in mind. After these brief comments, the Negro population will
be considered separately; the extent to which Negro non-participation influences the following
summary statements will then be seen. Without respect to race, the tables in Appendix II
would in licate, first, that labor participation rates among men are less than the national
average: second, that participation rates among women are generally higher than the national _

norm; third, that older workers have disproportionately high and younger workers unusually
low participation rates.

Turning from towns to counties, participation rates become noticably lower, probably due to
inadequate transportation, declining agricultural employment including tenant farming, and
a paucity of industrial job opportunities in rural districts. Men, in the four counties, in all
age groups have participation rates lower than the national average. Low rates are most com-
mon among the younger workers, 15-34, with older men almost reaching the national norm.
Participation rates among women in the counties are less easy to understand_ Without excep-
tion, girls 15-24 are lowest while those 25-34 are among the highest.

Negro Nonparti ipation

The work force participation characteristics of the overall population are heavily influenced
by the characteristics of a large Negro population. Although the areas studied vary substan-
tially in their dependence on agriculture, the transition from agriculture or cttlier nonindus-
trial pursuits to industrial employment significantly contributes to the magnitude of nonpar-
ticipation, and Negroes were observed in the study areas to have more difficulty making this
transition than whites. If the proportion of the labpr force involved in agriculture has been
large, and especially if the percentage of Negroes in agriculturelas been large, displaced ag-
ricultural workers have htild a large effect on the labor participation rate 6i' the county be-
cause of both the time lag and the large number of persons involved. This phenomenon was
generally most noticable in Mississippi where the Negro agricultural employment exceeded
75c7c" of the total rural labor force in 1960.

Data insufficiencies make an age-sex breakdown similar to that above impossible for Negroes
alone. However, a rough index of the potential for further employment in the black popu-
lation is available, using the methods outlined in Table II-1, whkh utilize the same application
of national participation rates as was explained above and shown in Appendix II. The esti-
mated nonparticipation is combined with locally estimated unemployment to provide an
"unemployment indicator," which, better than the unemployment rate alone, estimates the
potential availability for jobs of the presently unemployed.
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Table 11-1 shows that blacks in the areas studied participate in the labor force at substantially
less than the national rates for black persons. The (arm exception to the low participation
trend consists of women in the towns; whose participation rates are slightly higher than the
national average. Women in the counties, and men in both towns and counties, have uniformly
meager participation. A significant difference between the two states is evident in female
unemployment. The unemployment rates in tili.Mississippi areas are double to triple those irk
South Carolina. No similar distinction between states can be made with regard to male
unemployment. Rates are higher than might be expected for blacks in the rural South only
in the S.C. City and County.
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A

Trends Since 1960 - Total Populations

Local estimates of 1965 total *populations, although rough, suggest (but cannot substantiate)
an increasing participation rate over the five year period. In S.C. County, the population
increased 8% while the labor force grew by 17%. In S.C.T. County, the actual population
dropped about 4%, but during the same period the labor force increased in size about 5%.
In M.C. County, whose population grew by only 8%, an increase in the labor force size of
only 3% is seen. The exception to this pattern is Miss. T. County, which exhibited a growth
in the labor force of only1.8% with a corresponding rise in ovefall population of 7%.

As would be expected, those counties which showed the largest increase in labor force par-
ticipation over the five year period also had the lowest percentage of persons engaged in
agricultural labor. S.C. City, which exhibited the greatest increase in labor participation, had
the smallest proportion of its labor force in agriculture during 1965, (representing only 11%
of the total labor force). S.C.T. County, showing the second largest rise in labor force parti-
cipation, had the second lowest proportion of persons engaged in agricultural labor, at 16%4
M.C. County had 19% of its labor force engaged in agriculture and the third largest gain in
labor force participation rate. Consistent with this ittverse relationship, M.T. County,had
35% of its labor force engaged in agriculture, and exhibited a decline in its labor participation
rate. Apparently, many of those individuals (mostly Negro) who are displaced from agricul-
ture failed to obtain jobs in the non-agricultural sector.
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REASONS FOR CONTINUING UNEMPLOYMENT AND UNDEREMPLOYMENT

Interviews with local employment service offices, state and fe4deral training programs, and with
community leaders, conducted in the four areas studied, indicate that unemployment, underem-
ployment, and non-participation in those areas remain higher than the national average. Possible
explanations for the existence of these conditions despite, the substantial growth of industrial
employment in the areas include the following.

First, a new plant provides jobs not only to residents of the town in which it locates, but also
to residents of surrounding counties. Second, jobs can be taken by new entrants to the labor
force within the town. Third, the firm can 4e-fig with it employees from outside the region.

Many individuals who did not have jobs when industry first located still did not have jobs
years later, despite' the great number of industrial jobs created. This "hard core".is passed by
in favor of the labor sources mentioned above. Many others get jobs but do not experience
income increases comparable to that of the average industrial employee in the community.
Reasons far this are discussed here under four topics: `lower productivities of less-skilled
labor; a disparity between skill needs and hiring standards, and related problems within the
employment structure; racial discrimination, and problems of acculturation, health, and
particularly education.

The following discussion is of only the conditions noted in the four study areas. Comments on
employment practices result from interviews with plant managers and others. The conclusions
drawn cannot be assumed to apply to all southern rural areas.

0 7 4
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Management's Experience with Rural Labor'`- Low Productivity

An nalysis of the location decisions of firms and their subsequent hiring practices.is reveal-
ing regarding management's expectations of the labor market. Acre seems to be a strong
tendency by corporate decision-makers who locate new branch plants in rural areas to expect
that laborers at both old and new 'locations will have similar productivities. The difference
in wage rates is therefore not seen as a reflection of different labor force marginal product-
ivities; the entire decrease in wage payments is envisioned as an addition to the potential
profits of the firm.

A worker's productivity in any given task is actually a function of:
(1.) The inherent personality, physical attributes, and intelligence of the worker.
(2) The amount of imbedded capital investment which the individual brings with him

when he first comes to an employer; this investment may be in the form of education,
health care, and socialization given him by his parents, the society, d by other firms.

(3) The amount of on-the-job or formal training given the wor er by his employer during
the course of his new job.

(4) The amounitof supervision given the employee so that he iVuotas dependent on his
own skills, judgemerit, or discipline.

(5) The fixed capital equipment and operating routines which apply to this job.
Firms considering new locations have often assumed that factors 3, 4, and 5 will remain the
same in any new plant operation. They then have assumed that the worker who comes to
them, whose productivity at that point is determined by factors 1 and 2, will be similar in
almost every way except wage rate to the workers they obtain at their present location.
Even assuming that the two groups of workers are comparable in terms of factor 1, this
assumption by management overlooks many tritical facts.

First. workers in smaller southern towns are coming from rural settings and are not used to
reporting to work every day at regular hours, or to working 8 to 10 hours in a highly dis-
ciplined factory situation with regular demands being placed upon their behavior by a
machine process. They are not accustomed to Working in a confined shelter with loud
noises, the constant presence of supervisory authority, and the soci#1 necessity of interacting
constantly with fellow employees amidst tension and pressures. Mdny of these workers are _

poorly trained by the managers' standards in personal hygiene. Workers' value systems, and
therefore responses to wage and promotion incentives, may also be different. The phen-
omenon of backward bending labor supply curves in response to wage changes is a regular
(reported) occurrence.

Second, the average prospective worker will have far less formal schooling than the average
current employee, and the quality of any amount of formal schooling acquired by a pro-
spective worker will be far lower than an equal amount of formal schooling acquired by the
average current worker in the previous location. This lower level of education will in turn
produce a lower level of basic skills (literacy, verbal ability, math, etc.) and thus a lower
capability for learning on the job, for absorbing formal training by the firm, and for job
performance.

Third, the prospective workers will bring less job experience and training with them Where
local economies are only beginning to industrialize, there have been few opportunities for
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workers to gain training from other firMs. The informal skill development of the worker at
home may also have been Meager. due to relative unfamiliarity with mechanical processes.

Fourth. low incomes and public expenditures inkhe prospective area have left the health
care investment in the pfospective labor force much lower than at the first location. Pro-
spective workers will Miss more days of work due to 'illness. be Fable on the average to
stand the physical and mental strain of the job. and be More likely to be too short, weak.
poorly coordinated, or mentally dull to perform a task expected at present of the average
worker. Such physical and mental infirmities can be counteracted by higher motivation and
willingness to work, but remain important for many kinds of jobs.

Fifth. the historic discriminatory structure of Southern rural society has produced dis-
parities in the socialization, quantity z,nd quality of education, job and home training, and
health conditions for blacks and whites. which may betas great as the regional disparities
between the current and prospective work forces. The discrimination has imposed an extra
burden on the black pkrtion of the prospective labor force in terms of psychological adapt-
ability and ego identity. which directly influence labor's productivity. Numerous reports
were given by well-meaning Northern managers in Southern firms of blacks whom they had
tried to hire or to upgrade to-supervisory capacity. who had failed because of their lack of
cfmfidence or ability to adjust to the tensions of interacting with whites., For whatever
causes. too many of the black workers with sufficient basic skills tend to react in extremes
either becoming very submissive and dependent (and thus of limited use to an employef for
upgrading) or becoming antagonistic (and thus creating problems in terms of potenttal fric-
tion with other employees or with management itself).

Management. then, tends to make the location decision ignoring the differences in labor
force quality. This leads to disappointed expectations, and an over-simplistic attitude toward
work skills and attitudes. Managers', inadequate understanding of human capital is accom-
panied by its psychological and intellectual resistance to changes Organizations tend to resist
changes in routines that have worked successfully for years: individuals dislike the tension
that comes with adjustment to new situations. The customary inertia of organizations in
changing to meet new conditions is sufficient to retard firms to the novel labor
conditions at their new location. The difference between a good d a bad manager may be
that the former can understand the source of new problems and qttickly and frequently
adjust to such change.

Options Open to Management in Using Rural Labor

The firms have seven basic options for coping with the problems of their rural labor force.
These options are:

1. Train the labor formally to upgrade its skill potential. This training can be job spec-
ific (e.g., training a lOw-skill operative to do a higher skilled welding task-) or for generalized
higher skills (e.g.. training a low-skill operative to be a mechanic or electrician capable of
doing any one of several high skill tasks). or basic education (e,g., training an operative in
arithmetic so the worker'st trainability for higher skills is increased.) The training can be full-
time. for part of the working day. or during evenings in conjunction with other productive
activity by the worker during the work day. The training can be provided in-house or in
collaboration with some outside agency. whether the local schools, a technical institute. CAP
program. or CEP or other Department of Labor program. The training can be subsidized.
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merely eReouraged, or demanded by the employer.
2. Provide more on-the-job training to labor having the skill potential but lacking exper-

ience. On-the-job training involves putting an inekperienced man, having the minimum
aptitude requirements for a job. directly to work to learn the skill while on the job. The firm
then closely monitors the worker to minimize the cost of his errors.

3. Change the labor mix, substituting superAsory personnel for operatives. Management
is able. if it desires, to increase the amount of supervision on the job and thereby reduce the
amount of knowledge and aptitude a worker must have to be productive. This substitution
is different from tire increases in supervision which would obviously be necessitated by for-
mal or on-the-job training (Options No. 1 and N3. 2) in that the increased .supervision here
is permanent. With direct or oh-the-job training, the employee eventually becomes suffic-
iently knowledgeable and skilled that increased sup is no longer needed.

4. Introduce new machinery and operating procedures re uiring a lower quality of labor
input.

The difference between Options No. 3 and No. 4 is that iht No_ . 4 substitutions are made be-
tween technology and labor, while in No. 3 substitutions are made between education and
labor.

5. Import higher skilled or better educated labor from outside the region.
6. Impose high hiring standards and pay a higher wage to get the kind of productive

worker desired.
7. Accept a rate of productivity lower than had been anticipated, and not attempt to

adjust productivity back to the norms of the previous plant location.

The response of firnis in the towns studied has usually been some compromise between train-
ing, increased supervision, higher wages, and accepting lower productivity. Firms would tol-
erate only marginal wage increases, so that option was not particularly exploited. Since super-
visory personnel were as hard to come by as skilled workers, the options of direct training and
permanently substituting management for labor were restricted in exploitability.1 The...siz-
able regional difference in wages made it feasible for managers to accept a lower rate of prod-
uctivity, but not without complaining. The most frequently exploited option, howeverLwas
on training. The "buddy system" was generally implemented whereby a new worker
learned from an older experienced worker. Increased temporary supervision was provided
but minimized. The chief cost to management was the rapid turnover of hirees who didn't
make the grade.

1This scarcity is cited not only by firms in the towns, but even by firms in S.C. and Miss. Cities. One firm
in S.C. City complained that it was unable to open a new production line which would employ some 40
unskilled-laborers, for want of a few good middle-level supervisors to oversee the line. The firm had dis-
covered years befo -What by increasing supervision, it was able to use unskilled labor, with less than 8th
grade educations, effEctively in jobs for which plants in its previous location and fOr which it initially in
its new location had required 10th grade or high school educations and machinery experience. Yet as S.C.
city had grown, it had become increasingly harder to get laborers who could be upgraded to supervisory
positions. The firm now stresses the middle-level management deficiency to outside prospective firms,
warning them they would have to import most such managers. The firm blamed this deficiency on the low
quality of South Carolina schools. Several other firms justified their high education requirements on the
basis that requirements were necessary to insure both that a sufficient number of capable workers would
be available for upgrading to supervision and that most workers could be upgraded to higher skills if auto:
mation did come.
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Some of those options are not particlularly Viable. It is usually prohibitively expensive to
import labor. Of the 19 non-native firms interviewed, only six firms attempted to import
more than ten workers when they set up their new plant. Each of these six cases were firms
employing more than 300. The largest 'known importations) ran to less thip 20% of the
firm's end-of-the-second-year work force, and these importations were of managers, engi-
neers, and top technicians, and craftsmen who were to be given responsibility for training
the new work force and setting up production.2 Similarly, substituting machinery for labor
is not viable in the short run. First, managers do not perceive much opportunity for such
substitutions. Second, the psychological and organizational resistence to basic change in the
production and operating routinessis great.

THE DISPARITY BETWEEN SKILL NEEDS AND HIRING STANDARDS

Formal Education Qualifications Represent an Important Discriminant

Differences belween'actual needs by firms and the qualifications which they required were
expressed in several ways: Standards for hiring basic production workers varied between the
two states and in significant fashion. In South Carolina, only two of the fourteen firms inter-
viewed, representing only 9% of their total employment, had a formal minimum educational
requirement for any employee. In Mississippi, five of fifteen firms representing 57% of total
employment had such requirements. About the same percentage of employment was cov-
ered by the requirements in both Miss. City and Miss. Town. The requirements in all but one
case were for 9th or 10th grade educations. One emgloyer had a double standard: 6th grade
for Negroes, 9th for Whites. The states also differed at terms of the testing given job appli-
cants. Twelve S.C. firms administered their own tests to employees while only four firms
did so in Miss. Since the State Employment Service (ES) administers tests to many appli-
cants before referring them to employers/the Miss. firms which used ES were not really let-
ting job applicants go untested. It should be Toted, however, that the Miss. firms were in
fact substituting government-designed tests and test standards for their own. Interestingly,
the firms which did rely heavily or eyen partially on ES in South Carolina nevertheless ad-
ministered their own company tests to ES refeirals. The most frequently given test by firms
was the Wonderlic test for reasoning aptitude: some firms also tested in arithmetic: some
gave specific mechanical tests: some measured dexterity. All tests required the possession of
basic literacy skills for doing well, although only a few firms a fitted that literacy was nec-
essary as a minimum aptitude for successful production perfornianc

More than half the firms relied heavily on interview impressions along with educational back-
ground and test results. Managers who described the characteristics they looked for in inter-
views stressed alertness and basic communication ability. In several cases, poise and appear-
ance were also emphasized. As part of the interview procedures of most firms, applicants
were required to fill out forms, another check on their literacy. 4

ITwo firms which had large importations would not estimate their employment totals. Other sources in the
community give no impression, however, that the importation had been abnormally large in terms of the
total work force.

2Several firms in recent years have tried unsuccessfully to import middle level supervisory and skilled per-
soiinel from bigger cities out-of-state. The wages the firrits can offer are not sufficient to entice such
workers (or perhaps their wives - as some managers iitsisti to endure the economic. social, and psycho-
logical costs of relocating to the relatively amenity-less towns surveyed in this study.
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The figures below show the education characteristics of the aggregated labor forces with for-
mal education requirements and without such requirements. It is clear from the tables that
in each town; the average firm with formal education requirementsthad a much higher per-
centage of its work force with high school degrees and a much lower percentage of its work
force with less than seven years schooling, than the average firm without education require-
ments. The,firms that had educational requirements were important within their local econ-
omies. The firms tended to be large with employment respectively of 175, 250, 300, 520,
522, 613, and 800. Formal education requirements would therefore appear to be a major
discriminant in determining who gets hired.

The education qualifications needed by workers to meet formal minimum standards were
quite different, however, from the qualifications needed to win jobs in the competition with
their peers. The surplus labor markets gave management the advantage in early years of
grab ing the cream of the labor market for jobs with skill needs far below the potential of
the rker filling the job. The distribution among firms without, formal education require-
ments of the percentage of employees having at leasra high school degree, was as follows:

S.C. Town 70, 55, 50-60, 50, 30, 12, 5
S.C. City 55, 10, 10, 5
Miss. Town 60, 25, 10-15, 0
Miss. City 50, 45, 40, 2A, 10

Thus, even firms without formal education requirements often ended up with a sizable por-
tion of their labor force with high school degrees. In Miss. City, the percentages in several
such firms were higher than in firmswith formal requirements. The percentage distribution
in the latter firms was as follows:

S.C. Town
S.C. City
Miss. Town
Miss. City

none
98, 98
70; 151
53, 45, 202

Education was thus informally being used by firms as a filter for screening out the best from
a large number of applicants having the necessary qualifications.

That a large disparity existed between the actual requirements for jobs and hiring require-
ments is indicated further by 1) the lowering of formal requirements and qualifications as
the labor market tightened, and 2) the large disparity between firms in tformal require-
qients for the same kind of job. As more firms arrived and/or expanded7he surplus in the
Tabor market got smaller and firms found that previous cut-off points in education and test

tThis firm was a confessed discriminator and had raised standards to aid Exclusion of undesired Negroes_

2This firm was long established in the area with high wages and a relatively old work force. The high
standards reflected the growing education of the more recent entrants to the work force. Whether or
not an employee needed more formal schooling in order to do the kind of work firms required, he had
to have the schooling if he wanted to win one of the scarce jobs.
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scores were too high to generate a sufficient number of workers-for the firm's weds. More
than three quarters of the firms in each town stated that this had been their experience, and
that requirements had been gradually lowered. One firm stated that when it first located, it
;lad hired primarily high sthoo"l degree-hoIders and ..lemanded high score results on iti-teNts.
The amount of education and le scores it demanded for the same jobs had fallen contin-
ually over the previous four years. As the market continued to tighten, it had in the last year
given up testing altogether; at the time it abandoned testing, its test requirements were less
than 50' -;,, of the score requirements it had imposed for the same jobs 3 yeart earlier. Over
half of the other firms interviewed expressed willingness to accept any healthy male with
basic literacy for most of their operative positions; yet in several of those firms, 25-40% of
the workers currently employed in those jobs, who had been hired in earlier years, had high
school degrees.

Even more intriguing, many firms were currently employing workers with minimum literacy
skills for the same jobs for which other firms in their state and eves city were requiring
tenth grade educations and high test scores as minimum qualifications. The disparity was
greatest in the metal-working industries. For example, die-maker jobs were considered very
skilled positions for whicili few workers were available. Most firms imported their die-makers
or imposed some of their highest qualification standards upon applicants for the in-house
training programs. Yet one firm, started by town natives, was successfully training relatively
large numbers of die - rakers each year out of raw recruits taken off the farms. Almost 90%
of its labor force had less than six years schooling. Its trainees and, instructors however, were
regularly being pirated by new firms.in the town, in the state, and even in other states. An-
other firm had by-far the highest skill needs of any industry in its town. Yet its plant manager,
whose background was production and who supervised training, admitted that he believed
that not even literacy was required for most of !iis jobs.

The disparity in requirements imposed by different employers for the same skill level of
work can also be seen if firms within the same industry are analyzed). Table 11-3 compares the
education, age, sex, and racial characteristics of the work forces of firms engaged in the same
lines of work. Firms in the same industry show wide variatidns in the makeup of their labor
forces - variations which imply that the requirements set for hiring have nq necessary relation-
ship to the skill needs of the work. The pattern of variations in Negro enirloyment suggest
that the extent of Negro employment was far from explained by a firm's preferences toward
education, age, or sex in the makeup of its labor force.

While the disparity in requirements implies triat iniAinium requirements for employment-in
firms are often arbitrary and artificial:" the disparity does not imply that the requirements
are irrational from the perspective of the firm. Firms which were accepting "lo'Ver quality"
workers were paying more money for training and supervision, absorbing more indirect labor
cost through higher turnover, absenteeism, and perhaps accidents, and obtaining a lower
level of productivity than they had previously when they were hiring the wetter educated and
more experienced workers who were the:cream of the labor surplus: The few firms which
maintained high hiring standards were choosing to save on the abov4 costs, while accepting
the loss of production and efficiency cost,c;aused by jobs remaining vacant for longer per-
iods. That firms shtuld complain about the tightening of the labor market is not at all
surprising. Labor was in fact costing them more and earning them less than previously in
the same location.,
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Table 11-3

Characteristics of Workers in Selected Industries,in the Areas Studied

Location

Sheet Metal-Working
Firms

Miss. Town

Miss. City

S.C. City

Steel Products

Miss. Town

Miss. City
.

9t-and-Sew
S.C. City

S.C. Town

Pct. with
Yearaof Schooling Pct. of Age Pct. Pct.

< 7 7-10 12 < 25 25-45 >45 Female Negro

0 40 60 82 11 7 0 45

0 60 40 50 40 * 10 50 16

50 40 10 50 410 10 35 50

58 30 12 5 58 37 75

*5 50 45 25 70 5 5 55

50 40 10 25 40 35 100

0 /45 55 10 73 17 90 30

Source: Interviews with firms in the four locations studied.
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What appears to have happened is that the firms, having kept educational standards as high

as possible for as long as possible, have, drawn labor from outside the town, From other firms,
'and from previous non-participants (such as relatively well-educated housewives.) ,At the
point where lowering the standards starts producing turnover costs higher than the firm con-
siders acceptable, the firm stops expanding. Beyond-this point, eduCatiOn and training must
be.substantially invested in, in Order to break this bottleneck, (The fact that this has n9t taken
place in any major way is discussed in Section 111,on pUblic service.)'The remedies to th'5.
problems suggested in this discussion appear to be tw6: improve the educational offering to
the disadvantaged population, and reform the hiring standards to eliminate disparities be-
tWeen actual needs and stated requirements.

Regarding the education levels attained by different segments of the population, there are
significant differences apparent. Among adults in these communities; both white and black,
many are undereducated. In general, illiteracy was quite high (in Miss. Town a recent study
showed that close to 90% of Negro adults over 30 possessed an aveiage education of 4.5
years). Generally whites are better educated, but there is a very high number of non-grad-
uates.

The problem of poor education is, however, not restricted to adults. In the Negro schools
in all of the communities. performance on national standardized tests was very poor-many
scoring below the 10th percentile. In one group of 75 students applying for entry into the
Air Force, about 3cq, passed the mental examination. White students generally are doing
reasonably well, with many scoring well above the national averages. The white schools gen-
erally scored slightly above the national norms, ut well below the norms of suburban schools
around the northernSities. fG

Dropout rates, among both Negroes and whites, are dropping sharply.. Both groups are try-
ing to keep their children in school. In S.C. Town, the dropout rates for whites and Negros
were both below 15(7(:. for this y ar's graduating class, which is well below the national aver-
age. Ville we cannot prove it, here seems to be a tendency in these industrializing com-
munities to keep their chil in school fOr aJouger period of time than surrounding agri-

cultwally based commun s. While surrounding Communities probably have a reduction in
dropout rates 'due to increasing national emphasis on the Importance of edication, school
superintendents in the communities studied generally reported that their high schOOls held

their students:for a much longer-period than did;the "rural schools.-
'4

The Health Impediment to EmplOyability ,

The extensiveness of pcior health was documented in the PHS statistics, as well as in inter-
views with many physicians. A physician in Miss. City, recently arrived from Milwaukee
remarked that by northern health standards, most Negroes and many poor whites would be
considered unhealthy. Anemia; pneumonia, hypertension and a variety of other morbidity
characteristics (reported by the State Health Surveys) all suggest that health is a significant
problem in the work force. Physicians felt that low energy level due to poor diets, continual
colds, and other health problems kept. many from full time work (or from the desire to seek
employment). 'While there were a great many younger men and women who aniereasonably
healthy, health seemed to be a constraint for inanyperhaps older workers, who might other-
wise more aggresively seek employment., Full documentation:, of the dire state of health of
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Negroes in the Mississippi Di ,Ita is contained in the :Wound Bavon Health Sarver prepared by
the Tufts Medical Center. In one small community of Negroes,- 2,500 in size, over 900 fam-
ilies lived on incomes of less than $800 annually. It should be remembered that milk and
eggstost the same in the rural South as in Washington, D.C.

Racial Discrimination as it Affects Employment

While the characteristics of race. sex. and age are significant in themselves, it should he recog-
nized that the Negro is typically less well-educated than the white; the woman, than the man,
the older worker. thap the younger. These characteristics must be borne in mind through the
next sections to prevent too-quick conclusions of prejudice in employment practiees.

Few Negroes work in high wage induStries.... The three largest high -wage industry turns sur-
veyed employ 10. 15. and 12 percent Negroes respectively. While the smaller Infh-wage
industry firms do employ considerably higher percentages of Negroes. they offer few open-
ings, in total number.. The bulk of Negro employment is in medium-wage metal-working
industries and in low-wage industries. The firms employing large numbers of Negroes are
heavily. production- oriented'. Those firms employing at least 50 Negroes. with Negroes con-
stituting at least 25 percent of the total work force, have production employment percent-
ages of 98, 95. 95, 95, 95. 95, 90, 78, and 77, in contrast to the survey average of 87. With
one exception, none of the firms with'high long term growth or high investment per em-
ployee has found the need to employ large numbers of Negroes. Correspondingly., those
firms with low investments per employee rely on work forces almost entirely Negro or female.
Thus, the high productivity jobs in the most promising industries are largely closed to Negroes.

lIt might be noted that these firms, in a position to pick and choose, very likely opt for the
best educated workers. This factor, rather than racial prejudice, might account for the plight
of the Negro in this situation.

There is ample evidence, despite the education and skill issue. that racial discrimination is.
and even more importantly was, a major factor in the hiring practice of firms. Several firms
admitted that they had avoided hiring Negroes prior to the Civil Rights Act and the tight-
ening of the labor market lest they alienate the.white community. One firm admitted that
it. still had an agreement with the local ES office that Negro female applicants would not
be referred to the firm. Most of the workers who'had long tenures of more than a decade
with their company were white; some northern plant managers trans erred South admitted
that this pattern reflected the whites-only hiring policy of past decades. In one sizeable
rant owned and managed by a long-time prominent family of the area. Negroes comprised
only of the work force even though the work was low-skilled and 65C of the current
work force had less than seven years schooling. In a nearby firm that had been located in the
same town, for almost 30 years, the work required was slightly lower skilled but 65' ; of the
work force also had less than seven years schooling: the Negro percentage of the work force
was 88q.,. Plant discrimination also had a continuing influence via its impact on the word-of-
mouth recruitment system. Where Negroes had previously been shut out from emplr,yment.
reports of job openings might not be greeted with sufficient credulity by the Negro la*)or force
so that actions would be taken which might confirm or disprove the reports. Where ley....
Negroes were presently employed in a firm, that firm would have few "messengers to the Negro
community And especially to the hinterlandsthe location of most of the Negro unemployedto
spread the word of job opportunities. prui)lein I.!, magnified when, L_

rk.an-_,e FA a todui,
functioning or disLriminatoryi housing market, low incomes, and poor public ,.erviL'e lettls, the
Negroes who must he reached are still living in the rural hinterland vith tunr,portation.
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Thus, because of low worker productivities, actual and perceived education requirements,
health ankacculturation problems, and racial discrimination in hiring, the "problem" seg-
ment Of the small town population is little touched by an industrial surge and the growth
center phenomenon.' A very re- al-and important question for a Federal agency then becomes
how can growth be encouraged which will spread to all segments of the population?

The usefulness of public policy in solving the distribution problem is addressed in the fol-
lowing sections. The section immediately following, on public services, views the past and
potential range of public activities aimeilat a solution of the problem.

U' 7l
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This section has discussed the ways in which' the potential labor force in the areas studied has
been understated,-and has examined factors which have led to unemployment, underemploy-
ment, and non-participation.

Firms appear to be inconsistent regarding what educational requirements are relevant for
various manufacturing jobs. Because of this, theiie requirements have acted as (conscious or
unconscious) discriminatory devices.. Furthermore, firms have not shown a desire to train
less-skilled workers as an alternative to being able to hire workers possessing higher education
and skill requirements.

It is interesting to note, in thilight of the growth center discussion in Section I, that the
towns studied, in attracting industry, have subsidized employment for a county population,
while retaining td a large extent their own hard-core unemploppent problems. If a newly
located firm employs whites from the surrounding county, black unemployment in the town
remains. From the fedonal standpoint, there has been a net gain, in that the county, unem-
ployment rate has declined. Whether local government is concerned or flat, it is handicapped
by a lack of accurate employment situation: It can less effectively sell the town to new
industry on'the basis of a potential labor force; it may therefore feel compelled to offer
other inducements, some of which are shown in Section IV to be inefficient and ineffective.

The federal government agency has the opportunity to act in an information-system-reform
capacity, calling.the attention of local government and industry to this problem, and provid-
ing assistance so that solutions may be provided.
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SECTION III

PUBLIC SERVICE PROVISION
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III. INTRODUCTION

The introAtction to this report-specified an analytical structure which contained three prin-
cipal actors: local governments, industrial firms, and the federal government. Although
important roles in the growth process are played by other parties , these are considered
supporting parts, in terms of answering the major qUestions posed by this study. The fed-
eral government, in its assistance role, inevitably finds itself reacting to events set in motion
by local governments and industrial firms. if the goal of federal aid is to provide assistance
to a minority population which is not adequately served presently, the first question fed-
eral government must ask is: Why has this service not been provided on the local level?

Public services are all those facilities and services provided to a population by,government
on all levels. in this section, we analyze the local government's role in providing these
services, and secondly the impact of industrialization on service provision. Specific reference
will be made to the growth factors set forth in Section I, and particularly to the major com-
munity problems noted in Section II. The major questions asked are: how well do public
services of various types solve growth and poverty problems, and how do local government
and industry interact within the attempted solution represented by industrialization? The
answers to these questions prepare for Section IV, which addresses the question of how
growth should be subsidized.

The Importance of Services

Public services in the small town, as in any city, are of dual importance from EDA's stand-
point; they have a profound effect on both growth and on the distribution of growth bene-
fits. Their influence on growth takes place in several ways:

1. Services such as street construction and maintenance and protection serviZ!es put a
positive limit on how large a town can become in terms of physical space, and therefore in
population size.

2. The size of services such as school and hospitals restrict the number of people living
in proximity to the town, and who use the center's services.

3. A broad range of public services, from water supply to schools and recreation, act
as attraction factors to industrial location. (These are increasingly important, as noted in
Section I.)

Regarding the distribution of growth benefits, the impact of services is direct and important.
1. The quality, location, and entrance requirements Of schools, hospitals, libraries,

recreational facilities and other essential and desired services are factors which determine
whether the disadvantaged population is served or not served.

2. Services which develop and acculturate human beings can determine whether, and how
quickly, the disadvantaged can be integrated into the mainstream of economic activity, prin-
cipally, industrial jobs.

The important point is the one which links these two concepts: if the distributional (equity)
goal is not achieved. the growth goal will suffer through out-migration of population which
is not served. This feedback element welds growth and distribution programs into a closed
srstem, and this fact cannot be overlooked by federal policy vis-a-vis small towns.

1
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Location studies show an increasing interest on the part of industry in services and amenities:
Assuming. that the location of more firms could solve all the town's problems, the town
would want to otter the prospective firms more tho just the necessities. Firms often look
for adequate housing. education, and health facilities, in addition to the more standard infra-
structural services. If it is accepted. moreover, that certain social upgrading must accompany
the training of hard-to-employ groups, then housing, education, health, and other social ser-
vices assume a more important role in the long,-run attraction of industry.

Despite the many problems involved in obtaining reliable responses from industrial firms
on why they locate where they do, we nevertheless have more information on this topic
than we do on why people move. The migration responsiveness of different population
groups to service quality in small towns is a topic deserving of research but which unfort-
unately has received little attention.

One theoretical view of public service provision' would assume that each town determines
a unique public service mix, and that consumer-voters move to tht_town whose service pack-
age best satisfies them. In the real worldthis vieW, is somewhat realistic, since public service
characteristics are largely Set by a relatively small number of people. The reaction of the bal-
ance of the population (non-policy-makers) as suggested above, depends on several factors:

I. Income: Public service quality will matter most to those not able to pay for a sub-
stitute in the private sector.

2. Quality Relative to Other Places: If all schools in the region are nearly as'bad, it does
not make sense to change.

3. Information: In order for one to move, he must know of a more desirable place else-
where, this factor is often a function of distance, as well as sophistication.

4. Cost: Those moving will leave little behind. An investment in a community, which
may be in terms of land, job, or family, may overcome service quality differences.

Factors 1, 2, and 4 are most significant in Negro out-migration trends. The poor Negro leav-
ing Mississippi cannot pay for privately-provided services ( I ), he has little of value in dollar
terms to leave behind (4),and so he moves a considerable distance to an environment which
he thine:; will offer significantly better services the Northern city. It is,notable that dis-
tance and sophistication (3) do not play a large role: knowledge is limited to the example
set by friends and relatives who have moved before, and the Negro migrates long distances.
White out-migration trends tend to be motivated differently. Since public services are less
likely to be unequally provided in an injurious way to whites, white out-migration' is subject
to the distance factor (3). Since whites move within the region. and since public service
variation within the region is not great (2). white movement is more sensitive to variations
in the private sector: jobs and retail availabilities.

Individuals move when information is provided tc.4, that indicates a significant oppor-
tunity to increase their welfare elsewhere. If blot. o not obtain information that such
differences exist in the region, they will move from the region. Based on the recent past,
this would seem often to be an ill-advised decision, based on no oe faulty information about
opportunities available in northern cities.

ITiebout_ Ct-tarie,". Pure 1 t Fpethiututr JOURNAL POUT II NI_ El NUM _1
t)4, p 41()-424, Ok.t 1950
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THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ROLE

knowledge of how local governments are motivated and constrained in their public service
provision functions is useful to federal agencies for several reasons:

1. The federal agencies function as supplementary and remedial,sources of funds. They
"fill in" where local government does not or cannot, and the effectiveness of a dollar of fed-
eraLmoney is profoundly influenced,by the direction which local funds have already taken.

2. If federal agencies have over-all plans for regional or national development, the possi-
bility for success will be affected by whether local interests conflict-With or are coansistent
with these plans.
First, what are the dimensions of the service-provision decision process? Services in towns
are provided by town and county governments. Education provides a third administrat ve
unilt, the school district, which in many states has a jurisdiction corresponding to that of the
county. /'he administrative units are expected to produce services in certain standard cat-
egories: The town provides utilities, street maintenance, and prOtective services; the county
provides health; the state provides welfare and assistance in other categories. Each town or
county government possesses an "habitual" spending pattern. Once service levels are estab-
lished, yearly decisions are made in response to quality changes and a deterioration of quality
is alleviated to an extent dependent mainly upon revenue available. In other words, the gen-
erally applicable decision-making stimuli are needs and resources.
Several characteristics of this situation are important:

1. Habit: An official is "locked in," to some degree, to a pattern of what is provided:
it is difficult to add new services.

2. Minimum Service Level: The members of the community have general expectations/
as to what qudlity level is expected in each service category (maximum number of bumps
per mile on main streets, response time for a fire engine).

Since these services are, at least in theory, gekterally available to the community at
large, expenditures are financed by taxes imposed by the town, county, or school district on all
citizens, or by debt which is serviced by such tax collections. The local official's popularity
(and indeed, his ability to remain in office) depends upon his ability to satisfy the tax-
payers' minimum expectations regarding service levels, while requesting few increases in
revenue contribution from-the taxpayers.

It is important to emphasize that this is not an environment which produces frequent stimuli
to increases in service provision or to new services. (It is true that an official may in fact
gain in popularity by creating "monuments" schools, hospitals, etc., which enhance com-
munity pride. But it is unlikely that his popularity Kill continue to climb when the taxpay-
ers begin to feel the pinch imposed by such good works.) In a relatively "traditional" society
not familiar with rapid change this depiction of a system which has significant disincentives
to innovation is realistic. Moreover, the town official is limited not only by the financial
constraint imposed by the efficiency of the tax system and the town's debt capacity, but by
another constraint consisting of his own political and administrative ability.

J)O89
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The decision forum for changes in service provision is normally the city council; a very small
number of people are directly involved in these decisions. For major new facilities requiring
a new debt issue, a community referendum is sometimes, but not always, requir.:d. Other
than at election time, local representatives do not usually receive constant inputs from all
segments of the community on the perceived quality of public services. -The important point
to note here is that the few decision makers usually act in response to pressure from a fairly
limited number of citizens.

Faced wittra new demand forseivices, the official will look first to expected increases in
revenues, given no change in piolicy which would increase the lax burden on the population.
Expected revenues may come from earmarked funds (watei user charges, for example) or
from general funds, supplied by property and sales taxes. Second, the official can make
policy decisions which will yield new revenue for general purposes (from tax increases) or
for specific purposes (from new debt). Third,* official may seek revenue from. extraor-
dinary sources, which will not place a burden on local taxpayers; federal and state assist-
ance programs are an example. Within a service which bears a user charge, such as water
supply, any increase in provision is compensated by the accompanying increase in revenue.
Incre4ses in services like protection or street maintenance, financed from general revenues,
are dependent on additional tax revenue paid by the new citizens who receive the incre-
mental addition to total service provided. A new capital or facility expenditure, on the other
hand, is financed by issuing a new debt instrument: The amount of debt allowable depends
for the most part on assessed property value in the town.

INDUSTRY, POVERTY, AND SPENDING CONSTRAINTS

Given these, constraints and behavioral characteristics, local government's options are signifi-
cantly affected by population growth and industrialisation. 4t population increases, and if
the new eiti:ens are taxpayers. the town's services can expand, particularly if land values rise
and if.new land is annexed. Two demands for service increases other than from population
growth occur, however; these are demands felt from new industry and from previously de-
prived sections of the population which have either suffered service deterioration or have
never received services. In the latter case, it can be seen that, since no increase in land values
or tax revenue occurs. increased services or new capital investment requires more burden
being placed on higher-income tax payers. In the case of new industry, capital investment
which is undertaken to support the firm is usnally undertaken with the expectation Of
aineIrti:ing it, directly or indirectly. from the additional income expected through future tax
resources. li it is expected that industry will contribute'more through payroll, and through
property and income tax. than it requires in public expenditure, new industry can be seen
by local government as a way out of a boxed-in situation. Impediments to this expectation
being realised are discussed below.

18
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Revenue Acquisition in Small Towns

The town may take the following steps to produce additional revenues:
1. It may reform the tax collection methods, providing more revenue per capita.

It may require payment for services by specifically-identifiable users for instance,
by levying sewer as well as water fees.

3. It may, as a matter of policy, risk a temporary deterioration in a conventional service
in order to provide a new service from general revenues.

4. It may carefully limit its debt, so that both conventional and new services might be
provided from debt proceeds.

5. It may annex high-income areas contiguous to the town, increasing tax revenue per
capita for the town as a iro36le.

6. It may actively Solicit state and federal assistance for new services.

The Town' Taxation Policy

If the town is to maximize its revenue from the existing tax structure, it must transform new
income and changes in property value into tax receipts. If the town and county sacrifice tax
revenue by giving tax holidays, by not periodically assessing property value, and by refusing
to adjust tax rates and assessment ratios, than this revenue may be foregone. To the extent
that ind(rstry is responsible for straining public facilities which require improvements, town
officials may require industry to pay for the improvements through special assessments, this
its not often done, however.

The practice of allowing tax hdlidays to new industry represents a sizable loss of funds (the
return to this "investment" is analyzed in Section IV.) For example, in South Carolina Town,
the second largest employer (650 employees), and located outside the city liinits, was in 1966
parying$74,301 in taxes to the county. During its five year tax holiday, if the plant had had
the same assessed value, it would have been paying $50,789 of that amount in school taxes,
but the county would have been giving up the remaining $23,512 for five years, or a total of
$117,560. On another employer in S. C. Town, located inside the city limits and employing
about 100, the city was giving up $9,535 per year during its tax holiday period, or a total of
$47,675. The total revenue intake in 1967 was $386,000.

The olicy of state,.county, and town on these highly related matters on the one hand,
asse ent currency, assessment ratios and tax rate, and on the other hand tax holidays fob
indu ry is reflective of local philosophy, which may be criticized on social welfare grounds.
First, raising taxes is an unpopular move for a town official, but if it is not done, those who
have benefitted to a greater or lesser extent from progress are taxed inequitably, and revenues
which may be used to mitigite social ills are not collected. Second, the assumption that in-
dustry brings only benefits and therefore should, be "paid" is illogical; only if a total assess-
ment of the benefits and costs t6 the community of industry were made could an econom-
ically rational decision -to release industry from a tax burden be made.

The largest portion of for f revenues comes from the city property tax (with the second larg-
est portion coming from kbates from the locally-collected state sales tax.) Three policy
variables affect the ability of the town to transform land values into tax revenue:

1. All real property should be assessed frequently, to produce realistic morket value
figure.

An assessment ratio, which varies by locality, is applied to the market value figure
o yield a "total aszssetd property value."

3. A tax rate rtr $.100 (or "mill-age rate ") is applied to the total assessed property value
to determine the tax bill.
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A town may therefore influence its revenue by varying its frequency of assessment, its assess-
ment ratio. and its tax rate. The followiw-table summarizes the performance of our four
towns:

All figures. 1965 i a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Value per Tax Rate Tax per
capita per 5100 $1000 of

(a-b) (of at mkt. val.

Percent Total Assessed
Assess- Property
ment Value

I
Popu-
lation
( Approx.)

S.C. Town 9 112 706,570 5,000

S.C. City II:326.820 27,000
Residential 4 112
Industrial 9 1/2
Miss.town 33 1/3 12,982,851 ''' 12,000

Miss: Cite
in city 33 1/3 65,869,160 47,000
outside 2 2 1 /2

i411,19

1081

1401

6.50 b I 7

3.90 1.75

2.80 9_24

1.58 5.26-

It was stressed by officials in all four locations that the local property ta-x sl,,stern seriously
needed reform. Both small towns stated that a city-wide property reas:+ssment was imminent.
S.C. Town illustrates that a low assessment ratio may be combined with Ahigh tax rate to
have the overall effect of producing more revenue than-a town with a higher assessment ratio.
In columns (bl and (c). approximate 1960 population is applied to column (a) to yield an
assessed property value per capita. This shows that the combination of obsolete assessment *
and assessment ratio yields significantly lower results in South Carolina than in Mississippi. It
is also notable that, although the smallest town had the least "wealth per capita" (column c)
and the largest town the iiviatest wealth per capita, the small towns have higher effective t*s
rates than the larger.
Annexation

In addition to tax revenue and debt., annexation is a second method bx which a town can
pand its revenues: obviously, the section annexed must yield more revenue than it places i
burden on the town: Therefore the annexation of a high - income area may be viewed as a pro-
gressive revenue-acquiring policy, where the annexation of a low-income area is d iv:' el fare ges-
ture, Taken together. the high income area may yield enc. ugh 'additional taxes ti-ipay for the
service burden produced by the loxyfrincome area annes.mi,:in

There is no significant legal constraint to annexation nrik1 ssissippi. In South k_..irol a., how-
ever, the town must receive the wiitten permission of .50' of the residents, and 7/.5'; of the
landowners, in areas to be annexed. Both South Carolii4cities have pursued a vigorous'
annexation policy. but have often tailed in their eff orts. !ti each city, the last annexation
attempt has ended in the-courts, delayed over technic:Mu/es raised by otiredingi, residents of
areas to be annmed. in Miss. Town, which has no such I.- nitation, the gown-fluent has .01:
nexed small areas almost every'vear. The mayor in Miss. -ity spoke of the dirt-tudty irei.olved
in annexing low-income areas because of the net cost Of *.L.11';in :,p. tom,. He aI *' said that he
Was not particularly anxious for the town to continue growing in dtv.i., jittiOtarti air!. t,tate-
Ment conflicted with his feeling that the growth of urban sprawl was priiiiabiy nit.',..itatile
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Debt: Willingness and Ability to Incur It

Although tax revenuesind user charges can be expanded to cover operating expenditures
and,imusual items which arc relatively small, most larger capital expenditures are financed
by incurring new debt. I A town's debt policy - willingness and ability to incur .1i..bt - is
subject to the limitations outlined above: legal, market, and psychological.

.?
Legal limits on debt vary between states and som times within states. The following table
shows the limits liar the Mississippi locations, w h are based on 15'.,;:,of assessed propertythe

for ge eras obligation bonds and 20% for, industrial bonds.

Towns . S.C. Town S.C. City Miss. Town . Miss: City

Year 1967 . 1965 1965
Limit on Gen. Under Review 1,947,000 9,880,000

Obi. Debt *.

Current Debt none 3,203,000 1.431,000 6,995,000
Reached 7,1.50 70.80

Limit on Reve- Under Review 2,596,000 13.173.80t)
nue Bond Debt

if

CiiiiTent Debt 2.53:000 1,347,000 2,.3%33,000

.';;', Reached 5188 17.70

The smaller the town, the less likely that bonded debt will be used to cover capital expend-
itures; federal assistance therefore become the alternative. In this comparison between Miss.
Town (roughly 12,000) and,Miss. City (47,000) there does not appear to be a"market" son-,
straint handicapping the relative ability of the smaller town to issue debt; however, the small:
est town has no debt other than an EDA loan, and the generalization about the small town's
difficulty holds. S.C.Fity, by contrast, has considerable debt outstanding, and is actively
issuing more. Industrial revenue bonds were not legal in South Carolina until reetntly,
and therefore do not ap ear. Industrial revenue bonds provide an alternative to the donation
of plant and infrastructlre to industry, and in that sense economize resources.

,Revenue policy: Summary

Thwn growth. represented by an increasing population and nt mber of industrial firms, pro-
ducs both an increase in need and in opportunities to add to revenues from which services
can be provided. Much procedural reliirm is needed, luiwever Towns could better take ad-
vantage of the revenue-producing benefits of industry by reforming assessment ptOcedures.
increasing taxes, eliminating tax holidays.litili:ing debt capacity to the extent possible. and
anne.:ing higher income neighborhoods. While it might seem that these changes Itould sim-

.ply red ce the value of The town *8 incentive "package.- to industry. it appears instead that
these a inarginal factors from the firm's perspective but major resource drains from the
towii"s erspeetive. (See Section Ir, ) Industrial revenue bomis (411 hat, towns ph-, vide in-
centircy to industr%- without giving serviceS away. Small towns seem to be revenue-limited
both 11.t pre hi 1 in nuirketing bonds and bY low taxesi t It% 1, -

1Debt can be assumed by the state. c tuwfl district usuaily
taken in the form of either reYenue atrial heatiun t Mist tatetb_41 JN t e Miler
industrial ur matbuidustrial

SI
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INDUSTRIAL IMPACT ON SERVICE PROVISION

It might be expected that-the additional income which a new firm brings to a town would
provide an escape from the constraints described above. A survey of the four towns revealed
the following major effects of industrialization on service provision:

1. A demand for public works, or "industrial infrastructure" prior to location.
2. A strain on public works after location, requiring additions to capacity.
3. The attraction of a labOr force to locate in or near the town, resulting in increases in

"household" public service demand.
4. An increased tax revenue intake, allowing expansion of public services.

Before attempting a calculation of the net effect of these factors, it is necessary to take a
closer look at how industrial needs influence public works expenditures. The reasons why
this happens are simply stated, and are set forth here with anecdotal support from the field
studies. First, extensions of-water and sewer systems are required for newly locating firms
which locate on the outskirts of towns; they locate on the towns' outskirts either because
of non-availability of land and high land prices in the town, or because county taxes just
outside the town boundaries are lower than the city taxes inside. The establishment of
"industrial parks" is an expression of this phenomenon. Very few of the industrial firms in
the towns surveyed were locat d within the city limits, with the exception of Mississippi
City, the largest. Second, the apacity of water and sewer systems in most small towns were
not constructed with large wat r-using and effluent-producing industrial firms in mind. The
strain which towns finally find n their public works systems can quickly reach crisis pro-
portions, as it did is S.C. Town. This can result in greatly increased spending, per capita. on

---vet/er supply and sewer service than was common before.1

The appropriate analytical technique by which to support this hypothesis is a cross - sectional
analysis which cyrrelates public service. spending in various categories with various manu-
facturing variables. The only data source available appears to be the U.S. Census of Govern-.
ments, and differences in categories used for reporting expenditures by small towns weakens
any experiment using this data.

In addition, the time lags between dates for which manufacturing variables can be obtained
(1950, 1960 CensV and the dates for service expenditu (1957, 1962, 1967) cast even
more doubt on the validity of any such experiment, sipit is the lag between manufacturing
growth and service expenditure which suggests a causal relationship. A third problem is that
detailed spending data is only given for towns of over 10,000 in 1960, which eliminates many
of the smaller towns for which the hypothesis is expected to hold. Recognizing these pro-
blems, a small-scale analysis was nevertheless attempted, using the 33 cities in South Carolina
and Mississippi for which the 1960 Census of Population and 1%2 Census of Governments
provided ditta.

I Hu/ is. of course, more tine for large water-use firms than for tl'! average. At the other extreme. there are
firms content to dig their own wells. A fair generalization would he that a sizable percentage pit manu-
facturers influence towns to spend more per capita on publi, works than the} would have in the firm's
absence.
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Dependent variables used were:

1. Percent population change, 1950-1960

Total exPenditure pej,capita in 1,962

3. Per capita expenditure on water and sewer in 1962

4. Per capita expenditure on police and fire protection, 1961

5. Per capita expenditure on streets an highways, 1%2

6. Percent of Negroes migrating from the county containing the town, 1950-1960

7. Percent of housing in town classified "standard-, percent change, 1950-1960

8. Per capita expenditure on schools in county containing the town, 1962

9. Debt per capita, 1962

10. Median family income per capita, 1960

11. Intergovernmental revenue per capita, 1962

12. Percent population change, 1960-1965, estimate

Independent variables used were:

4

13. Percent change in manufacturing employment, 1950-1960

14. Percent of total employment in manufacturing, 1960

15. 1960 Population

16. Median family income, 1960

17. Per capita debt, 1962

18. Per capita intergovernmentatrevenue, 1962
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Dependent Variable:

I. Percent populatiop change. 19-50-1960

2. Total Expenditure per capita, 1962

-3. Per Capita Expenditure on water,
and sewer, 1962

4. Per Capita Expenditure on poli.:e
and fire protection, 1962,

5. Per Capitaiexpenditure on streets
and highways, 1962

6. Percent of Negroes migrating from
the county containing the town,
1950-1960

7. Percent of housing in town classified
"standard", percent change, 1950-1960

8. Per capita expenditure on schools in
county containing the town. 1962

9. Debt per capita, 1962

10. Median family income per capita, 1960

11. Intergovernmental revenue

12. Percent population change, 1960-1965,
estimate

:1;4
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Significantly correllatid with:

Median Family Income, 196Q Percent (+)
change in Manufacturing Employ-
ment, 1950-1960

Intergovernmental Revenue per capita,
1%2
Percent Manufacturing-Employment to
Total, 1960 ( +)

Inconclusive

1960 Population
.Percent Change in Manufacturing
Employment, 1950-1960

Intergovernmental revenue per capita,

(+)

(+)

1962 4.

1960 Population

Median family income, 1960

( +)
( +)

1960 Population ( -)

Percent change in manufacturing
employment, 1950-1960 (t)
Median Family Income, 1960 (+)

Percent change in manufacturing
employment, 1950-191)0 (+I
1960 Population (+)
Per Capita Debt, 1962 1-:

Inconclusive

Inconclusive

Inconclusive

Median family income
1960 Population
Per capita intergovernmental
revenue, 1962



The fact that the manufacturing variables were not significant in many cases, and particularly-
the case of public works spending, is attributed to time. lags. Where manufacturing was

significantmost strikingly in education spending, and housing improvementit would He ex-
pected that the effect is felt through the infusion of income into the private sector, and thence
intoprirute housing improvements, and into school district tax collection subsequently tent
on schbols. Although a significant indication of the impact of.industry, this type of effect is
quite different from the type hypothesized: .a demand, or burden placed on town or county"
spending by industry. Intergovernmental revenue proves to be another significant income type
of determinant, showing the city's dependence on outside assistance.

The conclusions drawn from this experiment are:

1. Data was inadequate because of small sample, city size (too large), wrong time lags, and
inconsistent census reporting procedures.

2. Despite these probelms, there are numerous indications that industry has had a significant
income effect on spending in various categories.

3. An important determinant of local spending, as previous studies showed, is intergovern-
mental revenue.

4. Further experiments should be conducted using Federal and state aid, city size, an income
variable, and a manufacturing variable. I

IA number of analyses of the determinants of state and local expenditures have been conducted. Glenn W.
Fisher has expanded on Solomon Fabricant's 1952 work, and has used economic, demographic. and socio-
pcilitical variables in an attempt to explain inter-state variations. These variables are: per cent of families with
less than $2000 income 1959; yield of representative tax system, 1960 as per cent of U.S. average; population
per square mile, 1960; per cent of population in urban places, 1960; per cent increase in population, 1950-
1960; index of two party competition; per cent of population over 25 with less than 5 year schooling, 1960.
The income, population density, and urbanization variables are similar to those used by Fabricant. The income
variable was extremely significant in explaining levels of expenditure, both total and in particular categories, with
demographic variables adding to the results in some cases. Fisher, Glenn W., Interstate. Variation in State and
Local Government Expenditure; NATIONAL TAX JOURNAL, Vol. XVII, No. 1, March, 1964. Fabricant,
Solomon, THE TREND OF GOVERNMENT ACTIVITY IN THE UNITED STATES.SINCE 1900. New York;
National Bureau of Economic Research, 1952.
Seymour Sacks and Robert Harris conducted the same type of experiment, adding federal aid to states and state
aid to localities to the three basic variables (density, urbanization, and income). The addition of the federal aid
variable increased the amount of explained' variation in total per capita-expenditures from .532 to .813, and dra-
matically improved the results in the highway and welfare categories. For schools and hospitals, state aid increased
the amount of explained variation. Both aid variables had higher beta weights than population density or per cent
urban population in the total expenditure equation. Per capita income remained the most important determinant
after the aid variables were introduced. Sacks, Seymour, and Harris, Robert, The Determinants of State and
Local Goverliment Expenditures and Inter-governmental Flows of Funds, NATIONAL TAX JOURNAL, Vol.
XVII, No. 1, p. 75-84, March1964.

James Henderson, in a recent paper, has moved beyond the methods used in the papers just discussed. Henderson
specifies a community collective Welfare function and budget constraiht, the former containing per capita personal
income, per capita revenue received from federal and state governments, population, and public and private
expenditure levels.Welfare is then maximized, subject to the budget constraint. This formulation is then tested
using regression analysis and county data for metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas, analyzing local expenditure
and tax decisions. Results were significant, and the following findings were obtained.

I. Non-metropolitan counties are more responsive to per capita income.
2. Non-metropolitan counties have a relative marginal-income preference for public over private expenditures,

and vice versa for metropolitan counties.
3. Metropolitan counties are more responsive to intergovernmental revenue.
4. Non-metropolitan counties' per capita loch] expenditures decrease with population increments, and metro-

politan counties increase with population.
Henderson. James M., Local Government Expenditures: A Social Welfare Analysis, REVIEW OF ECONOMICS
AND STATISTICS, Vol. L, No. 2, May, 1968.
None of these studies considered the impact of industry, which is the basic goal of this analysis; neither urban-
ization nor population density is a reliable proxy for industrialization, since very large cities become decreasingly
reliant on industry for employment. The applicability of the studies to ours is further limited by the fact that
they do not examine city or town behavior but are concerned with local, county, and state expenditure, aggregated
by state. They are useful however, in creating hypotheses as to which determinates used on this aggregate basis
may be meaningful on the level of the city.
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Despite the failure of this experitnent to show a significant causal relationship between manu-
facturing growth and public works spending, the towns -studied did show, uch a,relationship,
existing, connecting manufacturing growth between 1950 and 1960 and later public works
spending.

...t,

.4( *
. - r

Employment_Percent of Total l inMantifacturing 4nit Trade Categories
*-'--\

Manufacturing Trade

S.C. Town 1950 28.2 :14b, 14.7
1960 41.1 19.7
chilge, 12.9 5.0

S.C,City 1950 10.8 13.3
1960 26.5 21.8
change 15.7. 1)$.5'

Miss. Town : 1950. ,e0 26.4
1960 ' 18.9- \ 13.2

-- change ,---..4.2,.5

'44.-Mi,ls. City 4 1950
.

15.9 2t.5 4-
1960 19.3 2t.7
change 3.4 3.8

4

I
1

I

I.r. ,
The biggest manufacturing surge took place in South Carolina during that decade; yet Miss.
Toi,m started fro:5m the smallest manufacturing base, and would therefore be expected to -
havaeen under significant pressure, also. j
The response of water and sewer spending was as expected. S.C. Town underwent a major
water supply expansion in 1966-'67 (this town's industrial surge gained'in momentum ftk
1962):'S.C. City and Miss. Town show sttbstaritittl increatis in pet cafita water spending in
1962, The fact that per capita spending on water increased is ti6table; since returns to'scale
are supposed to be substantial in water supply,2 per capita increase is more sigOcant than
if only an increase in total expenditure on water had occurred, which could have been
brought about by population growth.

Continued from previous page.
The variables examined in the studies fall into five basic classifications: need (economic and educational);
resources; demographic (size, population growth rate, urbanization); financiaT assistance; and political party.

The last factor appeared not to be significant.
Financial assistance from the Federal government was shown to be particularly important by Sacks

CI and Harris..
Demographic variables did not add significantly to results in most cases, but these studies were not

done on the metropolitan level. It is quite possible that city size has a significant bearing on expenditure
levels, particularly where returns to scale are present. It is further possible that the smaller towns being in-
vestigated in this study have unique public service attributes, exclusive of the matter of scale. Urbanization
and density do not become important in towns'Of this size, however.

The need and resource variables were important both in the Fisher study, and in fur study.
1Source: 'CENSUS OF POPULATION, 1950 and 1960, MISSISSIPPI AND SOUTH CAROLINA
GENERAL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS, U.S. Dept. of Commerce.

2See the writings of Hirsch. Werner Z., and: hard, Walter and Coughlin, Robert, MUNICIPAL COSTS AND
REVENUES RESULTING FROM COMMUNITY GROWTH, op. cit.
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The availability of.E.D.A. grants and loans for this expansion must be assume4to be influ-
ential for industrial expansion decisions. It is notable:: howtftk, that seral large water-users
had located in S.C.4bwn reportedly without realizing that water utflihtion was close to ta-

The expansion project in this case was of a crisis management nature, r er than
orderly. .planning as a location incentive. Subsequently, a second rapid increase in i ustrial-
ization occurred, 'tith the new water plant "sold" as an incentive.

A major industrial influence in this public works category which is likely to have a much
greater effect ill the near future than has been felt to date is water pollution, Which was re-
ported to be a significant problem in all towns studied. Authorities at the South. Carolina
Pollution Control Board described the water pollution ins.e. city as "severe and that in
S.C. Town slightly less so (due to a faster flowing fiver) hut Still significant. Federal water
policy will require large expehditures on pollution abatement by 1970.in the Three of the
four towns studied which are located on rivers. This topic was not a major item of conwn
in the small S.C. town, but'w.* worried about increasingly according to tie. size of the city.
Industrial development sources interviewed did not show a great concern for this problem.

Non-Public-Works Efforts

In addition to biasing per capita expenditure towar s watef and sewer expenditure, industry -
did seem to have other influences on the provision 41Itervices. First, the foregoing cross-
sectilial analysis showed t6tatexpenditure per capita by totvns to be correllated with both .

manufacturing growth and int ergovernmental revenue. This indicates an ovir-all increase.in-
welfare for a town industriali ing, although it is unclear whether the biggest effect is felt
from the demand (burden) or supply (income) side of the service market. The cross- sectional
analysis also showed housing improvement correllated with growth in manufacturing employ-
ment. T is was supported by the field studies, in that sizable s b-divisions containing houses
in a $12 00 to $25,000 price range had been recently built clot to manufacturing fi s..
The resu s of this equation may be slightly misleading, in thatw at the dependent va able
represents is the proportion of the non-dilapitated to dilapitatuci housing. Therefore a u-
ence in one segment of the population will produce an improvement in the katio, despite
lack of progress on the part of a fixed and even slightly growing minority. Ii would never-
theless be expected, however, that this positive trend might be accompanied by a declining
unemployment rate, since a larger proportion of citizens have the income to live in adequate

& .
housing. i

Education spending is shown to be correllated with manufacturing growth and also with pop-
ulation size, which would indicate uoth a positive tax effect in all towns, and a handicap suf-
fered by smaller towns. The latter may be a cultural phenomenon, in that the residents of
larger clties.might be expected to place a higher priority on education. It should be noted
that school taxes are collecteGl.by a school district, and that this is the one property tax froin
which industry is never exempted.

Needs Unmet by Public Services

The two previous discussions have shown how a local government and industrial firms act to
influence the public service mix received by a town's population. The problems discussed
in Sectioh II, regarding a segment of thie population which haS.lhad difficulty integrating into
the new economic life of a town, are often largely unmet by alown's public services. The

0099 4.
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major problem cited in Section 11 was that of making marginal groups employable. Reasops for their
unemployability ranged frOm lack of education opportunity through poor housing, health.
and acculturation. to lack of transportation (accessibility to jobsrand to management prac-
tices and to the informationtystem used in the labor market. Sonic of the public service
aspects of this problem are briefly discu4ed here.

I. Education improves in industrializing areas, as seen above. This development, how-
ever. has not been sufficient regarding skill acquisition and employment motivation on the
part,of many blacks, young and old. Therefore, supplemental training is needed. This is
seldom a local service function, and Ate- lowest level of government providing it is usually
the state. Present state systems tend not to be Completely relevant to the real problem pop-
ulation, because of local resistance to programs needed to prepare for training those most
unskilled. T)dis is not to say that state vocational and technical schools are not effective)n-
dustrial location incentives.

2. - Housing remains poor for sizable population segments in even the most ptasyteitSus
small towns. Little local or state money is devoted to this problem, because it is not an
accepted local or state governmental function.

3. Health care improves with industrialization, but stays far behind the level of service(
required to.provide equitable treatment to an entire city population. Outside the towns, the
level of service declines rapidly.

4. Transportation is not availaible to many poor rural residents. It is therefore difficult
111

to move from a rural residence to a job in or near town, or to public service or welfare dis-
tribution points. In Mississippi Town, it was found that rural residents were paying up to
$5 for a round trip to the closesefood stamp center.

5. Recreation facilities are found itt very short Iupply, particularly for a black popu-
lation who are excluded from privately provided facilities.

1
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FEDERAL ASSISTANCE

Given the problems describe /i. in addition to instituting the reforms suggested. local goyern-
ment can apply for federal itid. There have been impediments to small towns doing this,
however. Even in the rdlatii,ely successful small towns studied, the following problems werli..s.
noted. Of the major programs of direct federal aid to small towns OE E4ucation .agants,,
EDA public works assistance, OEO "poverty" programs, Department of Labor training pro-
grains (MDTA. CEP) and HUD urban planning and public housing programs several are lesi
easily instituted in a small southern town, and certain patterns seem to be common, regard-
ing the sequence in which various nrograins are obtained. Aid to education is generally more
welcomedln SouthMINna than in Mississippi it seemed, although there have initially been
problems with certificatitin due to alleged failure to meet desegregation standards.

The other four programs peiform in an interesting fashion in the towns surveyed. The EDA
programs. requiring extensive applications and usually long waiting periods for processing,
are nevertheless eagerly sought, usually after a strain has been placed on an existing water
and sewer system by industry. There is usually', then, a crisis atmosphere surrounding the
public works program, and it is viewed as one which will enhance further industrialization.
It is significant to note that there is little local opposition to EDA assistance because the
program does not aim at "social change." OEO programs, on the other hand, focus on dis-
advantaged groups, find call attention to social problems, and towns are wary. (Headstart,
of all OEO prograyhs,-mday be the least threatening.) g community action program (CAP)
does tend to attract attention locally, anff sometimes is subject to local resistance. It is
subject to resistance for the same reason it is extremely relevant to the problems in the area
it fcicuses on theulistributional aspects of assistance and encourages community involve,.
ment. It was not foutid common for local government officials to be involved in CAP pro-
grams; it was found, hbwever, that prominent citizens outside government were often in
advisory roles. The success of these programs seemed to be dependent on strong leadership,'
particularly since the director }hid to manage the programs for a period in which s9me Com-
munity elements (like the nespaper) could rather slowly move from a defensive and crit-
ical. through a neutral, to a moderately favoring position. "

sti
Labor training programs such as MDTA did not seem to occupy, the time or concern of local
officials. although they were viewed with t hostility than werOthe OEO programs. Most
of the officials were willing to apply for H urban planning assist:Owe, but only because
certain dire needs hacPbeen recognized: 1Wiusing deterioration, congestion. Officials did' not
like the "total planning" aspects of HUD programs, becausre they seemed to suggest that
authorities outside tile,community would have a voice in dictating where townspeople would
live.

se

Several general trends were noted:
1. Local officials generally wanted more federal assistance and saw themselves in roles

of convincing city councils, other leaders, and voters that more should be applied for.
2. First prOgrams lead to others. the receipt of aid was viewed as "success", and one

success led to anOth r. It alsompeemed at least possible thathe less controversial programs
(EDA) made locals more willing to ask for9thers (HUD).
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Delivery of of Public Services and,Assist.ince

The preceding discussions have dealtwith why public services are important, how success-
ful Ici:S1 governnient has been in providing them, and What effeA industriitlization has had
on serviee provision. We Alive not yet discusseda most'important element of service pro-
vision, which is the institutional form of service delivery. Federal agencies pave become in .

creasiNly concerned about the effectivenessof methods by which their assistance is deliv-
ered t&the "clients2 for whom they'are intended. A penetkating examination is now under-t
way. in,t-heTederal government *Rhin which the newer and experimental "complfhensive",
delivery systems such as Comniunity Action Programs,oncentiated Employmentl3ro-
g ; Service

performance recordstf oldo'categorical" programs lim4ed to sing* assistance -types
amsand Neighborhood Seice Center Programs are being evaluated by comparison to

witirsin a federal departnient
A goo 4

This evaluation 'Is relevant to the analysis at hand because our investigations in small towns
have shown serious problems'in se7ide delivery. "Categorical" programs from major fed-
eral departmentsbave traditionally dealt with the population througbthe city and through
state institutions. State welfare departments, educatiOn departments, and local school
boards receive funds from the'Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; vocational
'education depattanenti and state employment sec mmissions receive funds from the
Department otLabor; the city overnment a business establishments-receive assistance
from EDA: even newer progra s, such as HUD's model cody program, are assOciated closely
with the mayor's office. The xisterice of these local administrative units raise sevekal
qUestions, from the federal go ernmenes standpoint:

4. I5o services get deliver d to the population intended by the federal government?
2. Viewed in the aggregate, is this delivery system for federal programs the most cost-

effective means possible?
6

The answer to the first question is cibsured by a reluctance on the Vart'of some federal pro-
grams to specify target population: let us assume that this is the poordefined in some
operational sense. Next, there is a serious lack of data normally gathered which would
enable an evaluation of how services-are provided to this target population. For instance
employment sepurity commissions record the payentage of referrals placed as a performance
criterion. This statistic tells nothing about what employment counselling services are pro-
vided to what type of people. Funds can thereforebe allocated to a state'E S without hav-
ing a greatileal of evaluati and monitoring capacity; federal goal attainment regarding a
target pop.ulatio.n is almost impossible to evaluate.

Once these goal specification and data problems are recognized, there remain at least two
major reasons why federal goals may noebe met through a categorical program's use of
local institutions as delivery systems.. First, local beliefs and culturalPatterns will obviously
affect the performance of the local delivery unit. The use of federal assistance tZT education
funds is the best-known instance of howIocal segregation patterns can impede the delivery
of assistance to an intended recipient. It is increasingly argued that representation on a
governing board by members of the target population will help to'assure that local biases
will not impede service delivery: Since in the South it might be difficult to achieve this
with established institutions, the solutioh used by "comprehensive" organizations like the
CAP is to wPrputside established institutions, as far as a governing board is concerned.
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ISecond, to the ext' nt to which segnwnts Qt the population have multiple problems, all of

(serious
must often be treated to Wave any. real effect. For instance, if an individual has a

iserious health probl m and also lacks skills relerdnt to jobs available, the treatment of
' either problem ii e will not result itil the employment of the individual. The impact of

qit federal zissistance,on the employment otsthe individual detnds,4hen, on how two locat-
. 4-, agencies coordi; to ancYfunclion-the county health office, anti, say, the state vocational;

a

education schoo re ivin 7 fede 1- assistance under the MDTA. If benefits are toh.e received
from the involve t of c her gency, the client must beitreated by both.. It is apparent that

't.the more problen a multi-p m client possesses, the less likely it is hat all agencies will
'hid the indiv. al. A "one-stop" service cenrerisIthe answer recently oposed to this

I i , lroblein.
) .t 0 -

t ; \ -
In answering question No. 2, all the concerns discussed above become important, as do sev- _,

1 eral new cortsidt7sAtiork. First, a benefit-cost evaluation should iteni6e. tknefit and cost
elements as follows. % .

I
I
I . lt

Benefits: 1

1. Number of taiielpopultition receiving service. i t

2....Number of multi-problem clients receiving services on all problems. Combining these
into one benefit calculation: ..,

I. Number of target population receiving service, where multi-problem clients must
i,

receive all services. C '' i

, .
:

To make this benefit definition operational, one must further define two terms: 4 -"

Tarot population: optionq here cahinclude: anyone who walks in the door; registeredun-
.;empfoyed; unehlployed, and underemployed; black hard-core unemployed; etc. The further

the agency reaches toy/ad the' hard -core unemployed population, the more ambitious the.
agency becom9, and the more it risks.not attaining the volume of benefits hoped for.

t Receiving service: Does a client receive a service from the employment security commission
at the point where he is recorded` as unemployed, when he is tested and counselled, or when
he is placed in a job? - . t
It seems reasonable, giCen the magnitude of and federal concern for the more extreme ov-
erty problems in this coinftry, to adopt themore ambitious, higher risk goal of a hard-core
unemployed (predominantly black) target pdpulation....Regarding skill training, employment
would se*rn the appropriate mark of service delivery. Considering the difficulty of obtaining,
data on other services, some would suggest the acceptance bf employmept alone as proqf
that the othe4;problems* had bgen taken care of. (This is not sufficient, hOwever, since: ENen
if gdod data were available on how long a client stays on th.job (a'm'ore relevant criterion)
it will not be clear What job and wage upgrading will be possiblt, whether problems at hope
will prevent his family from breaking out of the cycle, and so on; thekmajor problem is tRe
time delay between service delivery and evidence oftsuccess. (There has been enough time to
see the results from the older categorical programs, and the evidence in Section II would
indicate that assistance provided to southern.jiackt under that system did not succeed in
employing them.) Remembering the assumptiorkhaLmulti-problem clients must receive
services televant to all afflictions, then, weinust recd the attainment of this sub-goal by
measuri g the client's"performance" in certain categories against solne standard: illnesses
cured, stills learned (tested), children enrolled (in day-care or Ifeadsearf, eisc.).,

..
--..,
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'Costs /

Tufhipg to the cost side. there are several important elements:
1. Cost .of establishing and operating a service outlet afsoine minimum level. (fixed

cost-administrative)
1. Cost of providing service tv. client (average variable cost).

i
. .

As an example. tinder a categorical system, costs would appear as follows (only costs to,th,e
federal government are considered, to be conservative; it is assumed that local institutions,
if funded.furtially by state Jnd partially by federal funding, perform state-spec is functions
as well a those in which tne fe eral government takes an interest.) Only two rvices are

4 .used in tit example found on e.next page. .
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TIM benefit/cost iratio s vIlcua as follows: 4
- .

. a

. ....4, ,
Benefits: E (employment nt black)

h (health service provided to blzick) 10- .

Eh (employmern and health service for sumOndivihal mgt....Ill-trig both)
*4

COsts: a (fixed cost-skill training)
(variable cost-skill training)

-b (fixed cost health service
Ovariable Cost-health sery

a
E .4-1+ Eh
a+..+b+73

at

Note several properties of this function., 4. 4 1
1. Fixed an ci variable costs for each service may increase, bilfsdemployment does not

result, the benefit numerator does not increase, except to;the extent that health service is
provided. (This property'depends solely on the employn+nhcriterionand this variable is
the only actual service performance variable it} the function.) Since E and Eh do not increase
unless,a client is employed, this makes the size of the B/C ratio particularly dependent upon
thtgerovision of'both services to the population/segment ¶ equiring them both, and upon the
quality of the skill-training program. ,

2.* ` The probabilitx of"Eh being fulfilled will decline as the number of problems for any,
individual increases, by The probability, P(E)?P(Eh); similarly, P(Eh))-P(Ehx) 7
P(Ehxy), etc.. Furthermore, it can be observed that the more disadvantaged the farget pop-
ulation, the more multiple- problem clients*Vili be encountered. -:

3. The more disadvantaged the target population, the highermiill likely be the marginal
and average variable cost per enrollee, due to the additional timerequired within one service

. .

category alone to treat eclient. t.

4. Baled-on 1, 2, and 3 the more disadvantaged the population, the larger will:be that
portion of t li e target population requiring Eh, higher will bee'. and*, and therefore the lower'
the B/C raiio

`., .

"Comprehensive" programs have-brought several new dimensions to this problem. They pro-
vide a referral service, so that all of the client's problems ate recorded, and renledies pre-
scribed. The c mprehensive program does not try to treat all problems identified, but rather
"refers" clien s to other, existing agencies, for many problems. Sometimes, it bring, "lot only
such a coordinate g mechanism but also 4dditional funds for achieving a particular goal: for
instance, a CEP might be given12 million to place 1000 hard-core Unemployed in jobs with-
in 15 months.

Ignoring such goals imposed on the newer coordinative progra ;it is important to be able
to justify the "linkage" between categorical programs which su h a new institution provides.
First, it seems obvious from the above example that, by raising he probability. of Eh, with ed.'
and rising irrespect Z of E and E(11, the link can help produce a higher benefit/cost ratio
from a federal assistance program. 'Critics of the "linkage", however, claim that the new
institution is "excess baggage", implying a higher admilistrative cost. This added cost adds .
another term to the benefit/cost calculation:

let
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E h + Eh
a+.6+ b+111+ e+E

where e = additional fixed administrative cost andel= additional variable adm
In evaluating categorical vs. comprehensive programS,Alierefore, the comparis

.E+h+61 E +1 +Eh
+b+IS vs' a-NA+loofif+e+16

-The' comparison stated in this way will depend upon how the added costs", e
the higher probability of E. h, and particularly Eh occurring.
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Now- a new diinensi will be added. ASS'LlIlle that the actual unemployment rate (official
plus uncounted and non-registered) is I 0`./;. Also assume a minimum acceptable federal goal
is to lotver this td The comparison between the categorical and tilt comprehensive al-
ternativtssno longer takes the form of comparing Bic ratios. A fixed benefit level is required,"
and the goal now is to Minimize cost. This is a signifiluitly different problem, giken the
characteristics of the poverf situation. Advocates of comprehenslye systems will arguein-
tuitivebi that categorical programs, supplied through established state and local agencies have
not in the past attained the goal (see Sectioh gurthermore, there may be a local political
constraint to achieving the goal through these agenCies, this constraint may be removable by
money and time, but theurgency of the problem woulOugusLother solutions in the mean-
time.

If the multi-problem consideration is taken seriously, the fact remains that comprehensive
programs are the only existing means for.erecording and tracing the problems of a single client.
In other words, if an evaluation even remotely resembling the one above is to be croils.1 the
only way it can be performed is by utilizing the data collected fro(n linkage programs. The
act of collecting data on individual clients from the county health office, the state health
office, the local school board, the state employment security commission, etc., and assembling
client profiles wou4cLitself represent the formation of a coordinating agency. Three crit'cal
roles are performed by the comprehensive prolmams: they collect and analyze informat
make refetrals, and involve local participation. It should be pointed out that the CAP'S, tae
CE 's, and the NSP's have been experimental while they have been costly. They have per-
fotimed operational functions as well as the three abov6. A conceivable outgrowth of these
experiments might be a single linkage-type program acting as a separatelntake for clients,
and referring them to the'Other agencies for seiwiees, without having any "operating" functions.

.

Another way of cu ing ccists would be tkreduce administrative superstalttwe at the federal
1rlevel. Often, beca se linkage institutions are created in target neighborhoods, coordinating
institutions are ciliated at higher levels (statkzegional, national) to monitor the lower level
comprehensive units. This phenomenon is also criticized as being A excess, e.g. unnecessary,
cost, (Under the extreme alternative system which would give all federal funds to states,
there would presumably have to be .a sizable linkage institution at the sjate level; note how-
ever, that the only justification for a linkage given thus far in this discussiohas been at
the local level, where clients are analyzed.) '-------

Community Participation
a

The discusNn to date has purposely not dealt with one of the most-emphasized character-.
istics of the hewer programs: the i volvement of the target population.' Blacks ihsinall
southern towns have not played maj de sion-making roles within local school boards and
local employment services. It has been argAtcl that if any assistance program is going to
have the desired remedial effect on the black population, the formulation of it must be in-
fluenced by blacks. Using this success criterion, the categorical programs as administered in
the past fail by definition.
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EDA and Service Delivery

...

-4. 4.\
The implications of this discussidn for EDA are major.. EDA has hadfor less contact ,with
the real client population - the pctor = than any of the other agencies mentioned above.' This
is inherent in the nature of the'EDA c.zistance, which is provided to designated rural areas
and firms. The areas receiving assistance are designated on grounds of low income and high *
unemployment; but there is no 4nechanism by Which the poor as d group.benefit immediately
and directly from grants and loans.to district and area bodies. The szvccess.of 4DA,pr4rvms,
however, is dependent on the same multi-mblem consideratescribea above, and pn
the ways in which local agencies fulsction.4t is therefore almdstspdssible for,EDAjtistiict
staffs to predict the employment impact on a disadvaktaged population without considering
the effectiveness of other service provision units.

. .
Aside from EDA's dependency on other programs, ED4 plays a critical role in the success
of the others. If employment opportunities are not present, the pqor6nnot ever hopetin

themselves. Through coordination withother service units, therefore, and particularly
with comprehensive programs, EDA can best allocate its resources. The policy-implications
t9f this service provision and coordination problem are covered in Section VI,
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. SUMMARY - PUBLIC SERVICES, AND ASSISTANCE

Sections 1 and II, in discussing the patterns of growth experienced by small towns, noted the
'tendency of+new industry to'artract residents of a surrounding county hinterland. Some of
these relocate within the city limits, and others remain on (arms from which they commute.
As the town grows;,, there develops a sizable Negio sec* in which reside many of the under-

' employea and unemployed in the area. Public services, which are strained by industrial
expansion, are also required by. the poorer sections of town. Services required range from

.conventional water and sewer facilities to employment-facilitating services such as training,
orientation, and 'daycare; housing is almost always poor.

This in-town blight appeais quite ,unexpectedly to the local official, althoughcits growth has
been gradual. The wholesale "opening" of the town to new people (accompanying the new
employsrs) raises town awareness of the problem. However,' tlyk local official does not make
decisions within a political structure where he needs to be particularly responsive to these 111.

problems. Furthermore, local revenue Intake makes it very difficult for the town to signifi-
cantly expand services particularly to.areas which cannot pay tikes. Local financial proce:
dures furthet handicap-service provision by sacrificing revenue in varU;tus ways. Much of the
sacrifice is due to indus 'try's demands for tax holidays and free services. In addition, \industry
puts a strain on many, town facilities which may often be out of proportion to the revenue
the town's public coffers are able to collect.(Thee is no question that the private sector,
including individual. employees, benefits significantly from industry).

Facing this reiOurce problem, and a rapidly increasing need for services, the town requests
federal assistance. This assistance has been Customarily .channelled through local agencies,
however, which may not completely share federal goals. Unless agreement is reached on
exactly who the target population should be,jand "information linkage"tinits developed
which can record. and evaluate both needs aria program impact, it.is unlikely that federal
assistance funds will accomplish their objectives, at least at an acceptable cost.
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IV. INTRODUCTION

The subsidization of growth centers is discussed in its two basic elements: incentives to
industrial location, and assistance given for social programs. The point of view taken here
is that all forms of assistance provided a town, from both state and federal sources, should
be coordinated to achieve some agreed-upon goal. The goal assumed here is the growth
center goal-set dealt with throughout this study: provision of a service and employment
base for an increasing number of people, with an emphasis on providing for residents iri slow
growth and loi* opportunity'seotions of the town's hinterland. Therefore, the tax holiday
provided by the state, the new water supply system, and the public housing project are all
used to obtain the same end. (The political problems involved are purposely ignored in
this section, in order to develop an argument, but are acknowledged in the last section of
the report.)

Local, County, and State Subsidization of Industrial Location

The Market for Industry

First, it is important to realize what the viewpoint of the small town is on industrialization.
The town marshalls state and federal resources to achieve a goal, and the process within

. which town and firm bargain is seldom understood.

itist as firms in one labor market vie for the services of that area's labor forces, towns com-
pete with one another for new industry. In rural areas, firms rarely purchase an industrial
site without first making contact with the local community and there is scarcely a town
which does not have an active industrial development committee or commision to welcome
Respective industrialists. These committees not only serve the important public relations
illEctidn of "selling" the town to the interested parties, but theyAle often empowered to
offer special inducements in the form of tax rebates, low cost landiand building or special
public services. Many of these inducements are granted as a matter of course under existing
state legislation, but many others are discretionary on the town's part.

Firms that ale considering relocation or eStablishinvg a branch plant generally survey a num-
ber of different sites and weigh each site according to a number of criteria, and a not insig-
nificant weight is placed on the type of explicit offer made by each community.

It seems unusual to treat this seemingly natural act of site selection as the culmination of a
market process but it is entirely appropriate. Towns act to maximize their utility by attract-
ing new income - earning opportunities through special inducements. Profit maximizing firms
supply the income earning opportunities to the most attractive community. Clearly the level
of inducement can only be one element in the firm's decision calculus, but as the differ-
ences between alternative sites narrow,. the level of discretionary incentives weighs increas-
ingly heavy.

The most notable characteristic of this market is its lack of conformity to the standard com-
petitive market of neo-classical economics. Neither the package of inducements nor the
quantity of new industry have perfectly divisible units of measurement. Moreover, the item
that is "purchased", so to speak, by the community is a public good in the classical sense.
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Once a new industry ns its doors,,job opportunities are open to all residents (and even
non-residents) and not simply to the taxpayers who in effect paid for the inducements.

Just as firms vie for the services of labor, towns vigorhusly compete for new industry, *Firms
seeking to relocate or establish branch plants choose between a number of implicit "offers",
selecting that "offer" which best serves the interests of the firm. T arket for industry V
is similar to the market for labor in one other important respect oo, does not always
meet the requirements of the perfectly competitive model,

The limitations of treating new industry as a commodity are obvious but the usefulness of treat-
Mg subsidies as one part of a town's package offer and asking how prices are determined fp:tn
city to city is obvious. *It is not the purpose of this study to provide a model from which one
could draw normative conclusions i.e., that a given town's pricg is "too high". Instead, we
simply outline a model that will illuminate-the behavioral properties.of this market system.
In particular, our discussion will concentrate on the properties of the market which tend to
vary according to the size of the town.

The Benefit to the Town

Towns essentially bid for a stream of income which will be earned by the local, immobile
factors of production typically, labor and land once they are employed either by the
new industry or by the existing employers who 'are enjoying the fruits of the multiplier
effect. It is clear that such a benefit to the town can be strictly pecuniary and not necess-
arily a social benefit to the nation. To the extent that jobs also bring greater social and pol-
itical stability whether by keeping people's time occupied, giving people a sense of pride
and identity, maintaining their con+act with reality, or simply making them acceptable to
the rest of society industry may bring social gains to a town in addition to the streams of
income generated. If one town's gain is simply another's loss, the nation as a whole is no
better off with the relocation. The absence of any social benefit, however, does not prevent
towns from competing for the new industry.

If land were the only immobile factor, the bene ts from new industry would be measured
by the increased land rents accruing from thk94,,demand for industrial and residential
sites. Land is not, however, the only immobile factor.

The benefits to a town of additional industry are:
Increased land rents accruing from the new demand for industrial and residential

sit
2. Increased real earnings of the labopforce, both directly through payments by the

new industry and indirectly through the multiplier effects of those payments.
3. Increased earnings from hitherto unused existing capital, such as unoccupied build-

ings.
4. Psychological/social/political benefits derived from finkling work (and thus pride).

These gains are gains to the town, 11,ut not to the national society except for the extent to
which capital and labor are immobile and initially unemployed in one area but not in an-
other.*Even within the to II, it is the immobility of econornic factors which theoretically
should be mobile which ivetrise to benefit. Labor, and esOecially rural labor, has been re-
luctant to exploit oppo tunities in labor-deficit areas when such areas are far from home.'
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Lack of information about job opportunities is no doubt partially respo ible, but rational
considerations such as small equity holdings which cannot be easily rele sed and a preference
for the rural way of life are also important factors. Thus, the wages of rmerly unemployed
and underemployed workers who find employment as a result of new in ustry are included
in the stream of benefits accruing to the town. Capital is generally considered a perftctly
mobile factor, which implies that the town residents will not reap any surplus profits from
an'investment in local industry as compared with an investment inlindustry in any other
town: If at town owns an unoccupieid building, the rent which accrues jointly to the land and
the building would be considered a benefit frpmthe point of view Of the town.

The Distribution of Benefits

New industry does not only bring a particular level of pecuniary benefits to a town but also
a specific pattern in the distribution of those benefits. A highly capital intensive industry
may have high rents for land and nly modesNmployment for unskilled labor (especially
after.constructitn is completed) while a labor intensive firm could bring just the reverse. It

.is possible that the total level of benefits is the same for both industries but the two sets of
beneficiaries are clearly separated and this fact has considerable impact on how the locs,
political process is apt to evaluate the "total benefits" i.e.. level and distrEution among
various industries.

Benefits Private or Public Good

One of the interesting features of the industry market is that the commodity that the4own
purchases has few of the properties of, priyately traded good. First, the town cannot wholly
internalize the benefits of new industry. The new firm might hire labor living outside the
city limits or even outside the county area; the land where value increases may be owned by
non-residents; second, resident employees of the industry may spend their wages outside the
area. The town cannot legally exclude anyone from enjoying the benefits associated with
new industry: Local governments are even restrained from taxing the beneficiaries in pro-
portion to the benefits received. Since the benefits of the good are clearly finite, new indus-
try does not meet th$ requirements of the classic public good. But it still lacks the essential
properties of a private good.

This "publicness" of benefits and the fact that new industry is generally offered in fairly
large increments make the town government the lo cal provider of new industry since of
all the possible local groupings of beneficiaries, it c mes closest to being abt to internalize
all the benefits through its limited process of taxa on. A small group of unemployed and
unskilled workers cannot easily import new emp oyment into the community. A large
group of unemployed unskilled lqbor is more.likely to succeed but as we shall show, has
little effective political power to do so.

A fact seldom considered by the town receiving the income benefits of industry is that
"negative benefits" accompany the positive. The most striking social cost to the town im-
posed by industry is water pollution. which in most of the towns studied has reached serious
proportions. The concern for this problem shown by town governments is after the fact.
Since industry is primarily responsible, the weak position taken by local government suggests
that the absence of waterpollution control is one form of industrial incentive.
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The Components of the Package which Towns'offer to Industry

The town bidding for industry, a scarce good, offers a "package" of benefits to the firm.
Some of these benefit components may represent costs to the town, while others may not.
Towns differ in both ability and willingness to offer industry this package. The package in

owns can be viewed as containing essentially the same four components, although the
aqua arid value of each component varies widely between towns.

actors E.ibge4ous to the Town'sControl

An important part of what a town is able to offer industry is beyond the town's control. Its
location4climate, and natural resources are endowments)vhich may be vitally-desirable to
industry. Industry, faced with a decision between locating in a town offering a cash subsidy
and locating in a town endowed with attractive natural resources but offering no subsidy might
choose in favor of the latter it the endowments fAf exceeded the subsidy in value. In a very
real sense, natural factors are treatedln a corn2etitive situation by industry as a part of the
supply price. The town incurs not pecuniary Tut merely opportunity costs. The value of the
offer is measured by the benefits brought by the best industry which the town could secure
by expending part of its natural endowments, and wherever these natural factors retain the
character of a public good e.g. climate or proximity to a Metropolitan area the town
need not even ration those resources among prospective industries.

4
.

State and other public programs which may be applied to the town and which will benefit

to the package. Naturally, if the application or these programs require inputs of local offic-
ials' 11

industry (state training grant, state industrial bond law) may be viewed as exogenous inputs

time, the cost of their time must be included in a later category. , .

Fa* ctors Under the Town's Control But Not Strictly Monetary ) I
The town is often requested by industry to provide infrastrectural facilities: sewer and\water lines, sp ial roads, industrial land, and so on. These services must 12e regarded as a : Ipart of the town fer. It is common practice in the towns surveyed)to extend water and
sewer lines to a new industrial site at no cost to the firm. Infrastructure may have beeR con-
structed before the firm considers location; towns build industrial parks and construct high-
capacity water supply plants with the intention of attracting industry.

The town is also able to make other non-financial offers to industry. It may agree to resist
the entry of other firms which would employ the same type of labor, thus guaranteeing the ifirst firm's control over the labor market. It may promise to activelyq.640se the coming of
unions. These offers of a "favorable communty attitude" to industry or to a particular

reasons for locating.
firm are valued by industry as part 6f the town package, and are often cited by industry as i I. k

*I

Factors Endogenous to the Town But Usually Not Within the Town's Policy Control

Industry views the town's package as including a great number of "amenity" characteristics,
the quantity and quality of which are usually a function of the towitt's size and range of
commercial activity. Bowling alleys, churches, and shopping facilities nicy be attractive to
industry, but capnot usually be constructed by anndastry-hunting groupl. These elements
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of the package are simply present, and industry may or may not accept them as reason to -

locate.

In the same category are the size and skill characteristici'of the available labor pool. This
part of the package has beenextremely important in the firm's location decision. Lar
cities are able to offer a significantly larger and more diverse labor pool than the smal ,torn.
The small town often has the advantage of offering a stirgler supply of cheaper, non -union
labor, which may not be highly trained, but which the firm feels more confident of being
able to emplciy profitably, as one of very few employers". OuZinalysis stresses the impor-
tance of reforming the labor market information structure so that a labor force can be
actively marketed.

Mcetary Factors

Finally, the town is able to complete its offer with a range of monetary incentives to indus-
try. The financial incentives offer the greatest-flexibility since they are almost wholly dis-
cretionary and require little advance preparation. These incentives serve to loiver the firm's
coils; in fact, all factors in the package do, but monetary incentives are most difect and pre-
dictable in their cost-lowering implications. Towns offer property tax moratoriums lasting
a number of years, cash, land or building subsidies, industrial bond financing of plant, and
other legal and extra-legal incentives to locate.

Bargaining

Bargaining is carried on directly and secretly between a town (or its representative) and a
firm. The town believes that it is competing with many other towns. It does not know what
prices rival towns are offering. Nor does it know what other industries it might be able to
bid for as alternatives. Firms, on the othokhand, know the prices offered and also realize.,
that the town lacks information on the demand side of the market. They are already in an
oligopolistic position because of their product and the number of its sellers. The secrecy of
the bargaining process and the information structure of that process strengthen theoligo-
polistic position of the firm. As a result firms receive prices which may be far higher than the
price at the margin which would be sufficient to induce their locational shift. The fact that
local and state goNiernments are limited by law in the package deals and prices they suppos-
edly can offer, does nbt restrain this oligopolistic pricing. Reports of under-the-Counter
deals between townsand t it industries are sufficiently abundant to suggest that the price
actually paid by towns is d initely Higher than-the legal limits would indicate.

SUBSIDIZATIQN AS A PO ICY INSTRUMENT

Within the market structure described thus far, the incentive instruments are those aimed at
industrial location. Although our in erest lies ult ately in examining all incentives to
growth, not restricted to industrial lo ition, it is First instructive to evalit the location
incentives alone in order to place !min zospective. The following, Ssion accomplishes
this.

4

One of the major policy instruments which influences industrialization of rural towns is
subsidies to business firms. These instruments are widely used by state andJocal govern-
ments to induce industry to move to their areas and occasionally used to ind e indigenous
firms to expand in the same location.
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We will first study the effects of various incentives and subsidy programs on both a the:
oretical.and empirical level. After a description-and classification of different schemes; the
overall effectiveness of incentives and subsidies will be discussed. The initial question to be
answered in this section is "Are firms attracted by these.programs?" After this, the alue
of incentive and subsidy pro-grams will be discussed. First, the tests and benefits to towns
and states will be discussed. Then the costs and benefits to the ration will be examined. It
will be shown that there are important coatflicts between local and national views of Ihe Se\
programs. The situation is similar to the Case-of external diseconomies.

f----I
The next section will discuSslhe best methods of subsidization of industry. Issues discussed
will inctude who should administer incentives and subsidies - whetherit should be done by
the fedeIV.government, state governments, or local,governments, whether subsidies should .be
related to capital or labor, and which types of subsidies lock firms in. This section does not
treat subsidies as a whole, but rather compaits_various types as to their differential effects.
Not only are some types more effective than others, but different types of subsidies attract Idifferent types of firms. -

After this discussion,certain alternative ways of using government resources will beconsid-
ered. Aiding"expansion of firmsin the same location, and the alternative of subsidizing labor
migration will be biiefly considered. lb

Plansidband Stiof I-.Description oncenve anusy ans I
A large number of methods to subsidize industry so as to influence its location have been
used in the United States. Most have bebb administered by focal and state governments,
and by private development corporations associated with these governments. While the
federal government has feW programs which directly influence location, it pays the bill
for rimy of the state and local programs through its tax-exempt' gn on municipal bonds.
As an introduction to the policies of subsidization, the various ty s of subsidies will be
described here. Methods will be classified with regard to economic- impact rather than legal
characteristics, since the former is the key to policy recommendations.

One very commonly used type of subsidy is the property t x exemption. Localities typ-
ically grant new firms an exemption fran property taxes o 5, 10, or 15 years. The average
of all exemptions is 9 years. In many commun es, where tax exemptions are prohibited
by law, informal agreements are made with firms hat taxes-will be kept OW thrVigh low
assessments. Of course, both-legal and illegal pro rty tax exemptions (or rather reductions
in the illegal case)'have the same economic impact. They both have 1 edominant effect 4..
on a business firm's fixed costs. A tax on the value of a firm's land and ildings does not
vary with output in the short run, and is thus considered a fixed eost. Prb rty taxes on
inventories do vary with output to some extent, but not proportionally. As,autput (and
sales) grow, inventory becomes a smaller proportion of it. Thus thqoproperty tax on inven-.`
tories is partly a fixed cost and partly a variable cost. In sum, we can say that the property
tax exemption is a subsidy that prinwily affects fixed costs.
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A secoA category of tax concessions is an eiemption from state corporation income taxes.
As not all states have corporation income taxes at the present time, this iffcinitive cannot
always be offered. This differs'significantly from the property tax exemptiOn in impact as
it does not affect the firm's fixed costs. This tax comes only out of profits. Thus only firms
which expect to make profits regularly stand to benefit from this type of tax concession.
Since profits vary with output (though: not in a proportional manner), this incentive primar:
ily affects variable costs.

Accelerated depreciation is a type of hybrid of the property tax exemption and the corpor-
ation income tax exemption. It is like the former in that its value is based on the amount of
capital equipment. It is like the latter in that since accelerated dpreciation essentially means
a savingef profits that would otherwise be taxed away through income taxes, it is valuable*"
only to a firm which is turning a profit. Some states have used this method selectively by
allowing accelerated depreciation for only certain types of invesThaent expenditures such as
research and development.

Tax concessions is one broad category of subsidization. Provisiop of e`apital for firms at low
cost is another broad category. There is a great variety of.methods to.provide capital at low
cost to firms, though all are quite similar to their economic impact. Different methods in-
clude building of plants for leasing to firms, extending low cost loans to firms, and guaran-
teeing loans, All of these plans give two benefits to firms. First, there is an interest sub-
sidy. Low cost loans are at rates lower than tht firm could have obtained from conven-
tional sources. Guarantees lower interest rates as they reduce the risk to the lender. Leas-
ing a plant to a firm can be expressed in terms of an interest subsidy also. Rents charged the
firm in these cases cover interest and principal of the mortgage. These rents are lower than
if the firm owned the building, since the local government can borrow at a lower rate than
then the firm due to the municipal bond tax exemption. Thus,the subsidy from leasing a
plat to a firm is equal to an interest rate dfferential between the firm's borrowing rate and
the government's tax-exempt borrowing rate.

The second benefit of proyision of capital is access to the capital market. Many small firms
and rapidly growing medium size firms cannot obtain capital at any cost. Thus a loan or
rental of a building can be very valuable`to them. This benefit of provision of capital is very
difficult to measure, since we do not know what rate of:interest the firm would have been
willing to pay, for this capital. In 'host cases, however, we can say that this benefit of pro-

. viding accessibility to the capital market is more valuable than the benefit represented by
'the interest subsidy.

Provision of plant and equipment is probably the most important form of provision of cap-
ital as far as dollar voltime is concerned. A plant iskbuilt by the municipality, sometimes to
a firm's specifications, and is leased to the firm at a rental which covers the principal interest
of the mortgage. Interest payments are lower than commercial rates due to the tax-exemp-
tion privilege of municipal bonds. "Industrial Aid Financing" is the title usually giyen to
this method of provision ot subsidized capital. There are t`wili major varieties of industrial
aid financing - revenue bonds and general obligation bonds. "The former type is guaranteed
by the revenue generated from, the plant and equipment. Th14, the credit rating of the pro-
spective firm determines the interest rate of the bonds, and the town is not liable in case of
default. Though the town acts only as an agen't here, the bonds are still tax-exempt and thus
carry a lower interest rate. General obligation bonds are guaranteed by the local governments.

I
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The interest rate on this type of bond is determined by the credit rating of the government.
As can be expected, revenue bonds have been used or large firms and general obligation bonds
for smalt firms. Larger towns have an advantage in is type of subsidizatiat since they can
obtain a lower interest rate on general obligation bond

It is difficult to estimate the volume of this financing, b t all agree that it fins been growing
rapidly. Goodbody & Co. (investment bankers) estimate at in 1964, $36.5 million in
general obligation bonds and $14.2 million in revenue bonds were issued.1 Discussions with
investment bankers specializing iryindustrial development bonds produced an estimate of a
$1 billion volume for 1967 aqod a forecast of $2 billion for 1968 if tberE-is no crackdown byi the
Treasury. *-

Guarantee programs for moitgage loans are usd in a number of states. Maine and Rhode Island
have had the most experience with these programs. The purpose of guarantee programs is to
provide access to capital markets for small firms. A charge of 34% or 1% is rendered for the
guarantee.

Direct state loans go to small firms and serve the same purpose as the guarantee programs -
providing access to capitalmarkets. The only difference is the use of public credit versus
private credit with public guaraibtee.

Private industrial-development corporations are another instrument to provide capital to smaller ,
firms. The stock of these corporations is subscribed to by local citizens. Capital is thqn raised
from commercial bonds at an interest rate of 1/2% above the prime rate. This money is loaned to
small promising companies in the local area. There is little subsidy in this plan, because of the
great econOmies.coming frbm the pooling of risks. The only subsidy involved comes from free
management time donated by local businessmen, and the lack of a requirement to pay a high
return to the stockholders, who are interested local citizens: In practice, however, a high return
has been earned by these corporations,

In summary, most schemes for provision of capital to firms at low cost are aimed at small firms
with limited access to capital markets. However, the program aimed at larger firms.- industrial
revenue bonds - is by far the largest of these plans in terms of dollar volume.

There are a number of 'Methods in addition to tax concessions and provision of capital that local
governments have used to subsidtziliew industry. Free land is often given to a firm which builds
a plant or which has a plant built for it by the local government. Also, public services are often
rendered free or below cost. Roads are b9ilt to a new plant. Also water and sewer lines are often
constructe& to the plant or to the city lint the plait is outside the municipality. Inducements
of this type are usually not hindered by legal restrictions.

Subsidies-in-kind are also rendered by local governments. Vocational training schools where
training emphasizes skills required by t irms are an example of this type. Subsidies-in-kind
like this avoid legal restrictions almost ly.

The differences in impact of these various methods of subsidization has been hinted at only
briefly here and will be discussed in detail in a later section. Knowledge of the range of subsidi-
zation programs enables us to proceed to thi next stage of analysis - the effectiveness of incentive
schemes in general.

1INDUSTRIAL AID FINANCING, New York: Goodbddy and Co., 1965
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Effectiveness

How effective the various typeris of inducement programs have been has been a subject of great
controversy for. a long time. It is an important subject, since it enters calculations of benefit-

-:test ratios of inducement programs for localities and for the nation. Studies of4he effective7,-.
ness of inducements probably affect the volume of inducements given by states and localities.
The volume of inducements alsofects to some extent the profits of business firms consider-
ing relocation or opening up a new branch. Thus, there are vested interests in the controversy.

,There have been numerous studies of the question, Which we feel can be classified as to method.
Probably the oldest method is a statistical comparison of relative growth rates of various states
with differing relative tax burdens. For inttlicTtegents to be shown to be effective, the states with ,
the lowest tax burdens. should be those wit ighest growth rates.

In one of the more frequently cited studies, C.C. Bloom' took Iowa data and/correlated the re-
lations between growth in nl'anufacturing employment and capital outlays of rr.anufacVrers
with per capita state-local tax collections and growth in such tax collections. The Peribds used
were 1939-53 and 1947-53. iie; significant correlations were found. The. standy has some very
okvious shortcomings. firstMxts were not restricted to those on manufacturers. Second, there
was no isolation of other factors influencing manufacturing growth. Third, and possibly most im-
pckrtant; there is confusion as'to cause and effect. High growth in manufacturing is a cause of44.

higher per capita tax collections, both through taxes paid by manufacturers and through taxes
paid by workers. Thus, in a situation where tax burdens were important, a state with a.low tax
burden could not be recognized due to its high tax collections resulting from growth. Thus,
though`Bloom's study implied that the impact of tax burden on industrial growth was Minimal,
we. cannot accept these'results as convincing since his research methodology was so poorly con-
ceived. 4

V).R. Thompson and John M. Mattila2 did a similar study which used more sophisticated econ:
ometric techniques. They considered only taxes paid by business firms. They concluded that
there was no significant correlation of interstate tax differentials (measures' in terms of the
amount of tax paid per employee) with employment growth in 29 manufacturing industries.
This study is superior to the Bloom study chiefly because of its use of ,a better tax burden vari-
able. Taxes paid by business firms per employee is a more measure of tax burden than
total taxes per capita.

,
A major limitation of the general type of study represented by Bloom and Thompson-Matilla
is that they ,involve all.firms. Many firms have few significant locational choices among states.
Their ties to resources and markets often limit

just
locational choice to that between neighboring

states, or ust between localities within a state. Others have little locational choice due to their
extensivelifvestment in specialized fixed capital and equipment; It would be more desirable to
study only those firms with significantocational flexibility. Then the incentive and subsidy

Afinquence could be more accurately identified.3

'Bloom, C.C., STATI AND LOCAL TAX DIFFERENTIALS, Iowa City: Bureau of Business Research,
State University oflowa, 1955.

2Thompson, Wilbur R., and Mattila, John M., AN ECONOMETRIC MODEL OF POSTWAR STATE INDUS-
TRIAL DEVELOPMENT, Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1959.r

"Dtre, Jahn F., "Studies of State-Local Tax Influences on Location of Industry," NATIONAL TAX JOURNAL,
Vol. 14-, June, 1961, p.164
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Another limitation of the approach is that it only considers taxes and does not consider induce-
. ments which provide capital. This was excusable during tie 1950's when these studies were .

undertaken_because at that time there were few programs which provided capital. In the l'960's,
however, such an approach is inadequate. .

The Irof foals on firms with the ability to relocate is not a problem in the second method-
ologicaLapproach to be discussed - interviews. The value of the interview, approach is that it
focusei on firms deciding on a Itation and can isolate particuAar factors important in location.

There hire been a large number of questionhaire studies undertaken. Results have been quite
uniform, though subtle differences in the questionnaire have produced predictable differences
in response. For example, taxes are found to be more important in studies asking about them
specifi ck ly, than in those asking about general locational influences. Another subtle difference
occurs tween studies asking what factors affected the firm's present choice of location and
what factors does the firm generally consider in location. In the former, the importance of4ax
concessions (though not taxes) might be rated unduly low since a number of firms were not of-
fered incentives. -

It is Ostructive to review some of the speCific questionnaire studies. An interestini one was made
by Boblett.1 Rather than asking firm managers questions about location, he asked realtors to rank
industrial location factors. He found, that there were four major factors: markets, Jabor, transpor
tation, and raw materials, in thaltorder. As secondary factors, he found idorder of importance:
suitable sits, character of the community, adequacy of utilities, presence of supporting activities,
local tax climate, planning and zoning, local governme4t reputation, and suitable housing for labor
and management. Boblett then listed tertiary factors in location. apecial Inducements were last in
this category, and eighteenth in the survey. He concludes that special inducements we4 attractive
only if other factors were not compromised.

Another survey which asked about location factors in general was that of Business Week in 1958.2
The questionnaire asked business firms what factors had influenced location decisions. Only 5%

. 4.

referred to taxation as a factor influencing location decisions.

Alan Lechner3 undertook a survey for Goodbody eco. which concentrated on industrial aid '-
financing. Companies questioned were those which had located in the South with the aid of
industrial development-financing. They were asked what was the major location factor in their
move. Of the 26 firms quAtioned, 7 cited taking advantage of new markets as the major factor.
Four explained that.they were located there already,.four found The available labor supply attrac-
tive, and three cited the opportunity to take over an existing plant. In fifth place was the aid
package with 3 mentions. It is notable, however, that 20 of the 26 firms answered that they could
not have expanded without this aid!

J.-Strassma4 perfenined a study which asked specifically about taxes. Of 196 manufacturing firms
replying, 16% indicated that local taxes had influenced location decisions and 19% indicated that
state taxes had done so.

1Boblett, R.P., "Factors in Industrial Location," THE APPRAISAL JOURNAL, October, 1967.

2"Plant Site Preferences of Industry and Factors ofSelection," BUSINESS WEEK RESEARCH REPORT, 1958.
3

Gdodbody & Co., INDUSTRIAL AID FINANCING, New York, 1965. p. 49.

4Strauma, J.D., "State and Local Taxation of Industry," Boston: Federal Reserve Bank of Bostqn, 1959.
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Though this point willthe discussed in detail later on, we might be able to point out a preliminary
conclusion here. All of the interview studies agree that taxes or other forms of industrial aid are
not a major factor in the locational decisions of most firms. What must be studied is whether or
not a small percentage are strongly influenced; then subsidies can be considered effective and we
must find out how to identify the subset of influenceable firms.

In general, interviews are able to ask about tax questions, in particular, and this is their great ad-
vantage. Their main difficulty is that much effort must,be devoted to eliminating bias. For ex-
ample, studies which ask specifically about taxes cause anti-tax businessmen to exaggerate their
importpce. Although high state and local taxes are unpleYsant, they' may not be high enough
to influence the locational decision. Those studies which do not mention taxes seem to have
no great bias in general.

Another critical weaknessbf most interview studies is that they fail to distinguish between the
choice of an area of the country, and the choice of a specific site within the area. It is obvious
that taxes and subsidies are more important in the latter stage of the decision process. Certain
major variables such as labor, and proximity of markets enter mostly into the choice of an area.
With these factors similar in most towns within an area, their importance diminishes. Taxes and' \
incentives then become more important, as a town is chosen within the area. It is important that
we distinguish between these two parts of the decision process. However, most interview studies
do not.

One interview study which isolated the two stages was that by Greenhut and Colberg.1 This
intensive questionaire and interview study asked firms which had moved to Florida or had
undergone a major expansion in Florida abot+why they had chosen Florida. Thus, this study
in concentrating on the choice of an area -bra firm. The results are what might be expected from
the above studies and'this analysis that taxes play a smaller role here, than in the other studies.
The firm were askedto cite the most influential factors in their industrial location decision. Of
over 1,000 plants, not onetlisted state or municipal tax structure as the primary factor in location.'
2.8% of the firms cited tax structure as a secondary reason for locating in Florida. Unfortunately,
the study did not probe the process for choosing sites within Florida.

Another important method of gauging the effectiveness of tax incentive and subsidy programs is'
to see howinterstate differences in tax costs affect total costs. This is a two-stage method. First,
the importance of tax twists and value of inducements must be compared to total costs. Then, as
tax costs are varied and inducements are given, it is seen whether the rankings of the states in terms
of total cost for a particular industry change.

In a study of Wisconsin, Bridges2 determined the value of inducements relative to total costs.
Propeirty.taxes were found to range from 0.37% of total shipments in food products to 1.40%
of shipments initt primary metals industries. The average was 0.68%. We can see a wide range
in values of property tax incentives from industrrto industry. Note that the industries most
often found in rural areas have relatively low precentages. Also property taxes tend to be low-
er in rural areas. This will be discussed in detail below. In general, the values of propthy tax
exemptions seem to be small relative to total cost.

1Greenhut, Melvin L., and Colberg, Marshall R., FACTORS IN THE LOCATION OF FLORIDA INDUSTRY,
Tallahassee: Florida State University. 1962.

2Bridges, Benjamin Jr., "State and Local Inducements for Industrialization," Part II. NATIONAL
TAX JOURNAL, June, 1965, p. 175-192. He uses data from: Wonnacott, Ronald, MANUFACTUR-
ING COSTS AND COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE OF U.S. REGIONS. Study Paper No. 9, Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota, 1963.
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Bridges makes a similar calculation for the value of loin Interest 1 ans. The value of low
interesfloans'is a function of the interest rate differential and t e relation between capital
assets and value of shipments. Bridgei'uses

V' ue = Interest Rate Differential X Depreciable Assets
.. Value of Shipments

to determine value as a percentage of shipments, a figure comparable to the property tax
figure. An interest rate differentVal of 1% averaged 0.30% of the value of shipments. The

''approximately 11/2%. This would be worth 0.45% of
ft/range was from 0.09% for appare o 0.4fgro for primary metals. On industrial ,venue bonds,

the current interest rate differentials are
value of shipments on the average. On the other hand, the interest differential for small firms
might be as high as 5% or even 10% giving .a value of 1.5 or 3-:0% of total cost for the average
industry.

Measures of the value of subsidies as a peLrcentage of total cost have a number of pitfalls when
used to evaluate the effectiveness of subsidies, The danger lies in our grouping of firms int6
industries. If the industrial classificitions are wide, there will be substantial variation of these
percentages between firms in the category. This can lead to under-estimation of the powsx of
inctritives. For example, if the ratio for an industry. is 0.5% wither range of 0.2% to 1.0% for
various firms within the industry:and we assume that 0.5% is too low a ratio for sufficient
impact, we.may lose sight of the fact that the firms with 1.0% ratios may be influenced. A
wide industrial classification conceals those farms which are influenced.

A serious problem also arises in measuring the value of lowinterest loans. Fgr these loans,
variance in value is not only by capital intensity, but by size of firm. The relevant interest
rate differential from a particular loan is a function of the size of the firm. The interest dif-
ferential is larger forismall firms as they have poorer access to capital markets. Thus_within
an industry, we can expect different effectiveness ratios fo; different sizes of firms."

Many.'discussions'of effectiveness say that though the Value of inducements relative to total
costs is small, they have a mush larger. percentage impact on profits, and thus are.quite impor-
tant. This line of reasoning is fallacious. If all other costs were the same in competing loca-
tionS,.then differences in tax costs would determine the location of the profit maximiOns firm -
no matter how small. lh this case, thefact that a 1% difference in total cost.means a 20% dif-
feience in profits does not matter. However, our pupose in studying tax cost differentials is
to compare tax differentials with differentials in other costs.. Now if tax cost is a small part of
total cost, this means that a differential in labor cost will 4warf a differential in tax cost, and
this labor cost will determine location and tax cost will not. For example, if labor cost is 40%
of total cost, and tax cost is 1%, a 50% reduction in ,taxes is equivalent to a 1.25% wage differ-
ential. Wage differentials, especially between areas, are much larger than that.

With models of the re tion of the value of inducements to total cost, we again see why induce-
, ments are probably i ffective in the first stage of the locational decision process - selection of
( an area, and why wh n other costs are similar - as in the choice of a site within an area, induce-

ments become effective. This analysis gives a preview of our next discussion, which will show
how inducements have different levels of effectiveness with different types of firms.
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There have been some excellent studies which use the relationship between tax cost and total
..cost for different states and set how changes in taxes (i.e., inducements) can affect choice of
state. Bridges' has compared labor cost, the most readily available component of total cost,
in Wisconsin to that in six neighboring states for each of 2 Jwo-digit manufacturing industries.
In 30 cal-es of 77, Wisconsin had higher labor costs. Local property tax exemptions could have
overcome this in 6 of these 30 cases. Interest cost reductions (industrial development financing)
of 1, 2, 3, and 4% of gross depreciable assets would be large enough to overcome Wisconsin's
labor cost disadvantage in 3, 81/2, 11, and 14 cases respectively.2-

-...
William V. Williams-) did a similar study for Minnesota, a notoriously high tax'$ate. He first
ranked the states in all non-tax costsfor 12 two-digit industries and 38 four-digit industries.
Note that the use of four-digit industries (i.e., narrower groupings) is a valuable improvetpent
over the Wonnoncott study. Williams next included state and local taxes and found that Minnesota's
ranking was unchanged in ten two-digit industries, and vas improved in one industry and deterior-
ated in one industry. Inclusion of taxes occasioned no change in Minnesota's rank in 28 of the four-
digit industries, and occasioned slight deteriorations in the remaining 10.4 The four-digit compar-
isons were then made between Minnesota and the upper midwestern states. Here, rank was unchanged
in 34 cases and deteriorated slightly in the remaining four cases. Williams finally considered the ef-
fects of various tax exemption policies. A complete exemption from Minnesota taxes would only
have altered the rank of 2 of the 12 two-digit industries. In 18 of the 38 four-digit kidus s, there
would have been no change. Nine of the 20 affected industries would change two or re notches,
while the other 11 would change by only one notch,. If taxes were lowered 33%, nnesota's
position would be improved *ionly one industry in the two-digit category in onl 9 of the
four-digit industries. If taxwere lowered by 50%, Minnesota's position Id be iniprove in still
only 1 two-digit industry and in 15 four-digit categories.

We conclude from these tax cost comparison studies, that tax incentives cannot influence in
which state the majorityof industries will choose to locate new operations. How'ever; there
is a significant minority of industries that cap be influenced by tax costs and thus tax policy
should not be eliminated from a consideration as a force helping to determine the shape of
regional development. Those industries whose costs do not vary much from state to state,
and those in which taxes play a large role in costs will be most subject to incentives. Incen-
tives do not have the power that many would like to attribute to them, but they are effective
in.a significant minority of cases and thus should be reckoned with.

Value of Subsidization

The next stage in this analysis is to determine the value of tax incentive and subsidy programs.
There are two 'distinct parts to the analysis. First, there is the value to the locality or state giving
the incentivg. Secondly, there is the value to the nation as a whole. This section will show con-
filets betwellIthese two valuations and will determine as well whether these programs are wo:th-
while on either loyel.

lop. cit.

-As mentione above, 11/2% is an estimate of interest rate reduction for large firms from industrial development
financing.' 4% or more is reasonable for small firms.

3Williams, William V., "A Measure of the Impact of State & Local Taxes on Industry Location." JOURNAL
bF REGIONAL *SCIENCE, Summer, 1967, p. 49-60.

4 Minnesota taxes ranged from 0.26% in grain milling to 2,08% in gray iron foundries.
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The local government in a rural community can see great benefits from a manufacturing
firm moving to his community. First, he sees more jobs for his city, something that is
very important due to the extensive unemployment. He sees a multiplier effectthe in-
creased wages purchasing goods from downtown merchants and possibly other firms in
his area. The new firm might purchaSe inputs from other firms in his town. He also sees
greater tax revenues cpming from the firm itself, from the workers paid by the firm, and
from the merchants/with increased sales, etc. The only expenses that the local govern-
ment sees are some additional public services and the cost of the inducement. The former
will not appear large if the government thinks that excess capacity exists in existing public
facilities. The latter varies but can be small in the case of industrial development financing,
where it is essentially the federal governthent that foots the bill because of the federal tax
exemption on these bonds. In short, offering an incentive to a manufacturer to move to
town seems an excellent idea from the vantage point of the local government.

Rinehart' has done some crude quantification of the above and has found that the rates of
return to municipalities on tax incentives and subsidies to firms are phenomenally high.
Though these estimates are open to question, it is doubtful that most criticisms would bring
these rates of return below the borrowing rate faced by municipal governments, which is
low due to the tax exemption on municipal bonds. It is no wonder that inducements to in-
dustries by communities are so widespread. Gooding2 estimates that in New England, four
out of five communities grant legal or extra-legal tax concessions for "desirable" firms. In-
dustrial development financing has been doubling in volume every year with a $2 billion
dollar estimate for 1968,unless the tax-exemption law has changed. The chief impediments to
the use of these programs are legal constraints by states. If not for these, the extent of sub-
sidization might be enormous.

We will show in the remainder of this chapter that the returns to the communities might not
be so high, and, that many benefits to the communities are not benefits to the nation.

Estimates of the rate of return to the community need to be reduced significhntly since
. `some proportion of firms locating in-the community would have done so without subsidi-

zation. The studies described in the previous chapter indicated that most industries could
not be affected by tax costs in their choice of location. Many factors influence total costs
in far greater degree than do taxes, and thus dominate the locational decision. Thus, the
community offering inducements must realize that some proportion of the firms accepting
these inducements would have located in the town anyhow3 When this proportion is taken
into account, the benefit -cos ratio and thus the rate of return over cost is drastically re-
duced. If one out of two firms of equal benefit would have come without subsidization,
then the benefits of those firms which can be ascribed to the subsidy must be cut in half.
If three out of four would have come without subsidization, benefits are only one fourth
of those previously calculated.

'Rinehart, James R.,"Rates of Return on Municipal Subsidies to Industry," SOUTHERN ECONOMIC
JOURNAL, April, 1963, pp. 297-306.

'Gooding, Edwin, "New War Between the States," Part I. NEW ENGLAND BUSINESS REVIEW,
October, 1963, 11, pp. 1-5.
31n our field work we came across a situation where the firm asked the community for subsidization.
The community made an attractive offer, and the firm then located in the community without accept-
ing the subsidy. The community's willingness to offer a subsidy was used as an index of community
attitudemore important to the firm than the subsidization.
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Another factor which, if recognized, would reduqe the perdeived rate of return on sub-
sidization is the increase in required public expenditures which industry stimulates. Fac-
tories require water, sewer, police and fire protection, etc: If workers migrate to the
community for jobs, additional burdens are placed on schools, etc. Often the additional
public expenditures from an influx of industry are quite large. The section on public
services in this report discusses this. problem in detail. Local goveinments tend to under-
estimate these increases in demanid for public services by a considerable magnitude.

It is alsb important to evaluate subsidization from a national point of view. Many of
the benefits to a locality are not benefits to the nation. Many costs accrue to the nation
which are not realized by the locality. We must note first that when one community
induces a firm to locate there, another community loses that firm. The gain to the
nation of inducing it to locate in community A are not the firm's payroll and taxes

`paid, but only the saving in real costs over locating in community B, which we assume
to be the place that the firm would have located if there were no inducements. These
real costs will be discussed below. We see already, however, that the benefits to the
nation are much smaller than those to a community. The costs to the nation are also
different. In the context of the nation, the monetary value of the inducement becomes
merely a transfer payment from governments to business. .Whether such a transfer is
desirable is a question ofequity, not of efficiency. A real social cost is incurred, however,
in the expenditur of resources to collect the taxes and administer the subsidy. What
one party loses is gained by another.

To evaluate whether inducements are in the national interest, we musi decide whether
it is best for society to have industry locate in community A or community B. To
beginwith, we assume that as far as costs to the business firm are concerned, they are
lower in B. Otherwise, subsidies.would not be necessary to induce the firm to locate in
A rather than B. To justify inducements, we must show that social costs are lower in A.
If this cannot be done, then inducements impose a net cost on society. The following
arguments can be used to explain why social costs might be lower in A:

1. Infant Industry - Training of Labor
2. Imperfect Capital Markets .
3. Wage Inflexibility
4. Population Directiori
5. Political Equity

The first argument relates to the training of labor, and assumes the i mobility of large
segments of the labor force. In rural areas of the United States, ther is a large amount
of unskilled, uneducated labor. This-tabor is trainable, but cannotefficiently produce
in an industrial setting without training. In most cases, it is social l' profitable to train
this labor - i.e., the discounted extra product that each worker will produce as a result of
the training is greater than the cost of training. Though it may be socially profitable
for society to invest in the training of this labor, it often is not profitable for the firtn.
A firm cannot count on retaining in its employ workers it trains for a period long enough
to justify training costs. Once workers are trained, other firms may well come into the
area and bid them away. For this reason it is not profitable for a firm to come into
the area and train this unskilled labor. Thus; we hav one reason why social cost might
be lowest in community A, having large numbers unemployed, immobile, untrained
laborers, while private costs were lowest in com ty B, having trained labor. If
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subsidization induced the firm to locate in A and train the labor, it would benefit society.
A subsidy paid per worker trained would be a type that could accomplish this.

The second argument - imperfect capital markets - is another case of the labor situation
above. Assume that the firm will not lose much of its trained labor to other firms, so
that training is profitable to it. Still there might be a problem in financing the training.
Training involves large initial expenses with returns coming in over a long period. As
small and medium size firms often have problems borrowing in the capital markets, they
may not be able to raise the capital to finance the training, however potentially profit-
able training may be. Thus, subsidies providing capital may be justifiable in areas where
the capital market is imperfect and where the labor force-is untrained and immobile.

A third argument focuses on institutional impediments to market clearing in the labor
market. Unemployment can be caused whenever minimum wages and union power keep
wages above the marginal product of labor. In areas where the marginal product of labbr
is very low, the unemployment can be severe. Since wages are greater than marginal
productivity, firms will not locate in the area to exploit unemployed labor resources.
Wage subsidization is seen as a substitute for wage flexibility. The benefit to society is
the reduction of unemployment and the extra product produced as a result. This argu-

. ment is an argument for subsidy to firms wherever they locate. It only becomes an argu-
ment for differential subsidies between locations to the extent that the institutional floors
on wage rates are higher in some areas than in others, and to the extent that trainingis

- available in some areas and not in others to raise the product of labor above wage rates.
Both situations still require the assumption of labor immobility.

In all the above three cases, migration offers an acceptable alternative to subsidization.
People can be moved to areas where training is cmtently available and/or where insti-
tutional impediments to employment are less. Stibsidization, which aims at moving
industry to people, is valid only if its, costs are less than those of migration. To date,
the economic costs of migration have been measured poorly at best, and the social,
political, and psychological costs of migration have been ignored. Nevertheless, the
disregard by policymakprs of migration as a policy instrument, the willingness not to
tamper with voluntary private labor mobility, implies that the government has other
goals beyond maximizing economic per capita income, obtaining full employment, and
reducing economic poverty. This point js discussed further in Section V, where policies
which depend explicitly on migration schemes are questioned as to political feasibility .

A fourth argument for subsidies might rest on a public desire to distribute population
optimally. Today, many feel that it is desirable to slow the rural-urban migratiOn since

our urban areas are becoming increasingly congested and also cannot absorb large numbers
of unskilled, nonacculturated migrants. Firms locating in urban areas do not include
the congestion they cause in their cost functicfns. Subsidization to induce firills to locate
in rural area A rather than urban area B is one alternative solution to the problem. Thus,
in Britain, subsidy programs have been designed to shift investment away frorn London,
which is becoming very congested.

Alternatively, the costs of providing-housing and public services in some areas may be more
expensive than others. Or, there may be greater social costs in the form of higher crime
rates, disease epidemics, fire hazards, and political unrest when certain kinds of individuals
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are massed together. Large ghettos or masses of people may breedoil' perpetuate cultural
morerftich the society deems unproductive or undesirable. Thus, soiety op for a
policy regulating the spatial distribution of population and subsidies are adopte to affect
socially costly private market processes.

The fifth argument is political equity. ,Americans feet that people in areas of our country
that are eccroinically depressed ought to be helped. Bringing industry into these areas
with inducements is one way of helping these people. Aiding their migration is another.
The latter is often more efficient, but as some people do not want to move, the former is
justified on equity grounds.

We have seen that inducements-to industry are in the national interest if they reallocate
investment so as to crease the aggregate social return. Inducements are also in the
national interest if tli increase the aggregate amount of socially desirable investment -
this being defined as i. vestment with a rate of return greater than the marginal efficiency
of capital. In other wards, adding investment projects with a rate of return of 1% is
not in the national interest. What is socially useful, is to add investment projects with
high expected returns, which would not otherwise be undertaken due to market imper-
fections , external economies, etc. The arguments give; for inducements to allocate in-
vestment to community A from community IS apply here, also. if inducements produce
additional investment in community,A, rather than merely reallocating investment, such
inducements may be desirable since-the social rate of return on projects in A is high=
than the private rate of return B.

The most important argument for stimulating the volume of investment via inducements
is called the "credit gap", argument. It is a phenomenon of our creditsystem, that small
and medium size firms have difficulty obtaining long term credit. They are not asked to
pay.high interest rates but rather are frozen out of the market completely. If these
investments have a high enough rate of return, then subsidies which provide credit for
these projeqts are in the national interest. There is impressive evidence that small and
medium size firms must pass up potentially very profitable expansion due to lack of
credit. This evidence comes from the experience of the statewide develop ent credit

`an average size of $90,000 with maturities of 5-10 years and interest rates 6 -8% .

corporations. These privately financed torporations have made loans to s all firms of
ri

Al f these developmekt credit corporations have made profits, with rates of return
sirn ar to commercial credit agencies. There is an element of subsidization from donated
lab - the time donated by local businessmen to investigate loan applicationsl but to

_nate this subsidy, interest rates charged would be raised only to the 7-10% area. /

Gooding estimates that when commercial credit is available, these small firms are charged
t 12-16%2 . This strongly suggests that there are a large number of situations of smaller

. firms with excellent expansion possibilities which are at present not being undertaken
because of lack of

'Bridges, Benjamin, Jr., Part I, op. cit.

top. cit.
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Let us note at this point how different the costs andbenefits of subsidization programs
to the nation are from those to local communities. The costs and benefits to localities
can explain the present pattern of subsidization and predictits future course if it is not
interfered with. The casts and benefits to the nation_ should shape our policies in creating
new subsidy programs and controlling older ones. Whether our present system of sUbsidi-
zation by localities satisfies the criteria 9f social be efit will be the topic of the next
discussion.

Optimal Methods of Subsidization

Who Should Give Subsidies?

This section discusses whether the existing system of offering subsidies by state and local
governments should be discouraged and instead administered by a national body, such
as EDA.

John Moes1 has argued that competition for industry among towns is efficient. He feels that
towns with the greatest unemployment will make the highest kids, and thus competi-
tion will allocate resources optimally.

We fel that competition among towns, besides being wasteful (which we discusss below)
will not allocate resources esptimally. First, the towns with the greatest unemployment
are usually, the poorest and can least afford to subsidize industry. Their ability to borrow
on expected future returns of a subsidy investment is handicapped further by the imperfect
capital market. This casts doubt on the expectation of Moes that they will make the largest
offers. Moes also assumes that only towns with unemploymient will offer subsidies.
This conflicts with the fact mentioned above that four out of five communitiespffer in-
centives to firms.2 Though many towns have full emplOrmat in the aggregate demand
sense, most communities in this country have unemployment among their unskilled
workers. This type of unemployment is a national problem in addition to a regional one.
The Moes argument further assumes that the unemployedlcan make their presence felt
by local goverment in a policy sense, or that the unemployed can themselves organize
to offer incentives. This assumption is shown to be faulty, elsewhere in this report.

In addition to the fact that most towns can be expected to bid for industry, despite their
general unemployment ire, thereis no reason to expect the bidding for industry to fol-
low a rational pattern. The rates of return to towns on subsidization expenditures appear
td the towns to be extremely high (although doubt has been cast on this assumptidn)2 .

Thus as the standard range of bids is far lower than the apparent benefits, we cannot
expect the bids to be ordered in the same way as are the benefits.

Another very,finportant difficulty in subsidization by local governments is that they
fail to take into account the effects of new industry on other towns in their region.

1

2

i

Moes, op. cit. (See p.51) Note that Moes considers wage inflexibility to be the justification for subsidization.

Note discussion of Rinehart above.
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Industrialization of one town has many benefits and costs to neighboring towns. Many
of the multiplier effects of growth.ate realized in other towns.- This would cause a town
4o underestimate total benefits of a project. This is particularly significant when the
federal goal leads to a "growth center'strategy for the development of a region. This
strategy realizes the importance of economies of scale in public services, recreational and
cultural facilities, etc. Subsidization by local government fails to further a grotth center
strategy for regional development

Another asped of this problem of who should give subsidies is the one of.minimizing the
needless transfer of public resources to private business firms. Competition among local
governments should not cause subsidization to be in excess of that which is required to
cause firms to invest in certain areas. We feel that subsidization by local governments
puts the public sector in a weak bargaining position vis-a-vis business firms and causes
a needless transfer. This situation results in an oligopolistic market. The number of
firms seeking new bications is much smaller than the number of communities seeking new,
industry. The firms have the advantages of greater knowledge of the market and more
competent management. Towns in an area often have little differentiation in economic
characteristics. This increases the market power of the firms.

In summary, we feel that the offering of tax incentives and subsidies by local governments
causes a misallocation of resources and a waste of taipayers' money. We feel that subsid-
ization should be given on a national or regional basist As will be shown below, we feel
that this method of subsidizatio4 will enhance the bargaining position of the public sector
vis -a -vis business firms and will allocate industry in a more efficient manner.

The first point to be explained is why the bargaining position of the public will be en-
hanced if subsidies are given by regional or national authorities. In a market wive both
buyer and seller are oligopolistic, the relative power of each side depends upon tffe number
of sellers (buyers) and upon the extent of differentiation. For instance if the buyers are
large in number, and are not differentiated, their bargaining power will be weak against
sellers who.ate few in number and differentiated in product. ,Thus the sellers will capture
most of the surplus. This is the situation when many small towns offer incentives to
industry. Towns in the same region are relatively undifferentiated inattractions to industry.
Novi; if subsidiescould be offered on a regional basis, these would be fewer buyers (of
industrial jobs) and more differentiation among buyers (as regions are more differentiated
than towns within a region). Thus the offerers of subsidies, i.e., the buyers, would gain
bargaining strength.

The second question is why resources will be allocated more rationally with regional ad-
ministration of subsidies. Above, the misallocations from town administrations were
noted. In theory, all of these can be avoided. The region can offer a firm a subsidy
if it locates in town A in the region. Thig town will have the greatest need for industry
and will have the best effects on otherereas of the region. Though in theory, allocation
by a regional authority oan be optimal, wt must question what the allocation will be like
in practical situations. We must ask what will the deviations from the optimum be from
the political forces set in motion by regional allocation and from the lack of information
on towns in the region.
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fo study what the practical allocation of industry' will be like, let us consider an extreme
case. Assume that within the regional adminiftrative agency there was no attempt to
choose locati9ns for industry on a rational baisis so that the result was a completely poli-
tical one. Industry was allocated according to the political power of each town This
allocation of industry *would not be any worse than the pattern with subsidization by
towns. Allocation by political power would let the wealthier towns get more industry,
as they are able to with their higher bidding power.

There are ',zany- ways.to keep. the selection of towns away from this extreme of complete
political determination. The regional Authority can be given guidelines to follow. This will
move allbcation toward the rational ,Mttern. Also, subsidies can be restricted to firms that
hire hard core unemployed and other categories of workers. This will cause the allocation to
be much closer to national objectives (desghbed above). In sum, we feel that with restrict-
ions and directiVes, regional adrninistration of subsidies will give a better allocation of indus-
try and will increase the bargaining power of the public.

Relation of Method of Subsidization to Type of Firm Attracted

The various types of tax incentives and subsidies have differing degrees of attractiveness
to different types of firms. Rebates of state corporation income taxes and accelerated
depreciation are most attractive to firms with stable profits. As thek taxes are based
on profits, only profitable firms can benefit from them. They are of greater importance
to stable firms. Unstable firms are interested in protection against bad yeari, rather than
making good years better. Thus these firms are more interested in subsidies that affect
fixed costs.

The property tax exemption affects fixed costs. This would appear to be equally valuable
to firms of all sizes. However, there is evidence that the ratio of tangible property to
value of shipments increases with firm size.1 Thus property tax exemptions might be
more attractive to large firms. Property tax exemptions are more attractive to capital
intensive firms than to labor intensiVe,firms, as the former have a higher ratio of tangible

i. property to value of shipments. This type of tax incentive is attractive to new firms, as
it affects fixed rather than variable costs. -

I

Subsidies that provide capital through low cost loans, industrial development bonds, or
provision of plant are more attractive to smaller firms than to largenones. Generally,
the smaller the firm is, the higher the interest cost charged from conventional credit
sources if credit is available at all. Thus, smaller firms obtain a much larger interest
subsidy. As some small and medium size firms cannot get capital at all, the value to them
is great. As with the property tax exemption, provision of capital is most attractive to
capital intensive films.

To summarize this point, we have examined the relation between type of incentive and
size, and have found that income tax exemptions are essentially attractive only to large
corporations, while property tax exemptions are attractive to all, but more so to large
firms. Provision of capital is most attractive to small firms.

'Bridges, Benjamih, Jr., op. cit., p. 178, from U.S. Treasury Department data.
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S

iNconsin Local Propeity Tax and Various Percentages of Gross
Depletable Assets as Perceiges of Value of Shipments

By Manufacturingrndustties: 1958

ti Industry_

I

(1)

Local.
Property

Tax;

(2) (3) (4) (5)
Gross Depreciable

and Depletable
Assets

1% 2% 3% 4%
of of of of

20 Food products 0.37 .20 .39 .59 . .78
23 Apparel and related products .42 .09 .18 .27 ,36
24 Lumber and wood products $.74 .36 .72 1.07 1.43
26 Paper and pulp proddcts .55 .39 .78.1.18 1.57
28 Chemicals and products . .52 .26 -:52 .79 L.05
30 Rubber Roducts .56 .26 .52 .78 1.04
31 Leather and leather goods .64 .16 .32 .49 .65
32 Stone; clay, and glass .42 .29 .59 .88 1.17
33 Primary metals industries 1.40 .48 .96 1.44 1.92

.34 Fabricated -metal products .77 .31 .63 .94 1.26
35 Non-electrical Machinery .97 .33 .65 .98 t.30
36 Electrical machinery .90 .27 .53 .80 1.01

., 37 Transportation equipment .30 .59 .89 1.19
38 Instruments and related products .39 .10 .19 .29 .39

All manufacturing .68 .30 .60 :90 1.20

*In 1961 Wisconsin reduced taxes on manufacturing property:
Source: 1958 Census of Manufacturers

.Table from Bridges, Benjamin, Jr., op. cit.
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Great Britain has used labor subsidies a great deal. Essentially a labor subsidy is a
payment by the public to a firm which is afunction of,the firm's employment. In its
effect, it can be called a wage subsidy. It allows a firm to pay a worker a wage greater
than his marginal, productivity. Some types of labor subsidies are restricted to labor that
is being trained. This is specifically aimed at the first and second reasons why subsidi-
zation mightbe in the national interest (labor /raining, imperfect capital Markets).
a general subsidy fulfilling the third reason (wage inflexibility'), we see that labor sa llies
conform rather closely to our objectives. The major drawback of labor subsidies whiCh are
not restricted to training is that the incentive to migration is lost.

As another issue in the discussion of the best means of subsidization, it must be noted
that growth of firms already in a town should not be overlooked. Expansion of firms al-
ready in towns has been an important factor in the success of rapidly growing towns. -
From the national point of view, indigenous,firms should never be discriminated against
in subsidization. This has often been the case in the history of local subsidization. It
is a rather inefficient situation when two identical firms in two identical communities
must each set up their branch plants in the other community to take advantage of programs
to subsidise new firms.

Size of Town and Subsidization

One difference between the subsidies offered by small and large rural towns is t greater
possibility for under-the-table subsidies in small towns. Larger towns use profes nal
assessors, who are often not amenable to low assessment as a subsidy. Another difference
is the greaterability of larger towns to market general obligation bonds. This would give
larger towns an advantage in subsidizing firms too small to use industrial revenue bonds.
It is probably the case that tax rates are higher inlarge towns than in small towns, prin-
cipally because of higher public service levels in the former. If this is the case, then larger
town't can offer larger subsidies through property tax exemptions. The discussion above
indicated that the most effective subsidy of this group is provision of capital to smal)
firms. As large towns have an advantage in this type of subsidization, it can be concluded
that larger towns have somewhat of an advantage in subsidization.
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11.

CONCLUSIONS ON LOCATION SUBSIDY PROGRAMS

1. Property tax exemptions are of little value in attracting firms to rural areas, An exemp-
tion of property taxes has only a slight effect on costs of firms ikbeh use a good deal of
labor in rural areas. The same applies to provision of capital to large firms.

2. Provision of capital to small firms is an effective way to stimulate the growth of rural
towns through subsidization. The efforts of the Small Business Administration and EDA in
providing low cost capital to small firms are applauded. Though labor subsidies are preferred
for rural areas, provision of capital for small firms is sufficiently effective to warrant its use.

3. Labor subsidies, hitherto seldom used in the United States,) are particularly well suited
to. national objectives in rural areas. They art effective in inducing firms to train rural labor,
both in the sense of giving labor skills and giving labor industrial experience. They are partic-
ularly effective in attracting labor intensive industries to rural areas since labor is a large factor
in costs of these firms.

4. Subsidies ought to be given on a regional or national basis instead of a local basis..With
proper guidelines and restrictions, regional authorities can noronly save public money by in-

t creasing bargaining power, but also by more optimal allocation of industry among towns in a
region, and allocation which takes into account town needs and regional effects.

5. Subsidies should always apply to firms undergoing expansion in the same location as
well as to those relocating.

These conclusions are combined, in Section VI, with those from other sections in order to
formulate policy and program recommendations. The policy implications of this analysis
of location subsidies alone would seem to be:

I. Subsidization of industry to help ntral areas should be undertake y a level of govern-
ment above the local level. Local incentive efforts should be actively mouraged. One way to
do this is to end the tax exemption privilege of industrial development ___ds. States should be
encouraged to make local property tax exemptions illegal and end corporation income tax
rebates. States might be induced to accomplish these things by only permitting those states
which have conformed to participate in federal subsidy programs.

2. It would be best to administer a federal program of subsidization "through regional
offices (possibly administ:red by EDA.) Working through EDA has the advantage of co:
ordinating these efforts at regional development with EDA's public*Works programs.

3. In addition to a federal program administered by regional offices, more emphasis on
general programs of labor training subsidies for the hard-core unemployed is recommended.
This subsidy should be restricted to firms who increase their employment and hire hard-core
unemployed workers to fill these new positions, where possible.

4. Private development credit corporations which lend to small and medium sized firms
should be encouraged. A subsidy to these organizations should ke considered.

5. Public development banks fOr ruralareas should be formed. Federal money should be
used as seed capital, with private credit used for the bulk of the lending. Guidelines might
include restrictions to small firms which are growing, asd to those rapidly growing medium-
sized firms which are hiring unskilled labor.

'The U.S. Department of Labor's JOBS programs are recent exceptions.
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A BROADER GROWTH-INCENTIVE CONCEPT

The discussion above has pointed out how, in a small town, there i$ probably a tendency, to
sacrifice a Urger than necessary proportion of the town's resources in order to attract new
industry. This is elaborated upon in Section III, where it is shown how industry skews a small
town'3 expenditures on public services. This situation is the outcome of a competitive-process
in which each town has a strong incentive to offer a bit more than its rivals with the result that
all towns follow suit, the final equilibrium leaving the firm add not the town as the net bene-
fici3ry. It is alleged overall, that the small towns, working within the bounds of state policy,
are inefficient in gathering and utilizing resources, and the conclusion reached is that federal
programs should both increase efficiency and supplement the town's resources so that social
needs can be met.

A single federal agency with an interest in growth center developmeht and in the social needs
of the small towns will benefit from evaluating all local, state, and federal programs as means to
that one end. The discussion has so far dealt only with local, county, and .tate subsidy and in-
centive programs aimed at industrial location. Some federal programs aim at this end, as well,
but they are mostly concerned with providing for the needs of the people without explicit con:
sideration for the stimulation of industrial growth. (EDA programs are the prime exception.)_,
These programs should be viewed, as far as growth strategy is concerned, as subsidies to growth
in much the same sense as are industrial location programs.

.

Several arguments, based on the foregoing analysis of stisidy instruments, can be used to
support this viewpoint that all available public resources should be diverted toward a common
goal: growth through human resource development. First, the several location studies to which
this report ha thus far referred, in addition to our own field interviews have showed labor cost
and availability to be of far greater importance as a location incentive than tax differential. This
would indicate that local and state resources should be allocated to program types, dealing with
human resource development which have been more the domain of federal agencies.' The
development of a marketable labor force requires an investment of resources, for example DOL's
Concentrated Employcent Program, with a target area focused upon. This argument is made
solely on location-inducement effectiveness grounds.

A second argument is that capital subsidies and tax incentives are location-specific incentives
to growth. If the point of investment (the selected city) undergoes the expected growth, then
the investment is vindicated. However, if the firm fails, or some unforeseen event results in
that city not being the best choice in the region, the investment cannot yield as high a return
because it cannot move. This is not so for labor development programs, because the developed
human resotirce can move elsewhere.

A third argument for considering all public funds as available for a "growth incentive" program
is based on the fact that tax incentives,, industrial aid financing, and capital subsidies, as presently
administered, are totally aimed at inducing the firm to locate, and at nothing beyond this. In
contrast to this, the development of a labor force may accomplish both the locatiOn incentive
goal and a distributional goal as well.

'States have, of course, been involved in human resource development, primarily through state-run vocational
educational schools. We suggest however, that a greater effort should be made.
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Arguments that this distinction is not valid are not convincing in reality; the most likely argu-

ment of this type is that capital subsidies allow firms to accomplish socially desirable functions
such as labor force development because they free resources. This is nowhere supported .
in our field studies; it is furthermore not logical if a firm is accepting an incentive in order
to cut total costs and achieve a greater pi-ft.

These three points; then, argue that resources should be allocated to the most effective
location incentive, that "bet5 should str; hedged" by (where possible) investing in programs
which need not necessarily be location specific, and that if public agencies are able to
broaden the-benefits received per dollar invested, they should do so. This discussion has
so far assumed that population and employment growth, in absolute numbers, is the goal,
within a growth strategy. It has not yet acknowledged the problems cited in Section II, which
were based on the absence of any effective mechanism to transfer some of the benefits
of economic growth to a disadvantaged population.

The shifting emphasis within subsidization programs has been justified, then, on efficiency
grounds. It can be persuasively justified as well on social grounds, by broadening the
benefit-cost framework within which subsidies are considered, and at the same time in-
cluding traditional subsidy-types in the "public assistance to social development" category,
where they have in the past been assumed not to belong.

To illustrate, a program planning and budgeting framework is used. First, imagine three
separate systems, one local and state, and the other two federal. Each system has its own
goal and set of programs with which to achieve that goal. These can be outlined as follows:

Jurisdiction Goal Program Set

State and Local Attract new industry to 1. Tax Holiday
state or town 2. Industrial aid financing

EDA Public Works
and Business Loan,
SBA

Other Federal
(HUD,OEO, DOL
HEW, other EDA

Attract new industry
and stimulate new business
in qualifying areas: elimi-
nate bottlenecks to eco-
nomic development

Relieve social problems

3. Interest Subsidy
(etc., as per discussion above)

1. Public Works/industrial Infrastructure
2. Public Works/economic
3. Business Loans

1. Work directly with problem
population in a number of
ways, depending on function
of agency

It is, first, acknowledged that EDA has as its end goal to lOwer unemployment and raise
incomes; however, the industrial development bias is paramount, and is therefore stated
explicitly for the purpose of this exercise. From the federal sta point, industrialization
of a distressed area is desirable only because it is likely toiQcreas the living standards of
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a disadvantaged segment of the national population. Industrialization brings income and
jobs, but as has been discussed, it is not always clear that these benefits "trickle down"
to those most in need. It would therefore seem to make sense, if it were possible, to inte-
grate these goal and program structures:

Jurisdiction
Goal PrograrmSet /Subprograms

All levels Establishment of towns which simultan-
eously satisfy residents' geographical
location preferences and offer satisfact-
ory levels of employment, income and
public services, asjneasured by the rate
of "involuntary" out-migration for
various population groups.

I. Industrial Location incen-
tives
Tax incentives
Capital subsidy
Interest subsidy
Wage Subsidy

2. Industrial Infrastructure
3. Social Infrastructure
4. Hunan ResoufttDevel-

opment
5. Community Planning

The justification for this viewpoint can also be explained with reference to the "market
for industry" concept developed earlierp this section. That model showed that local
gOvemments, or groups acting on behalf of local governments, attempt to maximize what
is perceived as the town's utility function by "purchasing" a stream of income produced
by industry. From the point of view of the individual community resident, the benefits that
accompany new industry and the costs required to secure, it are different for different groups
of pepple. New industry is in fact only a quasi-public good. Once new induitry is acquired,
its benefits cannot be withheld from any member of a qualifying group: skilled workers;
land owners, whites, etc. However, residents who are not members ofone of these groups
may not benefit at all or if they do, their gain relative to costs may fall short of other groups.1
The federal government's goal differs from that of local government since the distribution of
benefits is considered by the federal government to be as important as the level of benefits.
It is therefore in the federal interest to structure its programs in a way which will induce
local and state government to use their resources within a common goal structure with fed-
eral assistance.

The question of groups and goals is an important one.. The point was made earlier that
clearly, the poor have not had the means to prganize in order to provide their own incen-
tives to industry which would locate to employ them. The group which stands to receive
the greatest social benefit from new industry is not attracting this industry. The social

I The benefits from industry include income froneemployment resulting in direct and indirect forms.
if disadvantaged citizens, even if not employed-directly by manufacturing, were employed in residen-
tiary jobs which were created as a consequence of industrial growth, they would be receiving benefits.
from manufacturing. Our field studies did not, however, show that this population was taking the places
of workers who left residentiary jobs for employment in export base manufacturing. In fact, residentiary
positions, broadly categorized as "service" jobs. were found to be the most restricted to whites.
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return to subsidization would seem to exceed the private return in this instance. Official
local groupsIhave not been able to effectively represent this population. Therefore, the
federal government falls heir to this problem which is both political and economic.

Program Interdependency

In subsidizing the federal goal ofincreasing the standard of living of disadvantaged groups,
then, federal, state, and local goals should be harmonized. The fact that programs are
very interdependent as to impact increases the need for goal coordination. Consider the
following five program types:

I. Programs concentrating on human resource development
2. Programs concentrating on Industrial (physical) infrastructure development
3. Programs concentrating on social infrastructure development
4. Programs encouraging community-wide planning
5. Programs concentrating on industrial location incentives

Each of these categories has certain characteristics relevant to growth center development,
but each also requires the existence of the others. For example, programs to dwielop the
human resource cannot assume that the -programoutput ("graduates") will not move
somewhere else. If such a migration possibility is accepted, then this program type is
properly financed by a regional or national body. Two types of efforts, however, can be
made to retain the developed human resource if the intention is to develop the population
of a particular center: social infrastructure, including amenities, and job availability.
Industrial infrastructure is geographically restrictive and fixed in nature. A water supply...
system or industrial park cannot be moved. Growth center strategy would assume that
policy would aim at utilizing the facility to maximum capacity, once the decision to
invest is made. Both social infrastructure and human resource programs can help to assure
that the labor force available to the users of the industrial infrastructure will grow, and
that Llocalmarket for some firm' s products will develop through local population growth.
Third, housing programs, like public works programs, are fixed as to location, and pre-
suppose the growth of the city where they are located. Therefore, human resource de-
velopment and industrial programs, if they increase the availability of workers and jobs,
can increase the*efficiency of this investment. Furthermore, human programs may have
the effect (4decreasing the deteriorization of housing units, through the development of

__bet-ter hying abits.

The interdependency of these programs makes their phasing important. It must be assumed
that human resource development programs increase mobility. If the three program types

111

are implemented sequentially, and human precede industrial programs, then much of the
potential labor force trained can leave. An effort to avoid this by locating industry first,
however, violates the principal put forward above that an industry may not locate without
a labor force upon which to draw. If a benefit cost allocation is ever relevant within this
environment c4 interdependent federal programs, it must measure the effectiveness of any
one particular program in achieving a unified goal by enhancing the other programs which
are operating. Benefits attainable from an investment, say in subsidizing the location of a
firm by using a wage subsidy, can be higher or lower depending upon the existence or non-
existence of a labor training program. Similarly, the cost of achieving a goal by means of ".

a given program will depend upon thelnesence, relative or absolute, of other programs.
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SUMMARY - SUBSIDIZATION OF GROWTH

This stction has shown that standard incentives to industrial growth in small towns are
often neither efficient nor effective. Furthermore, the existence of interest groups with
different economic and social goals, and a weakness in information and thus in bargain-
ing power on the part of town representatives, tends to tip tlw bargaining advantage
towards industry,.in terms of costs incurred vs. benefits received. Lastly, the people who
have the greatest need for the benefits industry can bring, the disadvantaged, do not have
the power to "buy" those benefits.

The encouragement of industry to locate will not alone lower unemployment to an
.acceptable level, as shown in Section II. The best expenditure of funds from the federal

aMidpoint is that which will attract the source of neceiseconoinic benefits, industry, and
at the same time integrate the disadvantaged into in trial jobs. Since all public funds
are limited, and sincepome local programs (tax-free municipal bonds) represent costs to
the federal goverriment, it is desirable from a federal standpoint to guide all resources,

',local, state, and federal, to the achievement of federal goals. These goals involve a greater
commitment to alleviating the plight of the disadvantaged than do the goals of either
local government or industry. If federal assistance, is to be given to a town, it is desirable
to ensure that local policy will support the goals of that investment, and that other forms
of federatassistance be made available as support.

Any planning process entered into by federal and local agencies should therefore attempt
to achieve this end. The OEDP provides a vehicle for doing this kind of planning. The
EDA program structure and allocation criteria should be modified in order to provide
incentives for:

1. industry to locate
2. industry to hire the disadvantaged

towns to conserve resources and to transfer income to the public sector
4. towns to cooperate with federal goals by assisting the disadvantaged%

(which involves accepting federal programs with broad "social
planning" content, on which towns have been cautious.)

Specific recommendations for program formulation on these points are contained in
Section VI.
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E D A GOALS, GROWTH CENTERS, AND SMALL TOWNS
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V. INTRODUCTION

At this point in time, the Economic Development Administration is left faded with a sizable
gap between the theore ical precepts of regional economics and resource allocation policy
vis-a-vis small towns. An agency traditionally oriented to the stimulation of industry in
depressed areas, it incre singly receives the suggestion that it must make scarce resources
count by allocating the to points of assured growth potential. It has been left undefined,
however, except in the aguest of terms, exactly what assured growth potential is. Too often,
analysts have resorted to the normat ve exercise of attempting to set a minimum size for a
city with such potentiaL and this ha resulted in even more confusion for The policy-maker.
Economic space has been analyzed d described, but few instructive conclusions have been
drawn. .
The real question is: what effect should size, economic function, location and other charac-
teristics of a town or city have on EDA's decision to provide assistance tO it? Guidance
supplied by. EDA to date has concentrated in the main on size, with a weakly defined sec-
ondary assertion that economic function is important. The following diScussion will examine
this question in relation to the foregoing sections, and will conclude by commenting on the Eco-
nomic Development District and District Development Center concepts now being used by EDA.

WEAKNESSES IN THE REGIONAL WELFARE MODEL

First, the regional welfare model described in Section I and summarized below can be found
lacking as guidance for policy-making on two grounds: It ignores several economic and pol-
itical realities which either do not operate in the way predicted by the model, or which de-
termine the way that the model functions, and thus cast doubt on the model's inevitability;
and the conclusions drawn from it are not acceptable to a current program planner. The
generalition which ignores the exceptions does not render the modelliuseless; because the
generalization is a useful explanation of how economic development forces have in the past
generally shaped economic space; the inability to formulate policy from it which will solve
the major socio-economic problems is serious, however. The following remarks will show how
the model is divorced from reality in a significant number of cases.

The model views an economic plain upon which economic gradients emanate from cities
classified in hierarchal terms. Large urban centers possess economies o scale and agglomer-
ation, and these and urban amenities attract employers paying high wages. The farther one
moves from an urban center, the lower his welfare is in terms of income, land values, and
job and educational opportunities. "Rural areas offer few opportunities for scale and con-
centration and no external economies."1 The conclusions are therefore to put resources
into "centers" and to encourage migration to cities with more opportunities. Berry, in the
paper quoted from, concludes that, "perhaps the greatest payoff in terms of both employ-
ment and unemployment seems to lie not in putting resources into centers very much smaller
than this maximum -(250,000) however, but in using the public treasury to enable centers
close to that point to achieve self-sustaining growth."

'Berry, Brian J.L., SPATIAL ORGANIZATION AND LEVELS OF WELFARE: DEGREE OF METRO-
POLITAN LABOR MARKET PARTICIPATION AS A VARIABLE IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
Paper prepared for the Economic Development Administration Research Conference, Washington, D.C.,
February. 1968.
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The model as stated ignores the following current events a.nd professional opinions:
1. Industrial firms with regional upgrading potential have located, in.significant numbers,

in selected small towns. These firms have ltIcated because of acceptable transportation and
market accessibility, because of the existence of a labor force, and because of town sales-
manship.

2. Certain small towns are upgrading the living standards of lar population groups.
This is not the same argument as often given in defense of rural Ii mg, that some people
"like to live in rural areas." This argument is based rather on the fact that populations who
for various reasons.are still living in rural areas. are having their welfare upgraded by the devel-
opment experienced by some towns. Evidenceof this has been given in the foregoing sections,
which show that small towns can command sizable labor markets, and have helped to stem
out-migration from multi-county areas.

3. The towns do require assistance for public services as shown in Section III. Thus they
qualify for aid on a "need" basis.

4. The cssertion that human development p-ograms should be encouraged to increase
human mobility and to encourage migration t' areas with greater ofrportunities is fully sup-
ported by this report. As discussed below, the time required for this mechanism lo pro-
cl!ice results is unfortunately longer than the economist would desire. Therefore, this report
is recommending programs in addition to that of education.. A restatement of the recom-
mendation that migration should be "guided" to regional growth centers and away from
urban ghettoes should be that migration which occurs despite the programs implemented irr
small towns be guided, where possible. Problems may be encountered in directing migration, ---'
since the black population will have to break with past migration habits, which have taken
them out of the region into big city ghettoes. In addition, direct incentives to migration
would have to prove effective, a question on which there is little evidence to date.,

5. The "directed migrotion only" program for small towns, concentrated On human re-
source development, assumes that local governments are presently disposed toward imple-
menting these programs. The model ignores the existence of a political superstructure on
the economic plain, and does not recognize that it is essential to develop programs which
will result in the cooperation of local institutions with federal goals.

6. As discussed at the beginning of Section I. the differences in service efficiency between
large urban centers and small towns are probably less than have been claimed. Investment in
small towns is justified on equity grounds, but the fact that efficiency losses will not be as
great as supposed adds support to the argument that investment in selected small towns should
be undertaken. Also, increasing social disruption in large cities caused by in-migrants is likely
to lower the alleged big city efficiency advantage, with particular reference to police, fire, and
"city hall" Ser./ices in general.
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'Co clarify the major point being made here: All of the disadvantaged population in rural
areas will not respond immediately to greater opportunities elsewhere, even if provided
with relocation incentives. This is mostly due to the activities of small towns and the
leadership oLthese towns, and to the location preferences of some industrial firms; these
towns attracrmdustry, which in turn provides jobs. (Although the disadvantaged do not
r ceive "their choice" of the jobs, the new opportunities that do exist partially suppress
out-migration).

A second type of criticism of the model deals with timing, social needs and political
feasibility.

1. Awaiting migration whkh would equalize returns at the margin is correct in theory,
and would be acceptable in a policy sense if there did Opt exist an interim period during
which the disadvantaged remain extremely uncomfortabile. (For the extremes in discomfort,
see the New York Times account of the activities of the Tufts Medical Center in Mound
Bayou, Mississippi. 1). An "education only" policy, therefore, does not recognize the urgency
of the social problems existing.

2. Since the very poorest conditions for the most part refer to the Southern black, and
since he has not tended to migrate to centers within the r4ion, the choice may be between
solving his problems in the small town or in the large northern city, unless he can be con-
vinced that the regional center is a viable alternative.

3. It is extremely unlikely that the strong political forces with constituencies in rural
areas will allow resources to be completely diverted to cities of 250,000 and above.

ft

I New York Times editorial page, March 26, 1968.
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4.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS AS CONCEIVED PROBLEMS

The EDA development district concept was developed with reference to but not with any
strict dependence on, the model described and criticized above. The development district
is a concept and structure 4ich encourages planning over a broader area than that con-
tained in a county, which has previously been the evaluative and program unit for EDA fund-
ing. Thus, the EDA development district Overall Economic Development Program (OEDP)
requires that local communityreprentatives reach agreenkent on what economic goals are
attainable for a district, this district being large enough that some form of economic activity
is viable within its boundaries.

Development Centers

The district concept requires that a "development center" be recommended by the district
organization; this center should have "the potential to stimulate the economic growth of the
district as a whole,".and "sufficient population, resources, public facilities, industry, and com-
mercial serviQes to ensure that its development can become relatively self-sustaining." It
should be "geographically and economically sn related to the district that its economic growth
may reasonably be expected to contribute significantly. to the alleviation of distress in the
Redevelopment Areas of the District. "1

The size of the center cannot be over 250.000, and it should generally be greater than 10,000.
Operationally, it is usually the largest city in the district which is chosen; in the two districts
studied, the centers are of about 30,000 and 50,000 respectively.

The guidance which the regional hierarchy model may provide to the district-center structure
is rather ill defined. Research for the Upper Great Lakes Commission defines at least two
FlaSses of city above the potential district centers metropolitan centers of 177,000 to
3,550,000 (Grand Rapids to Chicago) and wholesale-retail centers of 32,000 to 150,000
(Wauseu to Bay City-Saginaw). The "secondary growth centers' which are possible district
development centers are generally .less than 20,000. In the model, grow.th is intended to
"trickle down" from large centers to smaller, the district centers acting as amenity and com-
mercial centers for mcilti- county areas. Presumably, the primary means of growth "diffusion"
is participation in metropolitan labor markets; this would involve a nest of commuting rings
reaching from larger cities to smaller, with a sizable portion of the work force along each
ring commuting to the next larger city class. If the mole' were interpreted literally, infra-
structural investment would not be allocated to the district centers, which are only 20,000,
but to the cities "close to autonomy," presumably the wholesale - retail centers.

EDA has invested substantially, however, in industrial infrastructure in both District Centers
and other towns in the District. this study of two southern development districts finds
agreement with this policy, as has been made clear in.previous sections of this report. Rather
than counsel EDA to limit infrastructural grants and loans to cities larger than District

1 SUMMARY OF PURPOSES AND PROCEDURES OF THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
PROGRAM. U.S. Dept. of Commerce. EDA. July 1966.
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Centers, we would advise EDA to consider viewing the District as a group of labor markets,
the center of each needing considerable funding attention regarding a broad range of ser-
vices. ThiN sub-division is needed not only because it allows the most relevant delineation
of an "economic area," but because it will form the basis for transferring economic growth
benefits to residents badly in need. It is, further, an adjunct to a mechanism which does not
function as supposed.

The concept ota district center "diffusing" growth into surrounding towhs does not corres-
pond to-fr_1.. lity in the districts studied, outside of a rather narrow commuting radiu,S from
the city. (As discussed in Section 1, commuters come.from as far as forty or so miles away;
but the vast majority of commuters fall within a radius which probably does not ex-
tend half that far.) The greatest radius of influence is for retail services. Other than with
reference to a labor market, other significant growtp diffusion processes do not seem to be
operating between district center and other towns. The other possible means of diffusion
would be purchase of raw materials by centers from towns, sale'of factors of production in
either direction, or sale of products manufactured in the smaller towns to the centers. These
relationships did not exist to any great degree. As discussed in Section 1, increased quality in
road transport has led to industry locating in the smaller towns which imports factor inputs
other than labor from hundreds of miles away, and exports the product from the region.
There is little trade, therefore, between industrial units located in the District Center and in
surrounding towns.

Necessary Steps Toward the Development of Labor Market Areas
.,

The thought developed so far is that EDA's development district i most defensible against
urban center efficiency arguments if the district is designed as a g up of well-defined labor
markets, each controlled by a center. Several tasks lie ahead in the implementation of this
concept:

1. The relationship of accessibility to employment and to other welfare variables needs
to be more clearly defined. This will require both genera! research by EDA in several repre-
sentative areas, and increased practical research and analyis by district planning staffs in
their own districts

2. Much more complete inforniation orithe labor force, actual and potential, is nece-
ssary. The first part of Section II, above, outiffies the categories within which data must be
obtained, inordr to rationally plan the development of an area around its`labor market
potential.

.4ccessibitity to Jobs and Services

There are numerous problems to be solved in implementing a labor-market-based develop-
ment strategy. There is almost no information now on the relationship in rural areas of

*accessibility to: 1) employment statu9e.g., underemployment,- nonparticipatibn; range of
job opportunities, wages and upgrading), 2) public service consumption (e.g., trips to health
clinics; participation in educational or job training programs, welfare registration; Food
Stamp purchas s), 3) private consumption (e.g., range of shopping opportunities - effective
cost of living; r creational trips), 4) mobility (e.g.., commuting dynamics first commuting,
then migration propensity for intra - versus inter - regional migration), or 5). integration into
the communit (e.g.-, participation in organizations; degree of "alienation:" 'Possession of
"information" on jobs, services, and community affairs).
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Since the growth center strategy focuses specifically on the utilizatibn of certain growth
poles by their hinterlands, it is perplexing that ho one has investigated the extent to which
such utilization is influenced by the accessibility conditions of the population in hinter-.
lands.' Large cities might well be the recipients of much migration from the hinterlands
which occurs preciSely because accessibility is so deficient that the hinterlands population
cannot exploit the job, trading, and service opportunities at smaller cities which are closer.
Once a rural resident recognizes thathe has to migrate if he is to enjoy the standard of living
he wants, the choice becomes tilted in the direction of the larger city, which clearly offers
greater diversity and intensity of opportunity. But e resident's preferred choices might well
be to trade off such opportunities for the sake of intaining ties to family and a familiar
environment. Smaller cities which are 50-100 mile away might meet such preferences. But
roads may be bad or cars can't be afforded. Com uting is therefore expensive or unfeasible.
Housing is in short supply in the smaller cities, in rge part because of capital market imper-
fections which the larger city isSpared. Retail an service sectors have not developed, pre-
cisely because low accessibility has reduced the si e of the potential customer market below
the threshl..old required by merchants for profits le, less risky operations. Job opportunities
are not as generous as in the larger cities because firms considering location may have been -
discouraged by the size of the labor market accessible to pr 4pective plant sites. Confront-
ing these factors, the resident rationally chooses to migrate to the larger city if he chooses to
migrate at all. The fact that the smaller cities receive the n mber of migrants that they do is
a testimonial in part to the desire of rural.migrants to maint in ti with their home areas of
origin even at significant cost in job and consumption opportu

t'" It must be stressed that the area transportation system is not synonymous with accessibility.
Accessibility requires not only good roads, but the availability of cars, transit, and the money
to operate them. The latter concerns are paramount in the question of accessit)ility and its
impact on jobs, consumption, and mobility. Unfortunately, research is lacking on the ques-
tion of transport availability in rural areas. The question indeed has come to the fore in urban
ghetto areas orily recently, even though "travel behavior" in large cities has been explored
time and again with expensive, sample household studies.

Improved Labor Market Information

Section II and the journey-to-work discussion in Section I have adequately spelled out the
problems with labor information presently available. The most encouraging effort to date
to remedy this situation has been the Smaller Communities Program at the U.S. Department
of Labor.

However, an approach much more satisfactory than this project in which a mobile unit spends
a short period in the toOn, would be a continuing effort by an on-the-spo' planning staff
possessing the necessary techniques. The cooperation of the State Employment Service, and
of the U.S. Department of Labor, is essential. Further suggestions are given in the next section.

'Awareness of the seriousness of the transportation to work problem for the unemployed is increasing. "Exper-
ience shows that transportation problems are by far the prime cause of tardiness or absenteeism among the
jiard-core unemployed." (National Alliance of Businessmen, Region II office: GUIDELINES FOR INTRODUC-
ING THE HARD CORE UNEMPLOYED TO A PRODUCTIVE JOB, published by the Prudential Insurance
Company, August, 1968.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS IN PRACTICE PROBLEMS

Interviews were conducted with Dt'velopment District representatives in the tt o districts
studied. Problems apparent with the district structure and coecept as viewed the time
appeared to be the fbllowing:

1. There seemed to be little if any planning going on at the district level of a nature
that involved choices between resource allocation to one town or area and another.
There did not appear to be an awareness that choices are the critical elements of a planning
process.

'....
, The district organizations act .(4 collection points for suggestions by district citizens

id institutions. Once project ideas are stimulated, it is very difficult to make economically
r tional choices among projects, or to view these projects as part of any overall district plan.

...
.

3. While those staffing District offices now have' a reasonably clear picture of the loca-
tion and magnitude of problems, in terms of income differential or unemployment, it is less
clear that district staffs now have the training Ind information necessary in order to properly
,visualize the details of the problems and their souttions.

4. There is generally an extreme shortage of data and information at the district level
which would permit current evaluations of progress in the district.

(5. There is a primary emphasis on industrial development as a solution to district prob-
lems. A realization may exist that solutions must be broader than this, but few plans for im-
plementing broad-based plans seemed to exist.

6. District staff: because they are purposely drawn from knowledgegble local residents,
are subject to the same types of non-objectivity with respect to social prdoblems and solutions
that most local residents are subject to. The planning goals section of the OEDP is often
written by an economist local to the district and subject to the same non-objectivity.
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THE OEDP

The Overran Economic Development Program (OEDP) is a requirement imposed by EDA
in order for a district to become "designited." The general goal of this effort is to lead local
area residents to contribute to a plan for their own area's growth. A_ n examination of a num-
ber of these documents leads to the following observations:

1. The OEDP represents a useful catafoguing of economic and social statistics which
provide a general description of the county or district.

2. The OEDP does not discuss economic relationships between sectors or cities, even
in the briefest form.

3. The OEDP does not relate any of the social problems discussed in it to alternative
solutions and methods for selection of the most effective solution.

In short, the document lists problems but doe, not consider the scarcity of resources, and
therefore does not attempt to outline ways ifs which resources should be allotated to solve
problems; seldom are priorities mentioned. In no discernible way then, is the OEDP a plan
or a program.

The document serves the first step only in economic planning-getting some local institutions
and people involved. If EDA is to bridge the gap between research which has already and
should in the future be performed, and resource allocation between and within districts, a
significantly greater planning effort must come from the districts. High priority needs are:
an investigation of inter-city economic relationships, particularly commuting and trading;
growth rates in major employment categories and in industry classifications, historic and
projected; migration information obtained from selected samples in urban and rpral areas;
and particularly labor market potential, covering the items in Section II. This can only ,mean
more funds allocated to local research and planning, which lhould go into activities on one
or more of three levels: more staff positions in the district organization, to include ofie
fully qualified etonomist; more staff positions on the regional level, so that field assistance
could be provided to the districts; and/or consultants hired to assist in he above research
and planning activities. EDA should require an exklicit statement of rajor district goals,
alternativf programs, and an economic analysis of these programs regarding their relative
ability to attain the goals.

Recommendations for program revision and emphasis are given in the next section (V1).
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VI. INTRODUCTION

EDA today appears to the outside observer to face an identity crisis. An uncertainty aboutc
goals results from three major facets of its operations: first, a focu'on unemployment, 104'
income, and out-migration as 'Criteria qualifying distressed areas for assistance; second, a basic
commitment to industrialization as the prime vehicle for economic development; third, a pro-
pensity to allocate the largest portion of its funds to public works granti and loans. Thereis
nothing' neonsistent about these three elements, but the second and third do not inevitably
lead to a solution to the problems stressed by the first. Although iecent location motivation
surveys have not revealed that public works are major industrial location incentives, it isl6own
that they are important "facilitating" services, and therefore are very important in allowing
area to industrialize. The important policy point, however, is that the attraction of industry
does not necessarily result in an end to high unemployment rates, or to regional depopulation.

In the preceding section, we have recommended that.EDA adopt a broad goal which,will fur-
ther and explicitly define "economic development" to include the equitable treatment of dis-

, advantaged population segmeRts. We have also concluded that this can be done most ef-
fectively by assisting qualified srnall towns and smaller cities as well agillarger cities. Con-
centration on larger cities alone is,inadequate because the mechanism for diffusion of growth...
benefits does not operate satisfactorily, and because an outmigration policy is not expected
to provide timely and reasonable solutions to urgent poverty problems presentlyexisting
in rural areas.

TheIlevelopment District concept has been judged, according to results from the field studies,
to be a generally appropriate plailning framework for rural areas. However, the use of the Dis-
trict Center, and the observed type of planning activity in District offices, need considerable
attention.

,

Specific reco'rnmendations to EDA follow.

EDA POLICY EMPHASIS

1. F PA should make an explicit policy statement, and broaden its prograin concerns ac-
cordinglY., in the direction of solving the hard-core unemployment problem. It is ip a unique
position,to.assume this role, since it is empowered to prOvide public works infrastructure, as
well as training grants, to firms which can benefit from new small town sites. EDA is per-
haps in a better position than any other federal agency (with the possible exception of the
Department of Labor) to act as a planner for industrial location and as an advisor on indus-
trial policy regarding employment. Excellent relations exist between state industrial devel-
opment boards and EDA field coordinators. EDA, therefore, can exercise leverage through
its grant and loan programs, and has a developed institutional network with which to act its
an interface between industry and the unemployed.

2. Rather than spread its resources thin by providing aid to all small towns and cities
which qualify under EDA's statutory OfiMion, as EDA continued to do even under its new
District organization, EDA should concentrate investment on those urban points which hold
promise as growth centers. It has been shown in Section I that growth centers that will ac-
complish federal goals need not be restricted to larger cities of population size 2504000 and
above. Some smaller towns and cities of size 10,000 to 50,0019 can effectively function
toward larger hinterland areas as growth centers radiating employment, trading, and public
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service benefits and acting as the focus of migration and continuing political and social as
well as economic development. The concept of growth or "target" center as used here,
tOri, goes beyond the District Development Center concept, in that it includes both the
Development Center and other selected smaller cities. The efficiency of these smaller towns
and cities as economic development loci may not be appreciably less thim the efficiency of
larger cities. The advocates of exclusively utilizing larger cities as growth centers have exag-
gerated the economic benefits and minimized the political difficulties and the unnecessary
costs in social disruption.

\ In awarding assistance to smaller towns and cities having potential as "growth centers" EDA
should include in its award criteria theConcepts covered below, under Field Level Orgah-

111Lation.

-EDA RESEARCH

The Office of Economic Research, EDA should concentrate research funds on several areas
deemed important by this study:

1. Research funds should be allocated to better labor market description methods. This
would involve the design of more comprehensive and more extensively administered survey
instruments, and conducting pilot tests of these instruments. Information obtained in such
surveys must include location (and commuting capability), job history, and employability
needs, such as health problems, etc. An attempt must be made to quantify both underem-
ployment and labor market potential represented by people not now in the labor force.
This research effort would appropriately be carried out jointly with the Department of Labor,
and involve the cooperation and assistance of the State Employment Security Offices and EDA
field personnel. -

2. Job accessibility, based on the-availability of private or public transportation per worker
(not per family) and time incurred in journey to work (which measures road quality, system
design, and distance) should be studied. This can be done in conjunction with research
task NJ. 1. There were strong indications in our field study that transportation was a criti-
cal factor in both the poor labor market utilization of the hinterland population, and in the
failure of hinterland population to exploit the consumer opportunities of small town/city
trading centers and the reciprocal inability of those trading centers to offer higher quality
and more diverse retail and service opportunities (see Section III). It is important that EDA

sEconorqic Research activities be closely coordinated with the Development District analytic
activities, since it is (below) recommended that district specific researci be conducted in
the field on labor market definition and accessibility problems.

3. EDA should assume a role in developing wage subsidy programs for rural areas. This
would involve cooperation with, and preliminary research on, present wage subSidy programs
in existence at the Department of Labor. What is envisioned is a federally administered pro-
gram with Regional and State involvement. It is seen necessary because present industrial
location incentive programs are wasteful and ineffective, and because more effective means
are needed to induce industry locating in rural areas to employ the more disadvantaged ele-
ments in the population. The administration of this program is discussed below under field
cooperation with states.

4. EDA should investigate the capital market constraints on the development of smaller
towns and cities. Local banking practices and investment patterns should be researched. it
may be that business loans or better education of bankers could have a significant impact in
expanding the capacity of small towns as retail and service centers and as foci for,migration
by facilitating housing development.,
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5. While research on producing better labor market information will enable EDA to bet-
ter delineate natural development areas, to identify target centers for investment, and to im-
prove the employability of the disadvantaged, research conducted in selected areas on mi-
gration trends will provide EDA with a more instructive view of the value of various private
and public activities. EDA and other federal agencies are badly in need of recent migration
data which will reveal the characteristics and motivations of people entering and leaving rural
areas.

ALLOCATION OF EDA FUNDS TO MAJOR PROGRAM ELEMENTS

It is suggested that EDA guide its program emphasis decisions regarding amounts to be al-
located to public works, technical assistance, and business loan programs, according to ad-
vice on district and area priorities given by field coordinators, district directors, and what-
ever additional planning staff they are to receive. Needs are area and district -sge4iifsnd
methods of setting prioritiet are covered below. Generally, however, it is assumed that pub-
lic works programs, as a proportion of total program funds, would decline in importance,
with technical assistance assuminga much greater role.

To emphasize one program recommendation expanded upon below, it is essential to the de-
velopment of rural areas to obtain a much greater commitment of funds for adership de-
velopment and training. The lack of ability in some areas to comple e applications for fed-
eral assistance, to realistically identify problems and consider solutions, and to organize com-
munity action toward implementing solutions, make this need dramatically apparent and
critical.

FIELD LEVEL ORGANIZATION AND ACTIVITIES

In Section III, service provision problems were discussed, using the concepts of,first, a "tar-
get neighborhood" and second. a "delivery system" used to provide services to clients with-
in the neighborhood. For EDA -'s purposes, this study views EDA's "target neighborhood"
as a cohesive and definable labor market surrounding a city: the cities will include both the
District Center and other , smaller towns, so that a District will contain mare than one such
market and center. The "delivery system" to date has consisted of the field coordinator in
an administrative role, area and District personnel in a problem-identification and coordin-
ation role, the city government as a recipient of the public works service, which is in turn
"provided" to the firm or to population groups, and the firm itself, which receives loans
or technical assistance and is supposed to issue a service, in turn, to the population.

Problems have been cited throughout this report regarding the ultimate delivery of a "ser-
vice- to the population which needs it. The following suggestions relate to the develop-
ment of fieldlevel personnel, from the state to the town level, who can identify problems,
request funds. and evaluate results, acting to coordinate the efforts of state, town,firm, other
federal agencies, and community groups.

(Recommendations are made on the basis of needs observed and analyzed: if mechanisms
ge suggested her which, in EDA's opinion, are already implemented, this is an indication
of a gap between intentions and accomplishments.)
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1. EDA, through field representatives who will probably remain the Field Coordinator
and District Director, should coordinate closely with firms considering location or expan-
sion in the area. This is already done to some extent, but the level of coordination to date
has generally not accomplished the goal recommended by this study: the involvement of
the firm in the town's employment problem.

It would be unwise to attempt to impose requirements on the hiring policy of the new firm,
since this could cause the new firm to locate elsewhere. However, the field studies showed
several instances where local government advised the new firm on hiring policy, to the bene-
fit of unemployed blacks. Since acquiring a labor force is a primary concern of management,
it is possible to offer, in a nonthreatening way, information on labor market potential, which
should include information on skillspossessed, and training required, by different segments
of the labor force. The local EDA representative should foster discussion, at the earliest date
possible, between local government and firm management, which should include a frank dis-
cussion of the area's employment problems.

Actuaily, if the field studies and other research on the subject are representative, it is the
earlier-locating firms, making expansion decisions, which offer the best opportunity or the
unemployed. This is so, it is believed, because the following process generally takes place:
when a new firm lOcates, part of its labor force is obtained from other firms in the vicinity.
This is true particularly when, in a high-growth city, the last firm to locate may have the
most advanced technology and offer the highest wages. Therefore, the older firms must fill
the slots vacated, and-find it necessary to lower hiring requirements. At this point in the
firm's decision-making process, it is critically important that some institution influence the
firm to adopt a policy to hire and train the unemployed. As shown in Section II, the town
and local employment service office too often do not perform this function. The local EDA
representative, as one involved in the area's economic planning, can play an influential role
in this process. The forum within which this dialogue takes place can depend on local cir-
cumstances. A local club or social organization could in some instances be as helpful as a
formally organized planning committee.

EDA assistance should be used selectively to further both the goals of town growth and em-
ploying the hard-core. It is thus unlikely that a public works grant, for instance, could be
withheld until commitments were received from industry, because this could result in no em-
ployment opportunities being available at all. It would make sense, however, for EDA to re-
quire that local government and industry officials contribute jointry to a "plan" accompany-
ing the application for that grant, showing that they recognize the need for upgrading the
employability of the hard-core, perhaps with a request for an accompanying technical as-
sistance grant, The local EDA representative should act to make local officials aware of
available assistance programs other than those for public works, such as wage subsidy pro-
grams.

2. The field staff, District or otherwise, should have at its disposal research funds with
which to: analyze the labor market structure of the district or area and to select "target cen-
ters" and work closely with local government, cammunity groups, and other federal agen-
cies to improve employability and living conditions. (See target center criteria below.)

3. Staff positions should be established in small towns and subsidized by EDA grants,
for planners, who would work closely with District personnel. These could conceivably
be interagency, rather than strict!), EDA positions. Such staff'would in fact emerge as
"advocates" of development within the informal policy-making process of such county and
city governments. They would also provide the critical skills necessary to analyze problems.
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direct comprehensive planning efforts, prepare funding applications, and develop sound in-
dustrial solicitation. Continuing training programs or "professional meetings" for such staff-
workshops, seminars, etc., should be conducted on the regional level to upgrade their skills,
keep them abreast of newly developed planning methods and concepts, raise their prestige
within their home community and thus their de facto political resources, boost their morale,
increase their understanding and ability to be effective in rural or small town policy-making
processes, and simply to share ideas and experiences. The planners with the comprehensive
skills needed are not in large supply.

FDA might the establishment of an academy for such community planners, on a
regional or national basis (a "West Point" of community planning ). Such an academy might
accept nominees from rural areas and small towns who met testing standards, put them
through a 4 or 5 year work/study program, and send them back to their home areas with sub-
sidized pay, prestige, and a committment to "serve- for 3 or 4 years. The program might in-
clude multidisciplinary professional training which would prepare the individual for both
physical and social planning. The program might include a year as well as several summers
working as a planner in the home area. Such experience would not only be educational, but
would increase-the-airCeptance and credibility of the planner in the eyes of the home com-
munity and power structure. The rogram could also expose the student planner to a wide
range of environmentbig city, small town, rural, etc., for his education. The emphasis
should generally be on strengthening ties to the nominating community, however, Perhaps
the students could do 75C7c of their training at local state institutions and 25% at some spe-
cially organized program in a prestigious big city university. Such a strategy would help de-
velop local colleges and increase their involvement in community and regional development.

4. EDA should also offer training to other actors in rural communities and smaller towns
who, while not on-public,payrolls, would easily assume major planning and leadership roles
in the community. Workshops in local development could stimulate both commitment and
knowledge for bankers, managers of utilities,firm managers, newspaper editors, mayors, etc.
Our field experience leads us to believe that there would be widespread interest by such
groups in workshops, if they were inexpensive, short in duration, well done, and prestigious.
Workshops that would take the participant out of the area for a few days and thereby in-
volve some costs to the individual and his sponsor are most likely to generate the prestige
necessary to attract interest and increase respect (and thus effectiveness) for the participant
when he returns to the community. Perhaps EDA could then run a local workshop, using
the graduates of the workshop as directors and teachers.

The proposed programs 3)-and 4) are ones which promote the diffusion of growth by poli-
tical and institutional means.- They are based on an explicit recognition that small town
growth can be stunted, as shown in the last pages in Section I, by the lack of consensus on
the form which progress is to take.

5. In order to obtain the involvement of District Directors and staffs in these activities,
it would appear that three types of action are required on the part of the Office of Develop-
ment Districts: the provision of additional staff positions and research funds to the Dis-
tricts, the continuous training of directors and staffs in research and community planning.
and the requirement that grant and loan applications be adequately documented regarding
the impact of a project on.the hard-core.
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INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION AT THE LOCAL LEVEL

An important vrrent area of discussion regarding federal program revisions concerns how
federal agency delivdry systems should be coordinated , and at what* level. A number of
comprehensive programs have.been in operation for some time, including the Community Ac-
tion Program, the Concentrated Employment Program, and the Pilot Neighborhood Service.
Center Program. The premise of these-programs, as discussed in Section V, has been that a
disadvantaged client with multiple needs may not be helped significantly if only one of those
needs is met. The example was given of a client with both health and skill-training needs who
will not be able to hold a job if he doeS not receive assistance for both needs. A single-point
delivery system (either in record-keeping or location terms) will raise the likelihood of all
client needs being served. .
The "delivery" of EDA services is seen in a different light since they extend benefits to the
population through infrastructural and institutional forms-water and sewer facilities, indus-
trial parks, business loans, and other forms. As this study has concluded, however, this char-
acteristic makes it no less important for EDA "clients," e.g., the unemployed, to have access
to all other services to render them more employable. This is important enough that EDA
should do its utmost to ensure that all service needs are identified and provided by other
state and federal agencies in locations receiving EDA assistance. If this is not done, there
will be a significantly lower probability of success for the EDA programs alone.

What is suggested, therefore, is that the local EDA representative, ideally the District Direc-
tor, become involved with other federal and state agencies planning for the area. The insti-
tutidmal framework within which this can be done will depend on what is available in a given
location. If a "comprehensive" program, such as a Community. Action Program, is available,
it would seem reasonable to enter into a cooperative planning arrangement with the CAP; if
a HUD planning organization exists, here is another opportunity. A most important point to
note is that often, an EDA representative will be more acceptable to local government in
small southern towns than will a repreSentative of OEO and possibly more so than represen-
tatives of other federal agencies. This allows EDA to assume a.coordinating role for filling
community needs which may not be given to other agencies.

An example of an excellent inter-agency project can be given. A large indigenous food pro-
coping firm in ,the Mississippi Delta has recently received an EDA business loan and a tech-
nical assistance grant for the training of workers; the Mississippi Concentrated Employment
Program, Operating on DOL and OEO funds, is providing the training methodology; and the

"focal OEO CAP is providing day-care and other facilitative social services. Thug, most of the
bottlenecks to employment are eliminated simultaneously.

INTER-AGENCY COOPERATION AT THE STATE AND COUNTY LEVEL

It is of the utmost importance that OA and other federal agencies coordinate closely with state
and county officials in industry solicitation and social programs. An example of particularly
close cooperation exists in South Carolina, where the EDA Field Representative, the State
Development Board, and the State Technical Training Institute discuss development plans on
a regular basis. It is less clear that the State Employment Service is involved in this dialogue
as much as it should be Thus, the needs of the lesssmployable could be more explicitly
considered than they are presently, if a more completely coordinated attack existed.
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The South Carolina picture of cooperation stands.in,contrast to more fragmented efforts in
other states. Development agencies in Mississippi, including the Mississippi Employment Se-
curity Commission, arc making serious efforts to improve this picture in that state.

The need for tnis coordination in strategy has been made clear in the preceding pages. The
returns to federal investment in rural areas can be influenced greatly by the activities of state
and county officials, who may act either independently or in concert with federal efforts.

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR LABOR MARKET CENTERS

EDA. it has been suggested, should allocate its resources so that industrial firms which re-
ceive, directly or indirectly, assistance from it, are able and willing to employ the population
in rural areas. Grants and loans would be focused, within Districts, on certain centers of al-
ready developed or developing labor markets. These centers will include the District Develop-
ment center but may also include towns considerably smaller. Criteria should include these:

1. The length of an average and of a maximum commuting radius from the town as an
employment center. The longer the radius, the more important the town is likely to be to
a broad hinterland.

2. The success of a town to date in attracting employment sources. This will tend to sub-
sume such criteria as resource availability and other, less obvioug, inducements to industrial
location: what is concentrated on, then, is historic success in attracting industry, which will
be an indication of future probable attractiveness of the town to further industrial location
and expAnsion. A measurement of this in the smaller towns can be the percentage of town
populaffin in industrial employment. Note that industrial employment alone is concentrated
.upon here, because in the smaller towns, manufacturing has been much more important in its
employment effects than has the service sector. This will be less true, the larger the city.

3. The commitment of town officials to both industrial growth and to solving un- and
under-employmeil problems should be strong. This is necessary because the town govern-
ment is in a positiOn to help or impede the improvement of the living conditions of the dis-
advantaged, with public services of all types. Also, it is important that a common front be
presented to the locating firm by the state, town, and by federal agencles. If separate deals
can be'made with the town, the firm.may not cooperate with EDA and other federal agencies
in attempting, to realize employment goals.

4. In addition to employment centers already developed, another likely opportunity for
investment may be considered. Some small towns in rural areas have already attracted much
federal assistance in the form of Concentrated Employment Programs and Community Action
Programs, but stilltlack employment sources. Thus, the employability of many of the disad-
vantaged population is being increased, but the placement problem is critical. The potential
pay-off to an FDA investment which would attract an employer is extremely high. A simple
information interchange between EDA and DOL would show the potential for this activity.

In summary, an examination ormanufacturing firms located in the Development District
will show a few Cities which ate the largest employment centers in the district. These may
(and probably will) be cities of quite different sizes. the larger being service as well as manu-
facturing centers. and the smaller being mainly manufacturing centers. In the initial examin-
ation, no sizable segment of rural population should be left without a preliminary-degnated

() 1 5 5
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center within 30 miles. (A further study of accessibility problems existing will allow final
definition of this distance between hinterland and center.) Thus, a larger city- may have_a
population of 50,000 and a labor force (city plus hinterland) of 25,000; 50 miles away may
exist a sizable rural population (several towns of 1000 to 3000) who arc within 30 miles com-
muting radius from a town of 7,000 with an effective labor force much smaller than that in
the larger center. Unless reasons exist for choosing to radically improve transportation be-
tween rural areas and the larger center, the smaller town should qualify for attention as a
growth center on employment potential grounds.

4.Next, the planner should superimpose on this "employment map" a map showing existing
federal and state programs of a labor-developing nature, and also a crude "map,' of political
commitment to progress. The latter criterion is likely, as a means of selection, to be signifi-
cant only when two towns exist which are equally promising in other ways. In most cases,
if a town has shown employment potential, a lack of commitment to progress in federal
terms will merely indicate a higher need for technical assistance and planning grants than for
public works assistance.

The resulting city selections should then form the basis for district development strategy,
which should spell mit how pockets of unemployment are to be treated under coordinated
lbcal-county-state-federal-private assistance programs.
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APPENDIX I

The Appendix provides data and analys4 which support Section I of this report.

TABLES AI-1 throng' i AI-6: Employment Summaries for Cities and Counties A 1 - 6

THE CHANGING INDUSTRIAL BASE OF RURAL AREAS

Discussion
Tables AI-7 through Al-10: Characteristics of Firms Interviewed

A 7 - 8
A 9 - 10

t

PLANT MANAGEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE A11-24

THE FIRMS' ATTITUDES TOWARD TRAINING A 25 - 26

RECRUITMENT PRACTICES OBSERVED A 27 - 30

0
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Table AI-1

AIAAAMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY

S. C. Town County

EMPLOYMENT -MARCH

1960 1965 1966 1967

All Non-Agricultural Industries 6790 8720 9710 8240

Manufacturing 2180 3080 3560 3210

Food & Kindred 50 60

Textiles 1250 150 1340

Lumber & Wood Products

.130

460 470 490 460

Furniture & Fixtures

Printing & Publishing

Chemicals8c Allied

Stone, Clay & Glass

Fabricated Metals -
Machinery, except Electric

Transportation Equipment

Other Manufacturing 890 1310 1520 1350

Non-Manufacturing 4610 5640 6150 5030

Mining

Contract Construction 110 300 320 200

Transportation, Communication

& Public Utilities 160 370 350 290

Wholesale & Retail Trade '1000 1080 1140 1010

Finance, Insurance & Real Estate 110 130 140 100

Service, except Private HouseholdI
*Government 106b 990 1360 1190

Other Non-Manufacturing 2170 F 2770 2840 2240

Agricultural 3090 1850 2030 1760

Source: South Carolina Employment Security Commission employment summary, by
county, for March, 1960, 1965, 1966, 1967.
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. cs, Table AI-2 1
AREA EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY

S. C. City County

. .

I'

i
I

. . ..

.

, All Non-Agricultural Industries

Manufacturing

EMPLOYMENT -MARCH
-

1960 1965 1966

22050 28210 30570

3960 7150 8270

1967

30630

872

& Kindred 670 570 Nt40 64/0640

TextilesTextiles 1830 1960 2040 2010

Lumber & Wood Products 1020 1020 1030 990

Furniture & Fixtures

Printing & Publishing

Chemicals & Allied li 20

Stone, Clay & Glass 80 100 110 -, 140

Fabricated Metals 1 60 440 80

Machinery, except Electric

Trinsportation Equipment

Other Manufacturing 280 3060 4490 4360

Non-Man'ufacturing 18090 21060 2400 21910.

Mining

Contract Construction 1940 1430 1900 2190

Transportation, Communication

& Public Utilities 1450 1890 1890 1860

Wholesale & Retail Trade 4280 5190 5620 5630

Finance, Insurance & Real Estate 900 1160 1160 1340

Service, except Private Household

Government 2230 2350 2490 2560

Other Non-Manufacturing 7290v. 9040 9240 8330

Agricultural 6420 3910 4210 3170

I
/
I
I
1

1

Source: South Carolina Employment Security Cam ion employment Summary, by
_ county, for March, 1960, 1965, 19. 6, 1967. \\
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Table .141-3

AREA EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY

'Miss. Town County

EMPLOYMENT - JANUARY
1%1 1962 1963 1964 1965

All N6V- Agricultural Industries '7202 8130 8537 8616 9190
Manufacturing 98.1 1072 1215 1232 1482

Food &Xindred 119 124 104 108 106

Lumber & Wood Products 44 32 39 33 58

Printing & Publishing 16 15 15 17 17

Chemicals & Related 417 470 479 538 574

Stone, Clay & Glass 136 181 265 210 247

Fabricated Metals 19 6 163

Machinery, except electric 20 14 10 13 15

Other Manufacturing S

ti

216 230 292 313 302

Non-Manufacturing 6215 7058 7322 7384 7708

Mining 11 9 12 10 10

Construction Contract 190 .93 170 125 . 193

Transportation, Communication

& Public Utilities. 400 373 361 403 394

Wholesale & Retail Trade 1442 1381 1440. 1496 1586.

Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 125 163 167 185 217

Service, except Private Household 530 655 654 625 662

Government 1317 1373 1438 1440 1516

Other Non-Manufacturing 2200 3011 3080 3100 3130

Agricultural 9243 7353 6630 6500 6350

tSource: Mi issippi Employment Security Commission loyment summary, by county,
fo January, 1961/1962, 1963, 1964, 19

0160
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Table A1-4

AREA EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY

Miss. City County

EMPLOYMENT - JANUARY
1961 1962 1963 1964 1965

All Non-Agricultural Industries 18414 19677 20440 20877
b

20979

Manufacturing 3592 4112 4324 4210 4395

Foo & Kindred 876 ' 830 838 710 675

Te tiles 1046 1050 1037 1021 970

Lumber & Wood Products 473 471 505 970 994
Furniture & Fixtures L\si, 7 "t 18 86 104 103

Printing 8; Publishing 87 93 84 ', 88 87

Chemicals & Allied 43 32 50 55 65

Stone,, Clay & Glass 77 85 78 63 61

Fabricated Metals 455 995 1020 1002 1254

Machinery, except Electric . 15 13 14 3 3

Transportation Equipment 61 88 14? 149 130

Other Manufacturing 452 437 470 45 53

Non-Manufacturing 14822 15565 16116 16667 16584

Mining 4 42 65 50 26 43

Contract Construction 676 652 791 699 810

Transiortation, Communication

& Public Utilities 1378 ''1433 11386 1482 1603

Wholesale & Retail Trade 3335 3334 3440 3564 3602

Finance, Insurance & Real Estate 529 627 647 661 683

Service, except Private Household 1670 1783 1882 2062 1799

Government 2692 2763 2.890 3143 2984

Other Non - Manufacturing 4500 4908 5030 5030 5060

Agricultural 3982 4447 4280 4200 4000

Source: Mississippi Employment Security Commission, employment summary, by county.
for January, 1961, 1962, 1963, r964, 1965
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The Changing Industrial Base of Rural Areas

This material is presented as an appendix to the discussion found on pages 4-14. The tables
in that section show characteristics of industries found in the four locations. The following
tables show the same characteristics for only those firms interviewed, which comprise about
80% of industrial employment in the locations.

Edward K. Smith of Boston College has published a studyl of the industrial composition in
1958 of 105 depressed rural counties classified 5(b)2 by ARA in the four states of Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, and South Carolina, and of the SMSA's in thaffour state area. Smith
found that industries in those areas are more capital intensive than commonly thottght.
Smith relied heavily upon an ARA study which classified some 417 4-digit SIC manufactur-
ing industries i terms of their capital intensity, labor-intensity, and Short run and long run
growth trends. He drew from the ARA list some 110 industries which fit the extremes:
high capital and low labor intensities or low capital and high labor intensities. These ex-
treme groups were called respectively, the "capital-intensive group" and the "labor-intensive
group." The depfessed rural counties had 41% of the possible capital intensive group indus-
tries and only 25% of the labor-intensive group industries. The industries usually found in
the depressed counties in 1958 reflected the local resources available: flour and meal mills,
preparation of animal feeds, wood-using industries, chemicalg and allied products, etc. By
contrast, the SMSA's of those four states had a greater share, 62% and 64% respectively, of
both the capital-and-labor-intensive groups, refltctitig the greater diversification of industry
within the larger urban areas. Indeed the proportion of labor intensive industries to the total
found of the specified 110 extren industries was higher in the SMSA's than in rural areas,
41% versus 29%! Of the 110 possible industries, 73 were found somewhere in the SMSA's
and rural areas. Of the 35 industries found in the SMSA's which were not found in the rural
areas, half were labor intensive. There were 192 plants in 38 extreme industries in the rural
counties. Labof intensive industries accounted for only 16% of these plants: the vest were
capital intensive. nig, capital intensive industries were dominant in the rural areas, quite in
contrast to some common expectations to the contrary.

The characteristics of these rural industries were not ideal regarding growth prospects. Only
12 of the 38 extreme industfies (representing 26 to 192 plants) exhibited high growth, and
only two of those 12 industries were labor-intensive. Mostof the 192 plants were small, 87'.;
having fewer than 50 employees and 62% having fewer than 20 employees. Except for phar-
maceuticals and wood furniture and switchgear, which had plants with over 250 workers. th,
labor-intensive plantsveneer, furniture,,and the wood working industrieswere ually small,
only two plants having more than 50 employees. The over all picture or indust in "Deep

if
South" rural areas was thus one of quite small plants, even if capital intensive and even if high

. growth.

J
'Smith, Edward K., "Effects of Advancing Technology and Capital Intensification in Non-Farm Industry in
Depressed Rural Areas," PROBLEMS OF CHRONICALLY DEPRESSED RURAL AREAS, Raleigh N.C.:
Agricultural Policies Institute, N.C. State University, November 1965, Series 19

2U.S. Department of Commerce, Area Redevelopment Administration, GROWTH AND LABOR FORCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES, Washington, D,C, Government Printing
Office,1964
3 High capital intensity defined as investments of $7,500 and above per employee. low capital intensityas
below $3,500 investment per -High labor intensity defined as over labor costs of total
costs; low labor intensity as bel w 20% labor costs.
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Industry in the Areas Studied

If one tOcuses only on the extreme industries surveyed by Smith, the patterns for the four
areas investigated in this study are similar to those in most depressed areas. Indeed, the rela-
tive situations of the Cities versus the Towns, and alsd'of the Towns versus their county hin-
terlandS, are Comparable to the situation of the SMSA's versus the rural counties. Tables AI -7
through AI-10, on the following pages, describe firms interviewed in the four study areas.

This data is consistent with Smith's conclusion regarding the unexpectedly high proportion
of capital intensive plants in rural as opposed to more urbanized areas. The ratio of capital
intensive to labor intensive plants is roughly 2:1 in each city but 5:1 in each town. Interest-
ingly, more capital-intensive plants are found in the Town hinterlands than in the Towns
themselves. The pattern is reversed in the Cities where the ratio of such plants is 4:1. Labor
intensive plants are also more numerous in the Cities themselves than in their hinterlands,
but by a lesser proportion, 93 versus 20:5.

Unfortunately, the data is insufficient to draw any conclusions about relative growth trends,
but the sizes of plants can be compared. Most of the labor intensive plants, as in Smith's
survey, were small, but the capital-intensive plants while also predominantly small did in-
clude several quite large employers. Fifty percent of the labor intensive firms had fewer
than 20 employees. Only four of fifteen had more than sixty employees. None had more
than 125. Similarly, almost 50% of the capital-intensive plants had fewer than 20 employees,
and 31 of 35 had less than 60. But the other four plants employed 300, 512, and 800 workers.

I Forty -tune plants located in the four counties studied fit the Smith categories of extreme capital- intensive
i 35 or extreme lahor-intensive 1141.

twenty of the capital intensive plants were found in the ;..ities with five or more in their hinterlands> Only
four capital intensive plants were located in the towns, with six more in their hinterlands.

Nine laborintensive plants were found in the cities with three more in their hinterlands. One labor-
intensive plant was found in one of the towns with another in the hinterlands of the other town.

A8



Table AI-7

Percent of Firms Interviewed, and of Employment in Firms Interviewed, (1968) in High, Medium,

4110
and Low Investment per Employee Categories, 1962

S.C. Town S.C. City Miss.Town

Percent of Firms
Interviewed:

Miss. City

H 14 29 17 14

M 43 57 83 72

To
L 43

tal 100
14

100 100 1(
Percent of Employment
in Firms:

H 4 25 48 4 24

M 87 67 52 61

L 9 8 14

Total 100 100 100 100

H: Investment over $7500 employee
M: $3500 - S7500
L: Less than $3500

SOurce: ARA industrial Charaaterisfics applied to industries of the firmsinterviewed. Area
Redevelopment Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, Growth and Labor
Force Characteristics of Manufacturing Industries, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., 1964

Table AI-8

Percent of Firms Interviewed, and of EmployMent in Firms Interviewed, (1968) in High, Medium,
and Low Labor Intensity Categories, 1962

..

.
Percent of Firms
Interviewed:

S.C. Town S.C. City Miss. Town Miss. City

H 14 29 60 29

M 71 ' 29 20 57

L 15 42 20 14
Total 100 100 100 100

Percent of Employment
in Firms:
H 4 55 18 13

M 91 15 34 64
L 5 30 48 23
Total 100 100 100 100

li: Labor costs are over 30' of total costs
M: Labor costs between 20-30q
L: Labor costs under 20e;

Source: ARA industrial characteristics applied to industries of the firms interviewed. Area
Redevelopment Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, Growth and Labor
Force Characteristics of Manufacturing Industries, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., 1964
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Table AI-9

Percent of Firms Interviewed, and of Employment in Firms Intrfrvl wed, (1968) in High, Medium_ ,
and Low Average Wage Rate Categories, 1962

Percent of Firms
wp Interviewed:

S.C. Town S. City Miss. Town Miss. (illy

H 14 43 40 14

M 14 60 71

L 86 43 15

Total 100 too 100 100

Percent ofeEmployment
in Firms:

H 14 43 4

M 8 96 84

L 86 49 14

Total 100 100 100 100

H: Over 52.75/hr.
M: 52.00 - $2.75/hr.
L: 52.00/hr.

Source: ARA industrial characteristics applied to industries of the firms interviewed. Area
Redevelopment Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, Growth and Labor
Force Characteristics of Manufacturing Industries, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., 1964

Table AI-10

Percent of Firms Interviewed, and of Employment in Firms Interviewed, (1968) in Four Growth
Experience Categories, 1947-1962

S.C. Town S.C. City Miss. Town \lliss. City

Percent of Firms
Interviewed:

H 29 14

M 14 13 60 14

S 71 29 40 57

D 15 29 15

Total 100 100 100 100

Percent of Employment
in Firms:

56

M 4 17 56 11

S 93 15 44 53

D 3 12 13

Total 100 100 100 100

H: 1962/1947 ratio for value added by industry exceeds by over -110% the ratio for all manufacturing
M: ratio = 85 - 110%
S: ratio - 5.1 - 85%
D: ratio = less than 51%

Source: ARA industrial characteristics applied to industriesof the firms interviewed. Area
Redevelopment Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, Growth and Labor
Force characteristics of Manufacturing Industries, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., 1964
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Plant Manager Questionnaire

The following questionnaire was used in interviewing 26 firms in the four places studied. An
effort was made to interview the firms in each city with the largest work forces. Firms em-
ploying about 80% of the aggregate work force in all areas were interviewed. Those firms
with whom it was impossible to schedule interviews in the time allotted were generally the
smaller employers.

The interviewer attempted to administer the questionnaire in its entirety, but also used it to
elicit other opinions, if new ideas appeared during the interview. Respondents did not usu-
ally give information freely on certain sensitive issues, race and wages in particular. Certain
other questions, on cost structure and location motivation for instance, were answered with
some difficulty because complete information was not at the interviewer' s disposal.

In most cases, the plant manager was interviewed, sometimes with the support of the person-
nel manager. In some cases, we could obtain access to only the latter.

The major focuses of this study dictated the design of the questionnaire; of primary interest
were the questions: What industrial characteristics permit a firm to locate in towns and cities
of the types studied? What were the primary motivating factors in the decisions of these firms
to locate in these locations? What have been the major difficulties encountered by the firm as
a result of its location? What influence has government, on various levels, had on management
practices? What influence has the operation of the firm had on local government? What are
the wage and upgrading characteristics of the jobs in the firm? What are the hiring standards
used, and what hiring standards are necessary. Who is employed by the firm, and in what
positions, with respect to age, sex race, education, and residence? The answers to these ques-
tions were attained by using the questionnaire in an open-ended manner.

All
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Company Name Branch of

Address One of how many branches

HQ Location

Interviewed (name and title)

Date firm (branch) entered town

A. Summary of Firm's Operation

1 a. What is producod at this factory?

b. Is your product:

-an intermediate good for a product to be sold to consumers

-a final consumer product?

-an intermediate good for product use in manufacturing?

-a final manufacturing product?

L. What do your large customers then do with your product?

d. Wifire do you receive your inputs from?

a. Which of your customers buy most of your output? (namAand location)

b. What percentage of your sales goes to the largest buyer?

c. If you do'not have a primary customer of your product, how would you describe
the distribution of your product?

How do you ship your product?

What is your competitive position in the market for this product?

-not significant - many producers of this product

--not many producers of this product who could sell to firm's distributors,

-specialized4product

B. .4,- Location Expansion Potential

4. a. What particular characteristics of this area support your firm?

b. Why would your firm want to locate in this area rather,than another"!

5. a. Would you make tide decision to locate here if it was yours to make?

b. What industries do you think should locate here?

c. What industries do you think would not want to locate here?

Al2
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6. How would the decision to expand this plant be made?

7. Would you be consulted in this decision? (expansion decision)

8. Is your company seeking sales in new markets?

9. If you were in charge of the company's growth, what markets would you concentrate

on?

10. What has been the growth of your plant since location? (Employment and Sales)

11. a. What events have encouraged the growth of the firm?

b. What events will enable it to grow iri the future?

12. a. How would you describe the major constraints on the expansion of:

-supply of primary resources except labor?

-supply of high-skilled labor? Describe skills

-supply of low-skilled labor?

13.- How important are each of these limitations on your firm's expansion potential?

C. 'Relationship Between Firm and Plant Manager and the Community

14. a. If you were the mayor of the town, how would you describe the benefit of

having this firm in the community?

b. If you were the mayor, what kinds of firms would you try to attract? flow

would you go about doing so?

15. How does this town differ from others in the area?

f6. a. What changes have occurred since you first came here?

b. Of these, what would you attribute to the presence of industry?

To the presence of your firm?

17. a. Do you live within the town? If not, how.far away?

b. Have you been appointed to any public offices or committees in clubs, asso-

ciations, etc. since you have been plant manager? Describe. Who appointed

you?

40
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18. is there an established communications link (formal or informal) between your firm

and the town government?

19. What measures have been taken by the community since you located that have

assisted plant operations and to what extent have they assisted?

D. Facilities and Services

2d. What complaints do you have about facilities and serviceS now missing in town?

21. a. What facilities and services have been provided since you located, in which the

tommunity in general may share? (not just industry)

physical (roads, water, sanitation)

services (schools, hospitals, etc.)

social (parks, clubs, etc.)

business (new stores, etc.)

quality of housing

2?.

b. Has your firm been influential in inducing these changes? How?

What is your major complaint about the town?

a. As plant manager, what new pubic investment projects in town are desirable?

h. What projects could be implemented which involve relatively minor cost but

would facilitate the operation of your firm?

24. If the plant burned down, would you sug4est rebuilding it here or relocatirig it? .

25. For your major needs obtained locally labor, water, electricity, natural gas, etc.

how able and willing would you be to supply these yourself? (get them elsewhere)

For instance, dig your own well, rather than rely on the town's water supply.

26. What percent of ,your cost of manufacturing do the following items represent:

rent?
water?
electricity, gas, other power sources?

transportation?
labor?

A14
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27. If you were an EDA administrator, how would you evaluate the success of the EDA

program in general? of the EDA program in this town?

28. a. What service needs are felt by types of people employed by you?

b. What service needs are felt >y fhe general population?

29. Are there segments of the population which should get more assistance form some-

one,
, and if so, what groups, what help, and from where?

30. If you were mayor and had $500,000, what would you spend it on? $1,000,000?

$5,000,000?

E. Employment

31. a. ,What has your total payroll been, by year, from base year 1960?

b. How do you see it growing in the next few years?

32. a. How much larger do you think the town should grow?

b. Describe this growth in terms of manufacturing employment.

3. When someone leaves your firm, where does he usually go? To another manufacturing

job in town? To another non-manufacturing job in town? Leaves town? For what

kind of job? How far away does he go?

F. Initial Recruitment of Labor Force
4

34. When your company first decided to locate in , how did it go

about evaluating the labor force?

a. What was size in numbers?

total?

unemployed?

under-employed?

potential new entrants to labor force?

0172
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b. When you estimated these numbers, what geographical area were you counting in?

the city?
the county?
the multi-county area?

Why did you limit yourself to this area?

Do you rely on official figures or op private estimates?

c. What criteria did you use for judging whether the size of the potential labor

force was adequate for your company's needs?

d. What were skill characteristics that you looked for?

\ literacy levels?

Other town characteristics, such as quality of schools or vocational train-

ing programs?

e. Did you conceive any particular skill group to be a constraining factor, such that

the lack of the skill regardless of whether it comprised only 10 or 20 Men out

of a potential employee force of 300 would have prevented you locating in
9

35, How did your company recruit its initial labor force once it located?

a. Through what agencies?

Were there any attempts to recruit labor from the rural areas outsite the

town?

Form other counties?

b. What sort of processing techniques were used to determine an employee's

skills?

literacy?
experience?

c. What criteria were used for hiring?

Were there any minimal initial requirements for hiring?
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d. How many applicants for employment fail to meet your requirements?

Hoy do they fail?

Can you describe the typical person W fails?

What training programs do you think would remedy this situation?

e. How would you evaluate the quality of the labor force you hired?

skills?
good work attitudes?

f. Would you describe the makeup of that labor force?

What was the distribution of the labor force by

age?

sex?

race?

skills?

G. Experience with Labor Force

36. Where does your present labor force reside?

In city?
Do they commute from countryside?

From other counties?

a. How many in each category?

b. Do they use

their autos?
transit?
or do they walk?

c. To what extent have employees moved into town from the countryside since

coming into your employ?

From this county?
From other counties?

37. Have your skill needs substantially changed since your firm opened`?

a. How?

What is the present skill composition of your employee labor force?

How much has your total employment increased since you located here

1) 1 4
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b. How did you adapt to this change in needs?

-Hire new people?

-Bring people in from outside the area?

-Train initial labor force to meet new needs?

38. Row would you evaluate your present employees?

-Skills ample?

-Attendance records?

- Attitudes toward management?

-Racial feeling toward Negro fellow workers, and vice versa?

a. What is turnover rate?

-Where do those leaving go?

-Where and how do you recruit replacements?

-Any rivalry with other firms?

b. Any effotts toward unionization?

c. Major coinplaints?

H. Experience of Labor Force

39. a. What sorts of training programs do your employe,es participate in?

b. What kinds of on-the-job training does your firm offer?,

-How much do these opportunities cost your firm?

-Do yoU consider the programs worthwhile from your firm's point of view?

-Have you been able to fill your firm's new skill needs by in-house training?
it

c. How often do you employ graduates from the technical institute inl ?

-Do you think your firm would benefit from (and support) such a center

here in .

-How would your firm contribute to such a center?

40, How much job-upgrading occurs?

A18

a. What is your company policy toward employees moving to positions of higher

skill Or sub-management?
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- How many employees have.do'ne so?
*et

b. * Ho many employees have shifted to jobs of different skifte.tvels from that fOr

hich they were first hired?

-When hired, did you expect such adaptat2ility in the employee?-

:-What caused you to recognize this adaptability?

c. What sort of pay increases have your good employees enjoyed?

41. How stable is your employment?

- Seasonal?

-Cyclical?

a. What do your employees do during these periods?

b. Do you have to pay higher wages to compensate for employment insecurity?

I. , Firm's Perceptions of Labor Market

42. If a firm considering location in asked you to evaluate the labor

market it would confront, how would you describe that market to the outside firm?

a How tight is the market?

-What is the geographical area from which the new firm can draw labor?

-How many presentli, unemployed worker are there that the firm could

choose from?

-Could the firm divert workers frofn the outlying farms (full-or part-time)?

b. What are the attributes of the workersthat would be available?

-skills?

- attitudes?

-age?

-sex?

-race?

43. If youir firm was considering expansion, what would determine whether you increased

operations and employment here in

A 1 9
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Or whether you look elsewhere?

44. Wify &did your firm choose to locate here in as opposed to
9

Is there any rivalry for labor force?

45. G
What changes in the skill composition or total size of your labor force do you project

will occur in the future?

Is technolQgy progressing in your business so that you might not need as

much labor in the future?

J. Town's Character Changing with Grovfth

46. a. Would you want to make this town your permanent residence?

b. If not, what would have to happen to the town to'changeyour mind?

47. How do you think your employees would answer the two preceding questions?

your executives?

your highly skilled labor?

-your low-skilled labor?

48. If community needs exist, to what extent do formal and informal groups of leaders

get together to create solutions to these problems?

49. If the town should increase its growth rate signifiCantly, what should the town's

economic and social role becoine, taking into account nearby cities, large and small?

50: What will become of the smaller towns in the county?

5 I . Should a large retail center develop with shopping center, etc., or should a service

sector develop insurance, banking, etc. or should these needs be filled in larger

cities?

52. In summary, what are the most important aspects of this town, regarding your plant's

successful operation. Please rank these factors:

A20
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-Labpr availability

-Community living conditions

-Growing market

-Existence of public services and utilities: water, ower, trans rtation

-Market locally, for your product?

53. Which of the above affects you negatively? (problem areas)

- Labor. availability

-Community living conditions

-Growing market

-Existence of public services and utilities

-Market locallY for youi. product

* 54. General Comments

A21



FIRM: NAME:

TOWN:

PRODUCTS:

I. Ciirrent total employment. Put in numbers or rough percentages.

Whiter Negro',
Male Male

Technical, Professional

Managerial

Clerical

Sales

Craftsmen, Foremen

Operatives

Unskilled

Total

A22

White
Female

Negro
Female

100% 100% 10(rc 100%
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IL Original employment at time off' location. Put in numbers or rough percentages.

Technical, Professional

Managerial

Clerical

Sales

Craftsmen, Foremen

Operatives

Unskilled

Total

White Negro White Negro
Male Male Female Female

100( 100' 100(i 100q



III. Educational background of employees.

1-6 yrs. schooling

7-11 :c rs. schooling

High school degree

Some college

College degree

IV. Age of employment force.

17-24

25-44

Over 45

A 24

White Negro White Negro
Male Male- Female Female

White Negro White
Male Male Female

Negro
Female
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The Finn's Attitudes Toward Training

This discussion is a supplement to Section II, which showed the need for inure training of
unskilled and semi-skilled potential workers.

Mo4t of the firms interviewed which had established new branch plants planned from the be-
ginning to train their new employees to meet their skill needs. All but two firtils interviewed
had a somewhat formal period of what the firm considered on-the-job training for new em-
ployees. The length of the period varied from four to twenty-six weeks, depending on the
firm, biit in most cases was about six weeks. Seventeen firms had formal training courses
for upgrading employees to higher skilled jobs that would be vacated through normal turn-
over or would be created through foreseen expansion. The number of participants in such
training programs varied greatly. One high wage firni employing over 600 boasted about its
fwo-year program for upgrading production worker`s into mechanics and electricians. Yet
there were only fifteen participants in each class, classes were chosen Qn the basis of mini-
mum test scores but more importantly seniority, and a neW class was begun only every six
months. The program was the only formal training program within the plant. On the other
hand, in a much less prosperous textile plant, over 600 employeestepresenting 20% of the
labor force in that town) were currently engaged in formal training-upgrading programs. Ali
firms but fqur believed in upgrading from within by training in order to fill high skill needs.
All firms assumed the responsibility for retraining operatives whose machines were being re-
placed by better equipment. few employees were dismissed as a result of automation; rather
they were kept on the payroll, retrained, and generally maintained until normal turnover cre-
ated vacancies which they could fill. Half of the firms encouraged and partly sponsored em-
ployees in night courses and evening training programs outside the firm.

The willingness on the other hand to work: with local government-backed training programs
whether a state technical institute, Job Corps, Neighborhood Youth Corps, or Manpower

- Development and Training At programvaried greatly from city to city. S.C. City had an
excellent technical institute but only two of the firms, representing about 169 of the total
work force of the interviewed firms, used the programs to any extent. S.C. Town is the site
of a new institute, nearing completion. Many of its firms had sought out graduates of the in-
stitute in S.C. City, but had found that the graduates had long since been hired by S.C. City
firms. S.C. firms generally cooperated with the institute and programs by telling the institute
of their needs and providing equipment and instructors to the programs. The chief complaint
by firms who refused to hire the institutes graduates were that the graduates demanded much
too high pay for inexperienced workers. There was limited interest by firms in Miss. Town for
students in such programs. but then, programs were meager in the area. Excellent programs
existed in Miss, City and a new institute was to be set up. Yet only one firm had shown any
cooperation in working with the program. That firm. however, had enjoyed great success,
getting more than of its labor force from the programs. Employers in both Miss. Town
and city were generally uncooperative, first not telling the programs what their skill needs and
desires were, or giting them equipment or instructors, and then criticizing the programs for
training workers in irrelevant skills and training them in those Skills poorly. One employer
called the workers who went into and Lame out of MDTA the bottom of the barrel. Two
large employers described the curriculum of the new technical institute ',is "deSigned tOr twets,
not workers- aid far inferior to what the firms could do themselves. One manager noted
that his plant preferred to train their workers mdionse directly for the jobs they would be
doing
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Training outside included too many unnecessary "frills" from the viewpoint of the firm.
The other manager, who was also very active in civic and political affairs, argued that the
MDTA programs in the area spent an average of $11,000 per trainee and that the new
state technical institute being set up in the area would be spending $5,000 per trainee.
"No private firm could afford to spend that much," the argument went on, "and indeed
most of that government money is wasted due to inefficiency in administration and ir-
relevance in what they're teaching." He also argued that most of the government trainees
left the area when they graduated and thus the local taxpayer gained nothing.
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Recruitment Practices Observed

This discussion of recruitment practices'serves to shed light on the perception of a tight labor
market which is discussed on pp. 37-39 inthe text.

The patterns of recruiting new employees varied from state to state. In South Carolina, in
both the city -and town, firms preferred to rely on word-of-mouth. Applications were re-
ceived on a designated day each week. There was no advertising. The news of application
procedures and prospects for jobs would spread by word-of-mouth. Only one firmin South
Carolina did extensive advertising, local and regional; the results were excellent at the local
level but completely negative at the regional level. Only two firms in South Carolina claimed
that they relied on the Employment Service to any great extent. Both firms were very large
employers and both firms had patterns of apparent discrimination in their past employment
practices. Surprisingly, E.S. was not relied on extensively even in the setting -up stages of
many plants; only five plants in South Carolinaall large employersacknowledged such use
and two of those firms discontinued use. In MississipaTirms recruited almosl exclusively
through the State Employment Service office. (E.S.). There, all but non- native firms relied
almost exclusively on the Employment Service Office for finding workers. Non-native firms
which had long been located in townmore than two decadestended to use E.S. in Missis-
sippi in contrast to the native firms with familiarity with the local populaCe. Interestingly,
one national firm had branches located in two of the four cities studied;4he South Carolina
branch used word-of-mouth only while the older Mississippi branch used E.S. almost exclu-
sively. In Mississippi, three firms used advertising, but none had significant results. In both
states, firms which had been launched by community natives relied on word -of- ,mouth. The
manager's knowledge of the population or his reputation in the community was sufficient to
bring in job applicants whenever needed.

Several possible explanations of these recruiting patterns can be offered. First, it is clear
that Employment Service offices often in the past were the mechanisms used by firms for
maintaining their white-only practices. Two firmsboth large employers`- and each loca-
ted in a different state, admitted that they had agseements'with their local E.S. offices to
refer whites only. One firm still admitted having a "gentleman's agreement ," although the
understanding had been loosened to "White women only." The labor market had tightened
too much for the firm to exclude Negro men so casually. In South Carolina there was no ques-
tion that E.S. administrators had ended any conscious discriminatory practices. Sonic firms
complained about the diligence of E.S. in promoting equal opportunity. In Mississippi it was
clear that the discriminatory practices were continuing in one town while the situation of the
other town was more ambiguous. However, the firms which rely on E.S. are not always aware
of the discrimination. New firms with racially liberal managers adapt to the prevailing pattern
of the existing firms in recruiting thrgh E.S. but do not always understand,the origih and
consequences of that pattern.

A second explanation focuses on the image of the E.S. applicant which firms have succeeded
in establishing in the community. Managers expressed why they spurned use of the local Em-
ployment 'Service: No self-respecting laborer would apply through ES" These sentiments
were expressed by firms in South Carolina andeven more interestinglyby the firms in
Mississippi which did not recruit through LS. Such sentiments might readily explain why
managers would not chi to use ES, Unfortivately, however, the sentiments are partially
self-fulfilling. Once the labor force realizes that firms react negative4 to application through
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E.S., the better workers. who are able to find jobs on their own, do so. When firms pace
orders for personnel, E.S. administrators have nobody to refer except precisely the low
quality applicants who had initially created and would now reinforce management's image
of E.S. Why the LS. image-should be so strongly negative in South Carolina and only se-
lectively so in Mississippi is confusing, however. Once again, it appears possible that Missis-
sippi firms found the Employment Service useful as a way of screening out Negroes from
job applicants without directly compromising the company's image.

The different attitudes toward E.S. may simply reflect that word-of-mouth has been suffi-
cient to meet the needs of the South Caro lind firms. First,ithe word-of-mouth grapevine
may tunction better in South Carolina than in Mississippi. Indeed, several Mississippi firm
managers stressed the degree of social stratification-and class awtreness in the Delta, while
several of their South Carolina peers made a strong point that so,:iety was very fluid in this
area. with little stratification. The income distributions and his,:ories of the areas would '
seem to give support to such perceptions.- Also, racial animosity was clearly less in the South
Carolina locations than in Mississippi. Where discrimination has existed fOr any long time,
Negroes might well believeas a result of past correct word-of-mouth information and as a
result of experiencethat they really don't have a chance of getting jobs. Once formed,
such beliefs are highly resistant to change. Thus, news of job opportunities would then be
passed by word-of-mouth, butdiscounted by Negroes as irrelevant. To the extent that the
bulk of untapped labor in Mississippi is Negro and to the, extent that Negroes there still be-
lieverightly or wronglythat jobs will be denied them when they apply, the word-of-mouth
recruitment system may not be feasible or effective in Mississippi.

Such recruitment practices in Mississippi have several consequences. First, firms utilize only
to a small extent the rural areas; the firms make little effort to recruit in the rural hinter-
lands, The Employment Service approaches the hinterlands in a very haphazard way. Re-
cent door-to-door surveys in Mississippi rural counties showed unemployment as high as
even through official F.S. statistics showed unemployment to be only 5 to 9c,:;..1 As indus-
trialization proceeds, the labor force remaining to be tapped for employment will increas-
ingly be the population residing in the rural hinterlands; therefore, present recruitment meth-
ods-may be less and less effective. Second, the Negro is at a disadvantage with present re-
cruitment patterns. The social stratification, historical and current geo?.discrimination, his geo
graphic isolation in the hinterlands. and his lack of transportation causes him to benefit far
less than whites under both the word-of-mouth direct application method and the Employ-.
ment Service placement method of recruitment. Such inequity was costless to firms as lohg,
as the huge labor surplus of whites persisted. That surplus has almost disappeared, however.
In the future. the Negro population will increasingly be the source for employers of new
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Other sources for recruiting workers were available to firms, in addition to E.S. and word-
of-mouth. It is remarkable that they are seldom used. For example. the schools each year
supply a large number of well-educated workers to the labor force. Yet only in S.C. Town
did most firms systematically recruit at the schools and work with principals and couriselors
on job placement.) S. C. City and Miss. City had technical training institutes, but in Miss.
City, only one firm mated that it used such institutes for personnel recruitment.2 Generally,
firms not only did not recruit at the institutes, but also failed to work with the institutes so
that the skills taught might have some relevance to the firm's needs. All of.the cities had Fed-
eral Manpower aevelopment and Training Act (MTA) programs, but only two employers
expressed any involvement or interest in the programs. Only one place studied had a college-
Miss. Town. Only one firm in that town recruited at the college.3

Still another source of labor, which-firnis discreetly like to overlook in discussions,,is the
' labor force of other firms. The extent to which "pirating" is practiced is a measure orhow

open and competitive the economy is, and how free the community is from control by Sin-
gle firms. In all towns. the flow of employees from farms, retail and service enterprises, and

. small firms to large industrial firms was sizable (and usually one-way only, towards industry).
Recruitment from other firms' work forces represented a far smaller source of employees foy
new firms.

As might be expected, since the number of industrial employers was larger and thus an im-
pedance to monopsonist collaboration, pirating appeared to be more commonly practiced
and accepted in the Cities. New firms openly admitted that they were prepared to buy

1ln S.C. City, no firms cited any regularized contact with the schools. In Miss. Town, only one firm had
any regular contact with schools, and that firmthe,latgest in the townhad just begun the contact that
year, mote than 15 years after coming to town. In Miss. City, only two firms had such contact. The re-
port at the Chamber of Commerce meeting by one of those firmsa very large emDloyer which had been
in the town for decadestliat its school contacts had not been successful was cited by three other new
firms as a major factor in their decision not to make the effort. Interestingly, the tirm which made the
report claimed its contacts were successful in our private interview. The fact that the firm colitinued the
contacts indicates that recruitment through the schools could not have been completely fruitless. The
firm's report at the Chamber meeting may have been an effort to deter other'firms from tapping a rich
vein of labor supply.

-Cunously, that firm in Miss. City had high skill needs and yet reported no difficulties in finding skilled
labor, due to the institute. Its use of the institute freed it from many of the recruitment problems of
rival firms in its community.

The general complaint of firms concerning graduates of technical institutes was that the inexperienced
graduates derninded far too high a starting wage. Their demands would have threatened the firm's
whole wage structure. Whether suctitiemards indicate the naive optimism of the graduates or a very
low wage structure of the firms is ae open question.

3 But that firm made the college its principle source of labor. Since the firm empli.r*d some 600 machinists
at niminium wage rates, and since more than two thirds of its labor farce were college. students, the relation-
ship was important to the town's economy_ The firm's manager stated that his firm would have failed dur-
ing its first year of operation in Miss. Town, had it not discovered the college as a pool of labor. The college
on the other hand, more than doubled in size within four years and had made profitable use of, e firm's
presence .A.,:cording to the manager, the college included jobs at the plant as part of the reg scholar-
ship-loan package it offered students_ Personnel recruiters from the firm manned desks at the end of the
TegtAtation line as stuclentS' signed up for classes at the beginning of each semester.



the labor force they wanted, and that it was a matter of indifference whether existing firms
competed on wage rates. Firms which had been established longer readily admitted that
they had raised their wage rates to try to keep their work forces. While farmers, local gov-
ernment and retail merchants griped about the way new firms stole their employees, indus-
trial firms in the cities appeared to have adjusted to the competition and did not express any
resentment.

The legitimacy qt "pirating" in the eyes of local industry was much less strongly established
in the Towns: firms in S.C. Town readily admitted that they notified fellow employers of
any currently employed worker who approached them abbut a better job. According to
plant managers, if the current employer could offer the applicant a better job than he cur-
rently had, or than the approached firm would offer, the approached firm would refer the
applicant back to his empl4er (where presumably he would move into the better job). If
the current employer could not offer a better job, the worker would be nired. There were
widespread reports among workers and among local government officials that firms were
very careful in respecting each other's employee force and in disciplining workers who tried
to upgrade themselves by jumping acioss firms. Only in recent months with the relative
tightening of the labor market as firms expanded and as a qew high-skilled employer arrived
in town, had the attitude toward pirating become more tolerant. Among the three major
firms in Miss. Town, however, there was no sign of flexibility orttolerande. The control of
the town by the lagest. earliest firm had resulted in agreements by new firms not to raid
labor forces, as a condition for their being allowed to locate.
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APPENDIX II

The following Tables, A11-1, through All -7, compare 1960 labor force estimates from
local offices of the South Carolina and Mississippi Employment Security Commissions ty
labor force estimates made by applying national participation rates to age groups of the
population studied. The reasons for, and method used in this calculation are explained in
Section IL pages 55-58, of the text. No local employment data was available for S.C.
Town.
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Comparisons of Estimated Labor Force (Full Potential) in the Study Areas

To Local Employment Service Labor Force Estimates for 1960

Table A11-1

Miss. Town

MALES FEMALES

ELF LF ELF LF
Age 1960 1960 X2* 1960 1960 X2
15.24 568 379 (62.9) 378 322 (8.3)
25-34 544 497 (4.1) 219 284 19:1'

35.44 518 509 (.2) 276 432 88.2
45.64 711 605 (3_0) 405 508 26.2

65+ 99 125 8-.5 43 66 12.3

1 OTAL 2440 2178 (28.1) 1321 1612 164.11

Table All -2

Miss. Town County

MALES FEMALES

ELF LF ELF LF
Age 1960 1960 X2 1960 1960 X2

15.24 2699 2328 (51 01 1719 1124 (205.9)
25-34 2220 1901 (45.8) 909 914 (.03)
35-44 2104 2062 t 81 1230 1184 ( 1.7)

45-64 4000 3947 (,7) 21 28 1903 (23,81
65+ 748 824 7.7 268 334 16.3

TOTAL 11.771 11,062 (42,7) 6254 5459 (101,1)

X2 = SELF LF)2
ELF result in parentheses if ELF>LF;.

ELF: Estimated Labor Force

LF: Local Estimate of Labor Force

Sources: Local Estimated Labor Force from Mississippi Employment Security Commission
Department of Reseaich and Statistics.4.Population data from 1960 U.S CENSUS
OF POPULATION. MISSISSIPPI. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS, U.S. Dept
of Commerce. 1961
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Comparisons of Estimated Labor Force (Full Potential) in the Study Areas

To Local Employment Service Labor Force Estimates for 1960

Table A11-3

Miss. City

MALES

ELF LF

FEMALES

ELF LF
Age 1960 1960 X2* 1960 1960 X2

.

15-24 1713 1701 (.08) 1173 1214 1.4

25-34 2498 2598 4.0 1043 1576 272.4

35-44 2106 1977 7.9
1

1056 1486 175.1

45-64 2931 2862 (1.6) 1685 2000 58.9

65+ 398 393 (.06) 186 265 33.5

TOTAL 9646 9531 (1.4) 5143 6541 380.0

Table A11-4

Miss. City County

MALES FEMALES

ELF LF ELF LF
Age 1960 1960 X2* 1960 1960 X2

445-24 3598 3785 9.7 2357 2015 49.6

25-34 4176 4333 5.9 1751 2318 183.6

35-44 4667 3607 (240.8) 1939 2405 112.0

45-64 5518 5427 (1,5) t- 3033 3337 30.5

65+ 842 895 3.3 343 439 26.9

TOTAL 18,801 18,047 (30.2) 9423 10,514 126.3

(ELF - LF )2.
ELF result in parentheses if ELF > LF

ELF Estimated Labor Force

LE A Lotal Est ate of Labor Force

total Estimated Labe[ ot,k from Mississippi Employment SeLurity lominuAt,n,
Department of Rest-mil 4110.1 Statistit,s, Population data from U,S: CENSUS OF
POPU I_ A HON, MISSISSIPPI, GE R A t_ CHARACTE R IS f ICS, U.S- Dept kit
tommett.e, 1,4,1
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Comparisons of Estimated Labor Force (Full Potential) in the Study Areas

To Local Employment Service Labor Force Estimates for 1960

Table All-S

S.C. Town County

MALES

ELF LF

FEMALES

ELF LF
Age --, 1960 1960 X2* 1960 1960 X2

15-24 1805« 1871 214 1103 846 (59.9)

25-34 1667 1550 (8.2) 692 903 64.3

35-44. 1920 1918 (.002) 887 957 4.6

45-64 2482 2282 (16.1) 1318 1181 (14.2)

65+ 341 320 (1.3) 137 103 (8.4)

TOTAL . 8215 7941 (9.1) 4137 3990 (5.2)

*X2 = (ELF - LF)2
ELF . result in parentheses if ELF> LF

ELF Estimated Labor Force

Local Estimate of Labor Force

Sources' Local Esttmated Labor Force from South Carolina E'imployment Security C01111111S1011.
Department of Research and Statistics, Population data from U.S. CENSUS OF
POPULA TION, SOUTH CAROLINA, GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS, U.S Dept
of Commerce, 1.46 1
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Comparisons of Estimate Labor Force (Full Potential) in the Study Area

To Local Employinent Service Labor Force Estimates forl 960

Table A11-6

S.C. City

t

Age

' 15-.24

25-34

35-44

45-64

65+

TOTAL

MALES

ELF
1960

1101

1350

1626

1877

216

6170

LF
1960

941

1287

L600

1826

287

5941

X
(23.3)

(2.9)

(.4)

(1.4)

23.3

(8.5)

FEMALES

ELF
1960

LF
1960

787

951

1041

1206

147

4133

5.;

190.3

60.8

4 -5

7.7

174 3

715

' b 1 1

818

10%

117

3367

Table A1177

S.C. City County

MALES FEMALES

ELF LF ELF LF.

Age 1960 1960 X2 1960 1960 X2

15-24 4221 3732 (56.7) 2796 2032 (208,81

25-34 4502 4232 (8.0) 1905 23-c 1(i.7. 4

35-44 4885 4799 (1.5) 2407 2424 12

45-64, 5828 5490 (19.6) 3152 2689 (68.01

65+ 674- 601 ( . 3 ) 299 241 i 1 1 3)

TOTAL 20,110 18,914 (71,1) 10,559 9735 164.3 )

= (E1.F LF)2
ELF , result in parentheses ii ELF > LF li

ELF: Estimated labor Force

LF: Local Estimate of Labor Force

Sources Local Estimated Labor Force from South Carolina Emplccy inert SeLuti! lorniti»si
Department 44 Research and Statistics, Population data trom US. (ENS 'IS of
POPULATION, SOUTH CAROLINA, GENERAL CHARAC1 F,RISTICS S Dept.
of Commerce, 1961
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